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PREFACE

Governor.s State University was established. In July, 1969, by the
State of Ill inols as a free-standing upper division university with a
mandate to develop a new model of higher education

system~.

William E.

Engbretson, the first and only President of GSU, invited me to join the
administrative staff as Dean in September, 1969.

I have had the oppor-

tunity to participate in planning ail systems of the University during
the past six years.

As a biologist-ecologist I had had considerable

experience In various science curriculum development.and science
teacher education projects.

Hence, I was Interested in developing a

College of Environmental and Applied Sciences that was non-departmentalized
and that Included a truly interdisciplinary curriculum which would prepare
various kinds of environmental. generalists and specialists.
A survey of the literature In 1969, 1970 Identified many books and
articles dealing with problems of higher education in general, but the
paucity of literature about the history
schools of science was astounding.

and.evolutlo~

of col leges and

No references were found concerning

colleges of science in new upper division universities.

The National

Academy of Sciences, the National Science Foundation, and a few.
committees and commissions were just beginning to talk and write about
Interdisciplinary science curricular possibi llties at the university
level.

And little, If any, consideration had been given to competency-based

curricula In science at the col lege or university level.
col leges of environmental science in the

u.

S.

There were no

To this date there is
I

no definitive publication on the evolution of a col lege of environmental
science.

II

The purpose of this book is to place on record the brief six-year
history and evolution of

a college of environmental and applied sciences

In a new upper division university where the total curriculum is
lnterdlscipl inary and competency-based.

It is my hope that this report

on the brief six-year life of this experimenting col lege wi I I be useful
to scientists who In the future may plan and develop still other kinds
of science colleges.
In the development of a new university and a different kind of science
college, certain persons make major contributions.

The Col lege of

Environmental and Applied Sciences and this book would be very different
If It were not for the intellectual contributions of Peter Fenner,
James Joseph Gallagher, Donald

s.

Douglas, and Robert A. Kloss who have

worked as col leagues in the Col lege since 1970.

Bob Kloss died unexpectedly

In January, 1975, prior to the completion of this book.

Robert E. Tumelty

was a member of the original "team of six" professional scientists who
planned the Col lege.

He left the University after three years; alI others
I

of the original team are stilI helping to guide the Col lege and University
to maturity.

Wi I liam E. Engbretson, the first and continuing President

of Governors State University, contributed significantly to my thinking
about alternative curricula, strategies and modes of instruction, and
needs of the commuting student. Without his support during the past six
years, it would have

bee~

impossible to develop an experimenting

environmental science college.

He was also responsible for encouraging me

to write this book during a six-month sabbatical leave which he endorsed.

'

•

iiI
It Is hot possible to place a value on the advice, counsel and support
given to me and the College by Keith Smith, the first Vice President tor
Administration.

Smitty joined the University in the fa! I of 1969 and

strong leadership unti I his unexpected, sudden death in the spring of
1974.

During the past two years Mary P. En'dres, Vice President for

Academic Affairs, has provided stimulating advice and counsel to me and
my col leagues in the College.

In many ways, she has influenced the

Col lege as it matures.
A very special note of appreciation and gratitude to my wife, Betty,
who typed and proofread the entire manuscript for this book.

Her

penchant for clear, straightforward use of language has greatly improved
the book.

Ted F. Andrews
Park Forest South, I I linois
October, 1975

'
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FOREWORD

This book has double Import both for the
Col lege of Environmental and Applied Sciences
and Governors State University because CEAS has
been GSU 1 s leader In collegiate planning and
programming, and Dean Andrews has exerted more
positive Instructional leadership than any
other single person at

Governor~

State.

WI I I I am E. Engbretson
President

'
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DEDICATION

This little book Is dedicated to my wife and sons:
Betty, Kenneth, Glen, Dwight and Dwayne, and to my
former students and colleagues, each of whom has
made my personal and professional life richer and
more worthwhile.
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CHAPTER ONE--THE UNIVERSITY
Introduction
During the 1950's and 1960's, higher education flourished and the
need for Improvement In education In all fields In colleges and
universities was recognized.

Numerous articles and books were written,

pointing out the weaknesses In higher education and some ways it could

"

be changed (frankel, 1959; Sanford, 1962,; Wilson, 1965; Jacob, 1951';

Coombs, 1968; Hefferlin, 1969; Jencks and Reisman, 1968; Smith, 1970;
Baskin, 1970).
Educational change in the sciences was given impetus with the
establishment of the National Science Foundation in 1950.

From 1950 to

1970 the Foundation supported numerous course content Improvement projects,
science curriculum development projects, and science teaching improvement
programs In hundreds of col leges and universities.

The high school science

curriculum projects in biology, 'chemistry, earth science, nathematics, and
the like, supported by the Foundation during the 1950's and 1960's, had the
most significant imp;{act on the teaching of science of any advent since
the turn of the century.

These high school science curriculum projects served

as catalysts for the Initiation of many science curriculum materials
development projects tor the elementary and intermediate grades and
stimulated the establishment of col lege commissions in biology, chemistry,
geology, mathematics, physics, and,the like.

These groups of research

scientists, science educators, and learning theorists were funded primarily
by the National Science Foundation and had as their goals the improvement
of the curriculum In the sciences and the teaching of science in col leges
and universities.

I
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From 1952 to 1966, it was my good fortune to serve as director of
many summer, in-service and academic year institutes funded by the
Foundation, to function as a consultant to the Foundation from time to
time, to serve on the staff of the Biological Sciences Curriculum Study,
and to work with the Commission on Education in the Biological Sciences
as a member of the Steering Committee, the Executive Committee, and as
Associate Director aiR on the staff of the Commission.

These assignments

allowed me to visit many dozens of schools, community colleges, col leges,
and universities throughout the United States and in other countries.
It became apparent to me that some new and different models of higher
education in the sciences should be initiated.
It was with this background of experiences and within the higher
education ferment that I accepted an administrative appointment at
Governors State University in September, 1969, about six weeks after the
University was founded.

GSU Historical Background
The Illinois Board of

Hi~her

Education (BHE) was e'stabl I shed in 1961.

Since its inception, it has placed major emphasis on long-ranged planning.
In 1965, the BHE submitted a Master Plan, later to be

kno~as

Phase I, to the General Assembly of the State of I I linois.

Master Plan--

The original

Master Plan pointed the direction of higher education in II I inois.

It

recommended, among other things, an emphasis be placed on the development
of commuter universities and a statewide junior col lege system.

Thus, the

Master Plan for Higher Education in I II inols, in July, 1964, resulted in
the enactment of the Pub I ic Junior Col lege Act and tre organization of an
Illinois Junior College Board by the 74th General Assembly.

In December, 1966, the BHE released "A Master Plan--Phase II for
HI ghar Education In I Ill no is :

Extending Education a I OpportunIty."

Phase I I cal led for provision of educational opportunity through the
estab I i shment- ·of new i nst i tut ions.

Among the 31 recommendations

included in Master Plan--Phase I I were these:
1.

"In support of Master Plan pol icy to emphasize commuter
Institutions rather than residential col leges to accommodate
future enrollments, the state beg.in in 1967 to plan tor
additional commuter col leges

2.

a.

to be located in the Chicago Metropolitan Area and

b.

to be located In the Springfield area.

To the extent feasible, new col leges authorized be developed to
offer programs initially for junior, senior, and first-year
graduate students, thus strengthening the role of junior col leges
and lessening the impact of new pub! ic senior institutions on
nonpublic col leges."

An outgrowth of Master PI an--Phase I I, the BHE prO'duced a "Report
on New Senior Institutions" that was adopted by the Board, February 6,
1968,

The Report dealt with functions, location and governance of two

new senior institutions in the State of I lllnois, one to be located in
the Springfield area and governed by the Board of Regents, and the other
in the Chicago area and governed by the Board of Governors of State
Col leges and Universities.

The result was the establishment of Sangamon

State University in Springfield and Governors State University in Park Forest
South, I II inois.

The University <GSU) was official

'r

established on

July 17, 1969, when Governor Ogilvie signed into law House Bi I I 666, of the
76th General Assembly, which said in part:

"a new senior Institution of

higher education to be known as Governors State Unlversit

Is hereb

J.-4estab! l shed, to be !ocated in Monee Tounsh i p, Wi I I County, Ill i noi s."
The "Report on New Senior Institutions" included a series of
recommendations which were taken to be mandates:
1•••• to serve commuter students
2.

• •• programs .blending I iberal arts and sciences

3,

••• emphasis on work and study

4 •••• uti I ize community resources to train students
5 •••• instruction commencing at junior-year level and extending
through masters degree
6.

...no lower division work to be offered

7 •••• any student with 60 credit hours of col lege work with C
average or an associate degree shall be admitted
8 •••• admission on first-come, first-served basis if restrictions
need be Imposed
9.

• •• tree-standing institution with autonomy necessary to be
flexible and

responsi~e

10 •••• Innovative and experimenting educational programs
and
,
other systems

Educational Planning Guide I lnes
From July, 1969, unti I September, 1971, when the University accepted its
first class of students, more than 40 professional and
worked as teams to plan a! I systems of the University.

zo

support persons

Extensive, dynamic

educational planning processes, involving faculty, s .udents, 6y persons and
consultants resulted In a pub I !cation called the "Educational Planning
Guide! ines."

'

The Guide! ines have served as an aid in planning and developing

the physical plant, instructional programs, support services, and management
systems of the University.

The Educational Planning Guidelines state:

.Since the tal I of 1969 professional planners relating to
nearly al 1 aspects of university structure have been engaged.
Evans Associates ih conjunction with Caudil I, Rowlett and
Scott were selected as architects; Davis, MacConnel I and
Ralston Associates, a Division of Westinghouse, was chosen
to assist in the development of educational guidelines and
project initial space allocations; a library consulting team
headed by Dean Robert Downs of the University of I I I inois
was engaged; planning for the wise equipping and uti I ization
of educational technology came from lnstructiona·l Dynamics,
incorporated; and a wide variety of additional needed services
have been obtained from legal counsel, soil engineers, and
surveyors.
The Midwest Research Office of Educational Testing Service
completed in the spring of 1970 a Del phi-l ike survey of
educational needs, purposes, goals, and means which involved
over 1200 persons in the Chicago metropolitan area, II linois,
and the nation. Almost 600 persons from alI walks ·of I ita
responded to the successive questionnaires by indicating what
they thought Governors State University should be and should
do as it undertakes Its services to the people of the State
of II I i no is.
Because the process described above was so broad in scope and
diverse in components, a unique effort was undertaken to
correlate and integrate alI the necessary team members'
efforts. The services of McKee, Berger and Mansueto have
been used to develop a Critical Path Movement (persistence
scheduling) chart and the supporting computerized program
which shows monthly progress and'assures necessary decisionmaking at the appropriate times.

GSU Mission
The mission of the University was first stated on page 7 of the
Educational Planning Guidelines:
In its educational services to the people of the'State of
I I I inois, Governors State University functions within the
parameters prescri'bed by the State and is governed by
the Board of Governors of State Coleges and Universities.

'

Governors State University is to be a future-oriented,
servhce-minded Institution constantly seeking academic
excellence. It wi I I explore new dimensions and seek unique
solutions to the concerns of society and higher education;
develop and evaluate innovative programs keyed to the
rapidly changing career demands of our technological
society; and wi II be, in effect, an experimenting institution.
Because of the primary urban/suburban population area it wi II
serve and the characteristics of students of the junior
colleges In the area, the need to be provoking, innovative,
and unique creates a challenging and exciting situation
charged with serious res pons i b i I it i es. The ne.ed for academic
excellence relevant to community service and future-oriented
uti I itarian·programs demands an institution that wi I I be
open, humane, and efficient.
As an open university, it wi I I be perceived by students,
faculty, administration, and the general community as their
responsible agency for the identification and resolution of
their educational heeds. Part of this responsibility is
assured by the distribution of decision-making and pol icyrecommending authority throughout the University so that each
person affected may have a direct or representative voice in
these processes. In addition, openness is assured through the
maintenance of flexible, operational administrative/academic
structures that enhance the University's involvement in new
and pressing social issues. Finally, openness reflects
programmatically in the continuous processes of curriculum
appraisal with respect to its relevancy to mankind's deepest
concerns.
As a humane University, its programs wi I I be developed in a
manner that mitigates against depersonalization and dehumanization frequently characterizing contemporary institutional life.
It wi\ I develop, maintain, and enhance the humanistic, artistic,
and esthetic aspects of education within the I imits imposed by
quantification and budgeting. The learning environment of
Governors State University wi I I reflect a deep, abiding, and
pervasive concern for unique individual human beings and their
inter-relationships with others in the most technological \y
complex society mankind has yet evolved.
Governors State University wi I I be a model of efficiency in
individualized learning, group learning, in program planning
and budgeting, evaluation techniques, and in demonstrating that
a high order of accountabi I ity and responsibi \ity can be attained
and maintained. AI I instructional, research and community service
systems, and the necessary management and support systems are
defined in terms of inter-related objectives consonant with the
major goals of the University and its constitfencies. Program
planned budgets are the basis for.a constant systems analysis
relating resource a\ locations to the most direct and functional
operational levels. Excel lance and efficiency are to be maintained
through a major commitment to research and evaluation on a constant
cycle/recycle feedback basis. Every effort is made to

institutionalize change processes so that the University wi II
be truly dynamic. The flexibility to initiate programs to
answer society's needs and contend with society's problems is
being created and protected. Obviously, freedom of inquiry is
a prior condition for the true functioning of the University.
The concepts outlined above (open, experimental, flexible,
humane, efficient, utilitarian, excel lent) undergird the
mission of Governors State University. They are the basis for
development of an integrated urban/suburban, future-oriented,
community service-minded institution. Students are to profit
from their University experience in demonstrable ways with
experiences related to objectives which, in turn, are directly
related. to humane values and societal needs.

GSU Objectives and Characteristics
The Educational Planning Guide! ines describe the objectives and
characteristics of the University:
The following action objectives guide the planning, development,
and Implementation of the instructional, research and community
service programs, and internal support systems of Governors
State University. The most specific objectives of administrative
units within the University are directly related to. the action
objectives and, thus, to society's needs.
I.

Job Efficiency. Every student has a right and responsibility
to expect that her/his full engagement in the.higher education
process wl I I result in the acquisition and/or improvement
of marketable ski I Is, attitudes, and values, regardless of
whether her/his occupational professional goals are immediate
or long-range. Ours is an economic society and the road to
participation wl.thin it and the power to change and improve
it widen through higher education.

2.

Functional Citizenship. Every student has a right and
responsibility to participate directly, or through
representation, in those systematic institutionalized
policies and practices which affect her/his life and
learning. The University is to provide ·an environment of
participatory democracy that insures the student's full
engagement in the University. This provides an opportunity
to prepare for functioning in a wider community and is an
expression of the human right to involve one's self in
one's own destiny.

t~a-

3.

Intra- and Interpersonal Relationships. Every student
has a right and responslbi llty to develop to her/his
fullest potential. The sense of Individual dignity and
worth is to be cultivated by every action of the
University. This requires a learning environment
which strengthens open, accepting, and understanding
human relationships. Since healthy self-concepts
evolve in social settings, recognition of an individual's
rights carries with It the responsibility to recognize
and accept the rights of other. indiv·iduals and groups.

4.

Cultural Expansion. Every student has a right and a
responsibi I ity to seek an appreciation and use of the
fine arts and humanities as a countervailing force to
depersonal lzation and as an expander of the capacity to
enjoy and enhance the quality of human life. The students
and University serve each other and the community as
culture carriers, studying and reflecting the Intricacies,
problems, joys, and expressions of all cultures and
subcultures.

These objectives can best be achieved In a totally integrated
University community.
The primary descriptor of the University's characteristics is
Options. The scope of some of these options follows.
1.

Insofar as Is possible, barriers wi II be removed. Neither
students nor facu Ity shou I d be constrained by art if i c:f a I
boundaries, such as scholarly disciplines; they wi I I be
free to create new areas of study or to specialize.
Students and faculty will work in an interdisciplinary
fashion In one, two, three, or all four collegiate areas
unhampered by departmental constraints.

2.

The threat imposed by grades wi If be removed. Students'
records wf If reflect accomplishments and abilities; they
wl II measure changes effected. Students wi I 1 be encouraged
to work at their pace and toward goals they work out with
their faculty col leagues.

3.

Faculty and students wi I I be encouraged to work as col leagues.
The relationship of faculty to student is best defined as
one of mutual participation in the learning process.

4.

Within the parameters of the total institution and its
col leges, students and faculty wi If ~ave the opportuni~to
begin a given investigation and work unit whenever it is
appropriate to their goals and convenient to their schedule.

'
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5.

The key to success and achievement is motivation and
self-direction. The student may alter her/his program
if needed in consultation with advisors; hence, it is
the student who must set and achieve satisfactory goals
that can be approved by her/his student and faculty
col leagues--on essentially a flexible contract basis.

6.

Research is encouraged in its broadest sense--methodol·ogic
development and evaluation; specialized research; self,
peer, and community investigation; and so on. This goal
wl II be facl litated through the University's cooperative
education and work-study programs and through the on-site
field work that wi I I be relevant for some studies.

7.

Emphasis on community relations wi I I be reflected in the
nature of cooperative education programs. The cooperative
relationships wil I be real and functional, and every
effort wi II be expended to remove the unnecessary distinction
between the "rea I wor Id" and the University.

B.

Societal gains wi I I far outweigh the high per-student
investment of dollars. lnterdiscipl inary programs in
business, science, education, technology, arts, and health
wl II lead to attainment of status as human beings; to
acquisition of vocations, avocations, professions,
Interests, and ski I Is; and to the necessary background
for further graduate work. Further, continuing education
programs wl I I help the University to become integrated
within Its geographic area.

9.

Modes of. instruction wl II emphasize non-lecture situations
such as audio-tutorial, colloquy, seminars, etc.
Correlatjvely, a data bank is being developed to help
expand the state-of-the-art in Information storage and
retrieval. Modern video Interfaces, computer terminals,
and the like wi I I be commonplace in most instructional
and research areas. Telecommunications linkages should
exist between the community·and the institution.

10.

A systems view of education is envisioned, perhaps
facilitated by what can best be described as a loose-leaf
catalogue.

11.

A constant concern for open communications must exist so
the University family and its constituencies have multiple
channels for participation.

12.

Automatic change mechanisms are being planned so as to
insure persistent responsiveness to exper}ence, varying
perceptions of needs and dynamically altering conditions
of lite. For example, it is proposed that the initial

- ------------

.--~-

---------~----------

f r1 0collegial units split or combine into new units when
reaching a finite size of 1500 headcount students.
Also, for example, a finite life for courses is proposed.
13.

Lastly, and especially in view of both the need for
academic freedom for students and professional staff
and the experimenting nature of the University and the
communities it serves, protections are being bui It in.
It is clear that this proposed educational system is not
a panacea for everything and everyone; however, it is
available to anyone who has two years of col lege with
a "C" average or an Associ ate of Arts degree and a
commitment to self-Improvement.

GSU Postulates
The University is conceived to be primarily a

teaching-iearni~g

institution of higher education at the junior, senior and Masters level
of study.

Although the Col leges function as semi-autonomous units,

these postulates guide the planning, development, and implementation of
the academic programs and a! I other components of the educational
systems:
1.

Any student who has successfully completed two years of
collegiate study with a minimum grade of "C" or the
equivalent can, if she/he has a personal commitment
to do so, successfully complete instructional programs
of study leading to· a baccalaureate degree.

2.

This university wi I I provide a learning environment in
which students wi I I interact with faculty whose foremost
concern is for the realization of the students' educational
needs and goals.

3.

The role of the faculty and administration of this
University wi I I be to involve the students meaningfully
in the most stimulating, pleasant, and productive learning
environment feasible.

4.

Teaching, research, and community service are mutually
compatible endeavors in which faculty members and students
engage themselves during undergraduate a~d graquate study.

...

/r 115.

The most effective education occurs when the student has a
primary voice in determining her/his instructional program
of studies, rate of progress through the program, and
readiness to have his achievement evaluated.

6.

Educational performance objectives, expressed in behavioral
terms that are readily assessible, prepared by the professor
(or both the professor and student), and made avai Iable to
the student, enhance the probab t"ll ty that the Iearning
experience wi II be meaningful ·and rewarding.

7.

The audio-tutorial mode of instruction is one of the most
effective ways to individualize the teaching-learning
process and enable the student to have a voice in
determining the rate at which she/h~ progresses through
a unit of study.

8.

The concepts and processes of inquiry common to alI fields
of scholarship are of prime importance to alI liberally
educated persons whether they plan to become artists,
historians, scientists, or whatever.

9.

AI I concerns of the University are inextricably interrelated
to the real world; hence, the curriculum in which the student
engages should clearly reflect these interdisciplinary
relationships through relevant educational experiences.

10.

Interdisciplinary programs of teaching and research are
more easily formulated and more likely to prove viable in
a collegiate unit that is structurally organized on an
interdiscipi inary basis rather than departmentalized
according to fields of specialization.

11.

An individual's ability to use the processes of inquiry,
ski I is and competence in demonstrating a functional
awareness of the conceptual structure of knowledge,
attitudes and behavior patterns as she/he deals with the
scientific, social and humanitarian aspects of life and
society are more useful criteria to judge whether or not
one should be awarded a baccalaureate degree than is the
accumulation of so many semester hours of credit with a
specialized major and minor area of study.

(Educational Planning Guidelines, p. 13.)

'
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,,.12Teaching, Research and Community Service
These educational components are viewed as functionally interrelated
and interdependent.

The major and primary function of the faculty,

staff and administration is to plan, develop, and implement instructional
programs and to evaluate the results.

Research about instruction and

research as part of instruction are expected activities of faculty.
Faculty and students from various disciplines team up to carry out
research on educational, societal, environmental, and Industrial problems
that demand interdiscipi inary expertise.
heavi iy involved in Lnvestiga\ions.

Undergraduate students are

Community service and involvement

are inextricably related to the educational programs.

Community persons

serve on advisory groups to the University and on governance bodies within
the University.

Community persons cooperate with faculty and students on

community-centered research projects.

The trad it i ona I "wa II" that

frequently isolates a University from the body politic does not exist.
Community persons are Involved in teaching, research and community service
throughout the University.

Experimental-Innovative Practices
The University is viewed by faculty, administration, students, and
community persons as an experimenting system of higher education.

Many of

the atypical practices have been described elsewhere:
Centralized-Decentralized Concept. Instructional support such as
student services, counsel lng, academic advising, library services,
research and evaluation, and cooperative education are centrally
coordinated but are decentralIzed Into the respective col leges to
effect the most direct influence on and be responsive to the needs
of students.
f

Learning Modules. Instructional materials are packaged into
learning modules, which are vehicles for direct faculty-student
contact. Learning modules v.ary in form, time for completion,
credit, and mode of instruction. The instructional objectives
of a module are expressed in performance terms that are
measurable. The objectives may be faculty developed or studentfaculty developed.
Competency-Based Instruction. AI I components of the instructional
system have stipulated competencies that a student is expected to
demonstrate before being awarded a degree.
Instructional Systems Paradigm. The university has developed the
ISP to serve as a guide for alI curriculum development and
Instruction in the university. The ISP assists faculty and
students alike in relating the expected competencies in a
learning module to the expected competencies of the area of
emphasis; the area of emphasis competencies to those specified
tor the instructional program; and the instructional program
competencies to the mandates, goals, and objectives of the
university. (Governors State University, 1973, Instructional
Systems Paradigm)
lnterdlscipl inary-lntercol iegiate Study. AI I curricular elements
are Interdisciplinary. It is also expected that students take
20 to 25 percent of their work in colleges other than the one in
which they are based.
Year-Round Calendar. The university has a 12-month:. academic year,
consisting of six sessions, each of two months' duration. Students
normally may enrol I tor up to eight units of credit each session.
Six units is considered a ful I load.
Faculty Rank and Tenure. The university engaged in a five-year
experimental faculty system in which alI tul 1-time faculty hold
the rank of university professor, and may receive a seven-year
cyclical tenure appointment after an initial one-year and a
second two-year probationary appointment. (Governors State
University, 1973, Professional Personnel Systems)
Professional Work Pian A9reement. Each university professor
completes a PWPA in cooperation with the appropriate dean. The
PWPA states the intention of the faculty member to participate in
direct instruction, curriculum development, research activities,
community services, and professJ.onal services. The PWPA is usually
prepared annually in September, but may be amended any time during
the year by mutual agreement of faculty member and dean. The PWPA
is used as a guide in peer evaluation for annual salary increases
and appointments to tenured positions.
I

Student Evaluation and Transcripts. Students are evaluated on
essential Jy a continuing basis by their instructors, using many
traditional and nontraditional meons In order to verity that they
have achieved the specified competencies. When the competency
Is achieved, it is recorded on the student's transcript. The
transcript is a computer printout listing title of learning module,
units of credit earned, and the competencies achieved. There are
no grades on the transcript; no pass/fai I notations; and no
indications of work attempted, but not completed. (Andrews and
Fenner, 1975)

University Organization
The University is organized into four wings:
community service and research/Innovation.

academic, administrative,

Each wing is headed by a

Vice President who reports directly to the President.
Includes four Col leges, each headed by a Dean:

The academic wing

(1) Business and Public

Service, (2) Cultural Studies, (3) Environmental and Applied Sciences,
and (4) Human Learning and Development.

In addition, Student Services,

Financial Aids, Admissions and Records, and Cooperative Education are
components of the Academic Wing.

The Research/Innovation Wing includes

the I lbrary, instructional services (medial, special projects and
evaluation components.

The Administrative Wing includes bui I ding and

plant operations, personnel, business office, public safety, bookstore,
shipping and receiving, and central duplicating.

The Community Service

Wing is just being developed by the newly selected Vice-President.

This

Wing wi I I work closely with the Academic Wing as community service is
viewed as integral to instructional programs.

The University is a member

of a computer consortium.

The coordinator of computing services reports

directly to the President.

The University Assembly, a governance body,

Is comprised of 28 persons, including civi I service1 personnel, faculty,

administration, students, and community persons.

Most are elected;

some are appointed.
As the University grows, it is anticipated that additional col leges
and schools wi I I be established so each col lege wi I I have about 1500
students,

'

CHAPTER TWO--CEAS:

EARLY HISTORY

Having done my masters work In biophysics and my doctoral studies in
ecology-limnology, I became highly interdiscipi I nary 6n my research and
teaching.

My professional education along with my experiences with the

Commission on Undergraduate Education in the Biological Sciences and with
the National Science Foundation started my conceptualization of an
interdisciplinary science curriculum.

The advent of .national recognition

of environmental problems convinced me that there was need for a college
of environmental science offering baccalaureate and masters degrees in
environmental science.

The establishment of Governors State University

in the summer of 1969 gave me the opportunity to begin to plan a new
college in a new university, an opportunity few professional scientists
have.

Brainstorming Conference
On August 22 and 24, 1969, about twenty-five persons were convened
for a three day brainstorming session,

Bi I I Engbretson <President),

Keith Smith (Vice President) and I (Dean) were the prOfessional University
staff.

Others who participated In the conference were educational

planners, media specialists, curriculum specialists, architects, site
planners, learning theorists, curriculum researchers, needs survey
specialists, and the like.

The discussions were far ranging, including

such topics as curriculum, instruction, physical facilities, community
resources, commuting students, community col lege relations, mission, goals,
university structure, col legiai structure, built-in change mechanisms,
learning resources, and the like.

'
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In a memorandum from me to President Engbretson, I suggested that
the conference participants consider these suggestions:
--Experimental groups of students with I ittle or no col lege credit,
but with considerable experiential background should be admitted and
studied.
--Instructional materials (learning units) should be highly individualized
and the time to complete each unit largely determined by the students.
--LearnIng unIts shou Id be in "packages" of one-week to four-weeks
(minicourses or microcourses) in duration.

We should avoid the "text-

book syndrome."
--Students should be encouraged to contract for a sequence of learning
units and the records maintained by the computer in cooperation with an
instructor.
--Students should be encouraged to enroll in minicourses which carry
from one-tenth unit of credit in the course to 3 or 4 units of credit.
--Learning units should uti I ize all avai Iable media; programmed
instruction, computer assisted, audio-tutorial, single concept loop films,
audio tape, simulation experiments utilizing time sharing computer
terminals, games, pamphlets, video tapes, and the I ike, so that students
may select different routes through a program of studies.
--Students should learn from students and instructors.

To this end

a major undergraduate student teaching assistantship program should prevai 1.
--Students should be actively and meaningfully involved In planning
curriculum, establishing university pol icy, and in university-community
affairs.

'

,
I
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--The instructional program should be societal based throughout.
University-industry-business learning centers; university-community
col lege-school system teacher preparation centers; political-socialeconomic-subculture learning centers, and the I ike should be established
at the outset.
--The instructional program should be designed as.to encourage and
in many circumstances mandate interdisciplinary studies.
--Seminars and colloquia that are interdivisional should be an integral
part of the program of most students.

These seminars should be coordinated

by teams of instructors representing various fields and disciplines.
--The preparation of school teachers should be the responsibility of
alI col leges in cooperation with two-year col leges and school systems.
The study of subject matter specialty, theory of instruction and learning,
and practice with students In grades K-12 should extend over a three year
period whenever feasible--the last year in the community college and two
years in the university.
--An Institute for Curriculum Research and Evaluat-ion should be evolved
as the Col leges develop.

Faculty members should be encouraged, if not

required, to work In the institute to research, develop and evaluate the
learning units and the courses of study they oversee.
--The budgets ot the University and Col leges must be flexible, thus
planned and administered differently than conventional college budgets, if
interdivisional seminars, intercol lege seminars, and faculty involvement in
curriculum research, development and evaluation are to have a chance to be
successful.

'
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--Conventionally structured facll lties wi I I not adequately meet the
needs of a truly innovative and experimental university that places
emphasis on flexibility in the curriculum, individually guided learning,
instruction by teams, seminars and colloquia, interdisciplinary studies,
and university-business-industry-school-community learning centers.
--The evaluation of student achievement and progress should consist
of written statements by each instructor and the

~ssignment

of a grade

of Pass or Fai I (an alternative would be Honors or Superior, Pass, or
Fai f).

A portfolio of instructor evaluations would accumulate in the

records office of the University.
The Col lege of Environmental and Applied Sciences (CEASl had its
beginning at this conference.

It was believed initially that a Col lege

of Education, a Col lege of Business.and a Col lege of Arts and Sciences
would be established.

My first appointment to the University staff was

as Dean of Arts and Sciences.
~greed

At the August conference, it was generally

that an experimenting University that was to develop interdisciplinary

programs of instruction should structure itself atypically.

Hence what

was to be a Col lege of Arts and Sciences was divided into a Col lege of
Cultural Studies and CEAS.
tasted only a few weeks.

My appointment as Dean of Arts and Sciences
By

Septembe~

when I assumed ful I time duties,

was Dean of CEAS, a position I sti II hold.
Concurrent with and following the August brainstorming conference
a variety of other groups were engaged to assist in the planning efforts.

Planning Agencies and Groups

'

All systems necessary to sustain the operation of an institution of
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higher education had to be evolved and the institution ready to receive
students in September, 1971.

This was a major undertaking when one

considers that we didn't even own alI

t~e

university land, water and

sewer I ines were at least two miles from the campus site, and alI systems
had to be supportive of an atypical model of higher education.

To

accomplish this enormous task a large number of organizations and groups
were involved simultaneously and the progress of each group's efforts
and their influences on each other were overseen by an agency that
specializes in program management service (Table 1).
Although these groups were primarily planning university-wide systems,
each decision made in the planning process influenced directly or indirectly
the detailed planning and evolution of CEAS.

Planning Publications
The planning agencies and groups generated a wide variety of working
and position papers, each of which was revised several times.

Some of

the planning papers that were influential throughout the two year planning
period were:
McKee-Berger-Mansueto.

Program analyses, design development, economic

studies, construction costs estimates, and monthly planning progress reports.
Davis, McConnell, & Ralston.

Planning matricies and educational

planning guidelines (several drafts).
Morton, Daniel.

Governors State University Needs Assessment Survey.

Evanston, IL: Educational Testing Service.

Apri I, 1970.

'

General, over-a! I management and planning of all systems
Financing, construction Phase I physical plant
Budget planning and approval; program approval
Operating, capital budget control, program approval·
Educational technology and media consultants

6. Governors State University

7. Illinois Bui !ding Authority

8, I I linois Board of Governors of
State Col leges and Universities

9. II linois Board of Higher Education

10. Instructional Dynamics

Site and landscape design
Campus site grounds engineering
Planning management coordination services

11. Johnson, Johnson & Roy, Inc.

12. Joseph Schuete & Associates

13. McKee-Berger-Mansueto, Inc.

~

Educational, community needs assessment

5, Educational Testing Service

Educational program and space consultants
Architectural design and construction of Phase

& Ralston

4. Evans Associates

3. Davis, MacConnel,

Architectural design of Phase I of. physical plant

Generic Functions

in planning Governors State UnJversity--1969-71.

2. Caudil l,.Rowlett, Scott

involved

University-vii lage relations; access routes; vi I !ageuniversity transportation, water, sewage, etc.

Agencies

Primary agencies and groups

1. Coordinating Planning Agencies
Planning Commission, Park Forest South
Wi II County Engineers
I I linois Highway Department

Table I.
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Governors State University.

Educational Planning Guidelines.

Park Forest South: July, 1970.
Johnson, Johnson and Roy, Inc.
Ann Arbor:

A Guide for Physical Development.

September, 1970.

Westinghouse Learning Corporation.

Space Summary and Educational

Speci fi cations, Phase I, Governors State University •. Palo AI to:
McConnel I, & Ralston, A Division of W. L. C.
Instructional Dynamics, Inc.

Davis,

September, 1970.

GSU Proposed Communications and

Chicago: January, 1971.

Learning Systems.

Phase I of the permanent physical plant was planned and construction
started ------------------------with a projected construction period
of---------- days,
September 1971.

The University was to receive its first students in

Therefore an interim physical plant also was planned during

1969-70 on an off-campus site in cooperation with the developer of
Park Forest South.

A rectangular warehouse-type structure with about

67,000 square feet of net assignable space was converted into a "University"
for use whi Ia Phase

~e

was constructed.

CEAS

phy~ical

faci I ities

utilized during the first six years is treated in Chapter 8.

"Squatters" Conferences
L'

.t

'

It was our strategy to involve,as'·many faculty and administrators as

feasible~·with participants from the various planning agencies.
tactics used was the so-called "squatters" conferences.

One of the

Two "squatters"

conferences were held in 1970, one in Apri I and the other in May.

About

I
forty faculty members and administrators that had been
employed to join

r

I
I

I

l
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t

the GSU staff in the summer or fall of. 1970, representatives from the
planning groups and several special consultants were convened for
three-day conferences.

AI I plans for educational, management, support

and physical systems were considered and revised many times.

'f

~-

The

Educational Planning Guidelines, which by this time had been revised
several times, were re-considered by alI persons who were to help
Implement them during 1970-71, as educational programs were initially

',

developed.

Also the planning groups, especially the architects in

cooperation with the faculty and

administratio~

were asked to design a

facility to support kinds of flexible, responsive educational programs
envisaged.

We believed that involvement of faculty and administrators

who were to come on board later to implement and manage the

instruction~!

programs was Important and should take place during early planning
stages.

.JI ' : ''" ·

·' :

Since I Joined the GSU staff at a very early date, I had recruited and
employed five professional scientists who would serve as consultants
during t{,e,.~J(!er and spring of 1970, and who would come on board as
ful I

time~planners

during the summer of 1970.

The six of us participated

in each of the "squatters" conferences.

The goals for the CEAS,

the interim physical facilities, Phase

of the permanent facilities, and

the relationships of CEAS to alI other University units were considered
at length and in depth during the "squatters" conferences.
··-·

CEAS Guide! ines
The initial CEAS faculty of six were called Direc]ors of Academic
Development (DAD's).

The six functioned as a team to plan alI systems of
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the College during the spring, summer, and fall of 1970.

The following

collegial guidelines were evolved and published in the Educational
Planning Guide! ines to aid us in our current and future planning and in
recruitment of additional faculty:
1.

Instruction wil I be aimed toward helping students
attain two major goals--capabi Iity of life-long
learning and capability of inquiry and action on
problems related to improving environmental quality.

2.

Instruction wi I I be interdisciplinary, encompassing
broad areas of the life, physical, earth and health
sciences, mathematics and computer sciences, applied
science and technology, and science education.

3.

Instruction wi I I be individualized, orlented.toward
helping students acquire mastery of knowledge,
attitudes, ski I Is, and techniques for effective
learning, inquiry, and aotion.

4.

A wide variety of instructional modes will be
employed including:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
j.

student-faculty problem-focused study groups
laboratory and field work
seminars
audio-tutorial
computer simulation
independent study
informal faculty-student and student-student
interactions
projects
research problems
cooperative education

5.

Faculty and students wil I cooperate in the design,
development, and evaluation of instruction.

6.

Undergraduate and graduate students wi I I be engaged
in specified activities in Instructional, research,
and community service programs. They wi I I be
financially compensated when possible.

7.

Educational experiences involving the expertise of
the faculty, specialists in business and industry,
and students wi I I be regular components of tfe
instructional programs.

\
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8.

Theory and practice wi I I tie interrelated through
gainful employment of students in the worlp of
work whenever feasible.

9.

The instructional facilities wi I I be open, flexible,
and student-oriented so as to provide an inviting
learning environment.

10.

Field stations wi I I be established ·in a variety
of environments to .be uti I ized by students in
cooperation with faculty, civic leaders, and
representatives of other agencies.

11.

Mobile Learning Resource Centers wi II be
developed and used extensively both in field and
community programs of the College

12.

Education objectives, expressed in terms that can
be evaluated, wi I I be developed for each instructional
experience, and each student wi I I be evaluated in
terms of her/his performance relative to stated
educational objectives.

13 •. Development and evaluation of materials, modes, and
strategies used in instruction wi I I be a legitimate
research activity and continuing process involving
ai I instructional staff in cooperation with the Office
of Research and Innovation.
14.

The Col lege organization and curriculum wi I I be
continua I Iy eva I uated and changed as needed to insure
that the interdisciplinary nature of science is obvious,
that programs remain faithful to student needs, and
that faculty and students deal with environmental and
applied sciences in the real world where science,
technology and man's society regularly and continuously
influence each other.

It wi I I be evident' in other Chapters of this book that these
guide! ines have·had significant influence in the evolution of alI systems
in CEAS.

After five years of experience with students, faculty, curriculum

development, community service and instruction, I am convinced that these
guide I ines are sti II valid.

CHAPTER THREE--CEAS:

STUDENTS

The Col lege of Environmental and Applied Sciences (CEAS) and
Governors State University were established in 1969, near the phasing
down of student activism in higher education.

The students' voices

in col leges, universities and the community had been I istened to by
many and as a consequence a great deal was written abqut student
problems, higher education's "neglect" of students, student participation
in governance, students' role in planning their education, and the need
for institutions of higher education to respond to better meet student
needs (feldman and Newcomb, 1969; Foster and Law, 1970; McGrath, 1970;
Smith, 1970; Martin, 1968, 1969; Pace, 1966; Shaw, 1970; Astin and
Panos, 1969; Taylor, 1969; Dunham, 1969; Hazen Foundation, 1968;
Chickering, 1969).

Missing from the I iterature are any significant

data on commuting students in upper division universities.

Nisula and

Dressel, 1966, made extensive and intensive comparisons of commuting
with non-commuting students in four-year col leges and universities.

The

Wayne State University study of faci I ities for commuti,ng students gives
some notion of the problems that are faced by commuting students in
higher education (Ward and Kurz, 1969).

Our best source of information

on the commuting student in upper division universities came in personal
communications from persons at Florida Atlantic University, Old Westbury,
Richmond Col lege, Monteith College, and from persons in other institutions
that had experience with commuting students.

It was apparent to me in

1969, and now, six years later, I am convinced that far too I ittle is
known about the commuting student in upper division
It's a field in dire need of research.

~igher

education.
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Career Orientation
A specific objective of the University is Job Efficiency (see Chapter
One) which in part says that a student should expect to acquire new
marketable ski I Is, attitudes and values or to improve on existing
attributes through higher education experiences.

It is the intent of

the University and CEAS to provide a blending of career-oriented educational
experiences with studies in the liberal arts and sciences.

We are

committed to the view that career related studies need not be the
antithesis to I iberal education studies at the upper division and
masters level of study.

Thus the guideline that students register

for about 25% of their studies outside of CEAS and that to the extent
feasible each student should have practical on-the-job experiences as
an integra'! component of his education.
Most of the more than 600 students registered in CEAS in the spring
of 1975 are employed.

They have careers in nursing, allied health,

science teaching, business, industry, state agencies, federal agencies,
municipalities, and the like.

They are in fact career-oriented.

For

the most part they are working toward a baccalaureate or masters degree
with the intent of changing to a more responsible

positio~,

with their

present employer, upgrading their knowledge and ski I Is for their
current position, or are changing from less needed positions to newly
established positions.

Student Characteristics
The median age of all students in <IAS is about (>2.

The median

has varied from 29 to 35 during the various enrollment periods (Sessions)
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in the past five years.

The median age for undergraduate students is

about four years less than for alI students.
and have families.

More than 75% are married

About 85% work at least part-time; the majority

are employed ful !-time.

Since the initial enrol Iment in CEAS, the

male students have slightly outnumbered the female.
45% ot our students are female.

in general about

About 50% of the students are in
I~ I :'

·t

I '

I

.,

'

"I

'

health science, 15% in science teaching, and 35% in science; (Chapter
Five gives detai is on the CEAS curriculum).

On the average, minority

students comprise about 25% of the CEAS student population.

During the

past tour years about half of our students have been undergraduate and
half working towards a masters degree.

At any given time about 15%

of the students are "s i ttl ng out" a Session.

Students may register for

zero units (called "Zero Registration") for two consecutive two-month
sessions in order to complete unfinished assignments, take vacations,
accept out-of-town work assignments by their company, etc., without
having to apply tor re-admission.

An important aspect of the University's
'
mission is to serve middle and low-income students. Most of the CEAS
students are middle to low income, hence some of them occasionally
interrupt their education tor several months in order to hold two jobs
and recharge their fiscal reserves.

The academic preparation of our

students in the sciences ranges from truly superior to inferior.

Those

whose academic preparation in a given field such as chemistry or
1··~

I •

' ··

.

mathematics, usually attend one of the community col leges in the area
while concurrently taking coursework in CEAS. that does not demand'···"
background in chemistry or advanced mathematics.

I

Many kinds of self-

guided learning materials packages are in the CEAS faculty offices
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and in the University library.

A large percentage of our students use

these materials and with some aid and advice from faculty, fi 11 in voids
in their academic backgrounds.
*Insert·
p.3.4a'

Attitudes and Behaviors
A sal lent attribute of the older,
a desire to I earn.

e~perienced,

commuter student is

They are wi.1 I i ng to study hard and Iong to achieve

their goals and to make extraordinary economical, social, and domestic
sacrifices to obtain an education.
Upward mobility is a desire that seems to characterize our students
who have worked and supported a family for 5-10 years while earning
an associate degree from a community college.

They usually are seeking

a higher level, perhaps supervisory, position or preparing themselves
for newly established positions for which a degree in environmental science
wi I I qualify them.

Large numbers of students in the health sciences are

preparing themselves for supervisory positions.

Many businesses,

Industries, municipalities are establishing new positions for environmental
analysts, planners, managers, conservationists, and the I ike.

And these

agencies are encouraging those good employees who are in positions that
are not critical to come to CEAS to prepare themselves for a new role as
environmental specialist in the agency.

Elementary and secondary school

teachers in the Chicago metropolitan area are coming to CEAS to pursue
graduate study in environmental education and environmental science.
general, the in-service teachers are re-educating themselves.

'

ln
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In the September-October Session, 1972, the Undergraduate Program
CUP) Aptitude Examination was administered to 203 entering juniors who
volunteered to take the examination.
Juniors took the examination.

Forty-seven of the CEAS entering

The mean score on verbal abll ity was 383

and on quantitative ability 403.

When compared to a national norm

established by 4115 Juniors who have taken the UP Apt.Jtude Examination,
the CEAS students• mean scores were 30 to 50 points· lower (Research and
Evaluation Report No. 7-72).

This preliminary study suggests that the

open admission pol Icy encourages students with widely varying backgrounds
and abilities to begin study In CEAS.

Sma·t t unpubt !shed surveys conducted

more recently Indicate much higher mean scores both on verbal and
quantitative components of the examination.

Beginning In fa I I i975, alI

entering undergraduate students wll I be required to take the UP Aptitude
Examination and all graduate students must take the Graduate Record
Examination prior to admission to degree candidacy which may occur after
completion of eight units of graduate credit.

'
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Our students tend to be highly pragmatic and goal-oriented.
Having worked for several years to support a family, our students come
to us, for the most part, with reasonably specific, practical goals and
objectives.

Of course, some non-degree students register tor study

largely tor their general education and interest.

A primary objective

in CEAS is to interweave theory and practice in alI of our offerings.
One of the main theory-practice integraters is cooperative education, an
experience for which the student receives both credit and pay.

(See

Chapter Five tor additional information on Cooperative Education in the
curriculum.)
The CEAS curricula are much more flexible than typical science
curricula.

Most of our students enjoy the unstructured flexible nature

of the curricula.

But some students are initially frustrated when they

are obliged to select among several alternative pathways to achieve their
goals.

We have not been successful in predicting which students wi I I

like structured and which ones wi I I like unstructured curricula.

If one

could identify Indicators In students' attitudes and behaviors that
would allow one to predict whether or not a student would have difficulty
in an unstructured curriculum, we could do a better job of advising and
teaching.

It is obvious to.me after five years' experience with our

students in a competency-based, relatively unstructured curriculum that
intensive and extensive studies of attributes of the commuting student
in the upper division universities is greatly needed.

We simply do not

have enough data on the older, work experienced, commuter student for
use In the decision making, advising and teaching processes.
I
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A great deal has been said about the role of the student in
university and collegial governance and advisory capacities.

But "the

literature dealing with the sociology of the commuting student is very
smal.l" (Wayne State University study of The Commuting Student).
According to McGrath, 1970, "The experience· of a few American institutions
and some Canadian universities suggests that a governmental structure
which assembles ail the constituent parties in some organization like a
Senate, including the Board, the Administrators and the students in
policy discussion is better than one which provides for reconciliation
of opposing views after the constituent groups have taken independent
action."

To this end students are invited to serve on all counci Is,

groups, committees and task forces in the University and hence in CEAS.
This Is great experience for a very few students in a convnuti ng
student population.
group In CEAS.

Students are appointed or elected to every organized

But experience has shown us that 15-20.students participate

actively in a wide variety of groups and that the other 580 participate
very little, if at all.

in reality, far less than one percent of the CEAS

students have an active voice in collegial and university affairs.

This

can hardly be considered adequate, fair, or just representation!
A position of Student Assistant Dean <S.A.D.) was established in CEAS
in the tal I of 1971 when we registered our first

it is a

~tudents.

.' position and the S.A.D. is appointed by the Dean.

"saiarle~"

The S.A.D.

is our attempt to provide a real live communication linkage among faculty
and students.

(See Chapter Six for additional information.)

works closely with the Assistant Dean for Student

A~fairs

The S.A.D.

and actively
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participates in the CEAS

Administr~tive

and other groups in the Col lege.

Counci !, the Co! !egia! Assembly,

The S.A.D. has good communication with

the smal I number of students who participate actively in CEAS affairs,
but communication with most students in the Col lege is remote.

We have

not found ways to interest the commuting student, who has to hold a job,
support a family, and complete his collegial studies,. in becoming active
in collegial affairs.

Here again, very little data are avai !able on the

views of upper division, commuting students in participation in collegial
policy making processes.

My experience with our students is that most

give highest priority to family and job and are willing to leave the
policy making to faculty and administration.

However, they do demand

that open lines of communication are available in the event that they
want to feed an idea into the system.

The S.A.D. helps to provide an

avenue of communication.
Most of the CEAS students would not be in college were it not for
Governors State University being located within commuting distance of
their homes and/or place of employment.

In a very real sense, GSU is a

regional university with an enormous population within a 25 mi ie radius
of the campus.

There are more than 60,000 community college students in

this "service region."

Some students from Chicago, other states and

other counties move near to the campus so that they can commute short
distances.

Planning field trips, cooperative education experiences,

and the like for our students is difficult, and sometimes impossible.
It is mandatory that faculty and administration provide flexible,
responsive planning of instruction and related
serve the CEAS ci ientele.

activ~ties

it we are to

Many of our students wi II use their day(s)
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off work to participate in a field trip or some other educational event.
Hence both the commuting student and the faculty in a commuter institution
share an extra burden if good quality education is to be provided.

Research on Student Characteristics
During the second year, 1972-73, that the University had students,
the Research and Innovation wing of the University conducted a "Survey
of Student Characteristics" (Research and Evaluation Report No. 9-73).
Sixteen per cent of the CEAS students <89 persons) registered for the
May-June 1973 Session responded.

Their responses to a five-part item,

"What attracted you to GSU" are shown in Table 3.1, taken from the above
survey.

Table 3.1
Cost
2.48

Primary Reason for Attending GSU. The number represent the
mean results on a scale of 1-5 with 5 most important.
Eight-Week
Innovative
Curriculum
Calendar
Environment
Location
2.89

2.60

2.47

2.71

The competency-based, interdisciplinary science curriculum leading to
...
.· . ' .
degrees in environmental science was the most influential factor and an
~·

innovative teaching-learning environment second.
Smal I unpublished surveys conducted 1 by the CEAS suggest that the
curriculum is sti I I the primary factor attracting students into the Col lege.
It is extremely difficult to obtain valid and reliable longitudinal data
on commuting students in GSU.

Because of the eight-week session and our

pol icy of allowing students to "zero register" for

~o

consecutive sessions,

------------------------------·---~·-~-----------~·

-
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students "drop in" and "drop 'out" regularly to suit their academic and
financial needs.

Hence we always have a student body of "X" number of

students but the composition changes from session to session.

Faculty

Interviews with their advisees just prior to graduation suggest that
graduating students sti II rate the curriculum and the atypical (innovative)
teaching-learning environment as the most rewarding and attractive
attributes of the CEAS.
The Research and Innovation Wing of the University and Assistant Dean
for Research and Evaluation in CEAS are working with the CEAS faculty in
an attempt to design longitudinal studies of characteristics of CEAS
students when they enter, when they graduate, and at a later date.

I

CHAPTER FOUR--CEAS:

FACULTY

An academic Institution Is known by the quality of Its faculty and
the qualitative performance of Its students after graduation.

This

generalization has always guided me In bui ldlng a faculty and It
continues to guide the faculty and administration of CEAS as It adds
new faculty to the system.

Since CEAS was to develop an Interdisciplinary

competency-based curriculum leading to degrees In environmental science,
we have always searched for faculty who were broadly educated in the
sciences, Interested In developing new Instructional materials,
c.

conferned about curricular design, and highly motivated to become
superior college Instructors.

In addition, faculty who were educated

In a science dlsclpl lne and also a special lst In educational research,
curriculum design, Instructional theory, and/or curriculum theory were
sought after as CEAS faculty members.

This group of faculty Is referred

to generally as the science teaching facuHy.
charged with three primary roles:

These faculty members are

first, to plan, develop and Implement an

environmental science teacher preparation program; second, to work as team
members with basic scientists to design Instructional materials and develop
curricular patterns; and third, to provide liaison with the other three
Col leges In the University to plan teacher preparation programs.

This

latter role was In support of the University plan to have teacher preparation
programs In each col lege where the dlsclpl Ina-oriented faculty are located
rather than to have a college of education responsible for all teacher
education programs.

'
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Academic Credentials
During 1969-70, I, a biologist-ecologist with considerable experience
In curriculum development and col lege teaching, was the only CEAS faculty
member.

During this period five new faculty were employed to begin

full time duty in July or September, 1970, a.nd to serve as consultants
during the winter and spring, 1970.

The five held doctoral degrees,

representing various fields and institutions (Table 4. 1).

Table 4.1
Name
Donald

s.

Douglas

Peter Fenner, H·.·.'~·:r-•'·

Degree

Institution

Ph.D.

Duke University

Ph.D.

Discipline and Experiences
PhysiQio~y-ecology;

co II ege teachIng

&

several years
research

U. of Illinois

Geology; curriculum planning
and administration

James Joseph Gallagher Ed.D.

Harvard Un i v.

Physics, Science Education;
Curriculum development and
administration

Robert A. Kloss

Ph.D.

U. of Wisconsin

Biochemistry; many years college
teaching and administration

Robert E. Tumelty

D.P.H.

U. of Cal If.,
Berkeley

Public Health Administration,
several years practice and
college teaching

In the fa( I of 1971, when the first class of students registered, seven
new faculty were employed making a total of 14 faculty, including the Dean.
The new faculty each held a Ph.D. and from a University not represented by
the original six.

Their fields of expertise were biogeochemistry, electrical

engineering-mathematics, nursing-higher education, animal behavior, analytical
I
chemistry, health education, and biology-science education.

I
L
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There are, In 1975, forty facu Ity members, thIrty-one of whom have
a doctorate, eight a masters, and one a bachelors degree.
twenty-four doctorate granting universities.

They represent

In addition to those whose

expertise are In the physical, biological, earth, mathematical and health
sciences, we have faculty In CEAS whose specialties are In such fields as
sociology, urban planning, anthropology, communications, health economics,
mental health, computer science, and the like.

It Is 'a truly Interdisciplinary

mix of college professo.rs who work Individually and In teams to design and
Implement three major Instructional programs:
science teaching.

health science, science, and

There Is no departmental organization of faculty (See

Chapter Six for CEAS organization).

Recruitment
The singular most Important function of an administrator and faculty
In a new, eve IvI ng co I Iege Is recruItment of tacu Ity.

It Is safe to

general lze that starting a new upper division university with new,
experimenting systems Is high risk for everyone concerned.

Therefore, It

Is Important that prospective faculty know very early In the process what
Is expected of them and what they can expect from the Institution.

To this

end, I developed a list of "faculty expectancies" which were modified and
edited by university administrators and the Initial five CEAS faculty.
The "Faculty Expectancies" used In the 1974 and 1975 recrultmen't processes
state that persons who form the faculty of this (CEASl College wl II be
expected to:

I
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rork cooperatively with colleagues to develop competency-based Learning Modules
~hat are interdisciplinary in nature and consistent with the educational obJectives
and goals of the University.

~ork as a member of instructional teams with student groups studying problemfocused issues that are interdisciplinary and concerned with the improvement of
~he quality of life.

individualize instruction as much as feasible utilizing contemporary educational
technology such as computer simulation, games, audio-tutorial, and videotape, in
cooperation with instructional support units.

cooperate with the University's Office of Research and Innovation to study the
effectiveness of her/his instructional materials and modes in producing exPected
educational changes in students and to design and develop research proposals.

engage in continual assessment of the curriculum to ensure that the interdisciplinary
nature of science is obvious, that instruction is consonant with the goals of the
College, and that needs of the students are being met.

contribute to the cooperative education program of the Coilege wherein the expertise .
of faculty is Joined with that of specialists in the professions, government,
business, and industry to plan and implement instructional work experiences.

teach in open, flexible laporatories, that are planned for open-ended, studentcentered interdisciplinary studies.

exhibit growth as a teacher in her/his ability to develop interdisciplinary
instructional materials and utilize a variety of instructional modes.

teach in on-campus or off-campus situations, such as schools, clinics, hospitals,
industries, at night and on weekends to meet needs of students who are fully
employed during the daytime.

assist in maintaining an intellectual environment that promulgates innovation
and experimentation in curriculum, instruction, and research.

assist the College in maintaining efficient and responsive management by working
cooperatively with the administration to develop schedules of Module offerings,
requests for library holdings, and other tasks needed for effective operation of
the College •

.work with· various· ·teams of faculty to improve and integrate instruction both within
the College and throughout the University •

.work cooperatively with faculty and administration to implement and to improve
the University's Instructional Systems Paradigm and the Professional Personnel
Systems •

.participate actively in various instructional processes, research and evaluation
programs, student and faculty recruitment, community service activities, and in
professional services to the University.

I
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Two "recruitment packets" have been developed and used In CEAS
recruitment activities.

Packet No.

Includes basic background Information

on the University and the CEAS and Is sent to persons who have submitted
their vitae along with a letter of inquiry about a position for which we
are seeking applicants.

If CEAS decides the person qualifies and the

applicant decides she/he Is stll I Interested after perusing the background
materials, a second packet of materials Is sent along with an Invitation
to spend two days on campus for Interviews.

The "interview packet"

Includes a Job description, the· faculty expectancies, various CEAS working
papers that are pertinent to the Instructional program of greatest Interest
to the applicant, and a detailed Interview schedule for the two days.
As Dean, I have a breakfast Interview each day and an exit visit near the
close of the second day with each applicant.

During the two days, the

applicant visits with CEAS faculty and assistant administrators, faculty
and administrators In the 0the.r colleges who have expertise In allied fields,
with each VIce-President and the President.

Each of the faculty In CEAS

submits written evaluations and recommendations to the Dean who then works

,

with a search and screening committee and assistant administrators In the
final selection process.

Ordinarily three or four persons are Interviewed

for each position.
These recrultmenf procedures are extraordinarily time consuming but
experience has proven them to be very effective both from the standpoint
of the prospective faculty, the Col lege, and the University.

Some

candidates, after studying the recruitment materials, have decided to
withdraw their applications.

A few have not studied the materials

thoroughly before arriving for the Interview and werdconvlnced by the
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close of the first day of Interview that CEAS was no place for them.
Nearly every person who studied the recruitment materials carefully and
who completed the two-day Interview schedule said that they would accept
an appointment If an offer were to be forthcoming.

We have never had a

faculty member join the staff and then decide she/he had been mislead or
the University or CEAS misrepresented to them.

But, on the other hand,

almost every person who has joined the faculty has said after a few months
on the job that they had not fully appreciated prior to actual experience
all of the demands that the atypical experimenting systems In CEAS would
place on them.

have concluded that It requires at least one y0ar, and

In some cases two years, for a new faculty member to understand completay
the burdens and risks one assumes when she/he takes on the task of planning,
developing, and Implementing new curricula in a new, evolving Institution.

Orientation
Orientation of new faculty to numerous different roles they are to play
In CEAS Is a continuing process for several years, but Is seml-fo'rmally
planned during the first year of one's employment.

No' matter how much one

reads about Interdisciplinary science, competency-based curricula,
Individualized Instruction, and the like, It requires actual experience
with commuter students, experienced faculty, special consultants and
administrative systems to understand and appreciate fully the new demands
placed on one.

As chief administrator of the CEAS, I employ a variety of

tactics to assist faculty In orientation to all the systems In the College
and the University.

Each new faculty member Is teamed for a year with a

CEAS-exper lanced professor who serves as a "buddy," c! "counselor," an
"advisor." CEAS-experlenced faculty team up with new faculty to plan,
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design, develop and teach a learning module (Instructional package similar
to a course syl labusl.

New faculty are asked to work with one or more of

the science teaching faculty to examine the Instructional Systems Paradigm
and to get some assistance in writing competency-based Instructional
materlals.(See Chapter Five for datal Is on CEAS Curriculum).

Office

assignments are made so that new faculty are physically located near to
experienced faculty but In related disciplines rather than the same
discipline.

This physical relationship usually assists a great deal In

promotion of Interdisciplinary discussions of teaching, research, and
curriculum planning.

Many of the ad hoc committees in CEAS are appointed

by the Dean or an assistant administrator.

New faculty qre placed on

these committees with experienced faculty from time to time.
Six for datal Is of CEAS organizational structure.)

(See Chapter

Also, new faculty are

encouraged to volunteer to serve on at least one of the standing committees
of the University Assembly where they can participate actively In policy
making decisions.

CEAS-experlenced faculty are encouraged to Invite new

faculty to accompany them to statewide science and other educational
The CEAS faculty as a whole meet twice monthly to consider all

meetings.

affairs of the College.

The entire faculty Is convened twice each year

In a one- or two-day retreat to which one or more consultants are invited
to work with the faculty on curriculum planning, faculty personnel, and
1('1-+ ;, ,,

I

'

'

'f'tre·-trke;

'

Each new facu Ity member meets per Iod Ica I Iy wIth the Dean to

consider any matter of concern to the faculty member.

AI I faculty prepare

annually a written self-evaluation and participate In a peer and student
evaluation procedure.

'

(See Chapter Seven for Information on faculty records.)
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Planned Professional Growth
Governors State University Is prlmarl ly a teaching university although
research Is encouraged and to a limited extent fiscally supported.

In

CEAS It would be relatively easy to place so many teach In~ advising and
other demands on the faculty that their professional growth would be
greatly hindered.

Hence a variety of planned professional growth practices

are necessary both on the part of the faculty and the administration.
Workshops, conferences, and retreats are conducted either by the faculty,
the administration, or, more often, both.

Specialists in various fields

are brought to the campus as consultants to participate In group activities
and then to spend a second and sometimes a third day meeting with Individual
faculty about their teaching or research endeavors.

Every aval lable fiscal

support and administrative encouragement Is. given to faculty to attend
state and national meetings of scientific societies.

CEAS Is allocated a

percentage of the overhead from grant funds received by the University
through the efforts of a faculty member In CEAS.

Some of these funds are

used to support travel by faculty to visit the National Science Foundation,
U. S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, National Institutes of
Health and other places of special use to faculty In their professional
growth activities.
Faculty In CEAS are strongly encouraged to write proposals seeking
funds to support research or some other educational endeavor In which they
have an Interest.

More than a dozen projects directed by CEAS faculty have

been funded In excess of 800 thousand dollars during the past 5 years.

'

In

..._ __
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add ttl on, rrore than half the CEAS facu Ity have rece l ved "ml n I grants" from
the Research and Innovation Wing of GSU.

"Minigrants" are funded from

overhead yielded by foundation grants and usually are awarded In amounts
of less than $1000.

(See Chapter Nine for detai Is of special projects.)

Scholarly writing Is a great stimulus to professional growth.

Since

Its Inception, CEAS has had an Internal publication system of Working
Papers, Position Papers, and Occasional Papers.

More than 200 such

papers have been produced by CEAS faculty and administrators.

Nearly

every faculty member has produced one or more of these papers.

Several

faculty have published papers In journals In their fields of special lzatlon.
Three faculty have published books and several books are In manuscript form
at this time.

Liaison and Leadership
A strategy In planning the University was to encourage and enhance
communication and Interaction among the col leges and the other units of the
University.

The CEAS dedicated Itself to accomplishing this strategy

through the tactic of naming "I faison faculty."

The faculty who serve

liaison functions accept the liaison function as part of their workload.
Some serve for one year whereas others serve for several years.

CEAS has

a liaison faculty member who works with the Research and Innovation Wing
of the University and the CEAS faculty on various projects.

Another

!faison faculty member works with CEAS faculty and the Cooperative Computing
Center.

Two CEAS faculty are cooperative education liaison persons.

work with the central Cooperative Education office,

~he

They

CEAS faculty and

students, and the employers of students registered In cooperative education •
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Another tactic Intended to Improve communications and cooperative
efforts Is the appointment of "support staff" as University Professors In
CEAS.

A university science librarian holds a professor appointment and

provides liaison between the CEAS faculty and the library staff and
their resources.

The Director of Admissions' and Records Is a mathematician

who holds an appointment In the College and serves as .liaison faculty In
CEAS.

The Coordinator of Special Projects in the Research and Innovation

Wing Is a specialist In science education who holds an appointment In
CEAS and functions as liaison faculty member.

The Instructional Communica-

tions Center employs a specialist In Instructional technology who holds an
appointment on the CEAS faculty and provides liaison function between
CEAS faculty and the Center.

The liaison faculty participate In teaching,

research, committee work, social events, and the like along with at I other
faculty In the Col lege.
well In CEAS.

The liaison faculty concept has functioned very

It remains to be seen whether or not this important concept

survives the retrenchment that is certain to accompany the budget
reductions that are occurring.
Every faculty member has leadership potential, and, it. given a wide
variety of opportunities, leadership wll I manifest Itself In any of several
ways.

CEAS faculty are encouraged to accept leadership responsibilities

anywhere In the University or the community where they feel they have the
expertise to function satlsfactorl ly.

Many of the CEAS faculty have chaired

Important col lege and/or university committees during the first year of their
appointments.

Most have been successful leaders.Atter six years of operation,

the faculty of CEAS are recognized tor the leadershlp roles they have assumed
1
In the College, the University, the community, and elsewhere.
support the

i

\

f

I

l
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hypothesis that most of the faculty employed during the first two years of
the life of a new University overtly or covertly view themselves as future
administrators In the system.
to this phenomenon.

There are many factors that could contribute

The recruitment process may have a tendency to select

persons with outstanding leadership qualities.

Also, persons with latent

leadership abl lltles may have a special desire to help build a new
Institution, hence seek such positions.

In CEAS,

make an especial

effort to employ faculty with obvious potential for leadership roles.
A primary function of a Col lege Is to aid and abet faculty In preparation
for future positions of leadership.

University Professors, Community Professors, and Tenure
During the first few months of planning. the University, It was decided
that the typical faculty ranking systems had many disadvantages and that
some new approaches to faculty systems should be tried out In an
experimenting Institution such as GSU.

The

conte~t

In which the CEAS

faculty system evolved Is described In the Educational Planning Guidelines:
Criticisms of the way faculty conduct their multiple functions
In American higher education, as wei I as criticisms of
Institutional faculty uti llzatlon, are observed with Increasing
frequency. Praise for the accomplishments of college and
university faculty In a! I fields of human Inquiry can also be
found. It Is the Intent of Governors State University to
develop new and changing systems (1) to support faculty growth,
development and scholarly Inquiry, and (2) to explore new
dimensions of faculty Interest, commitment to Instruction,
and realization of "sel f 11 as learner-responder, researcher,
and community resource agent • • • •
The following features of an evolving and transforming system
are postulated--Governors State University proposes to experiment
by doing away with the customary faculty academic ranking system
I
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which has historical Jy developed In this country for reasons
no longer considered valid. For an lnJ·tJal operational
period of five years, the University proposes to make a! I
Initial faculty appointments as University Professors or
Colllllun I ty Professors , the former to be fu 11-t Ime facu Ity, the
latter to be employees elsewhere but serving the University
In part-time capacities In a variety of paid or unpaid roles.
--Governors State University proposes to develop with Its
University and Community Professors, administrators and
students, Internally functional reward systems that enable
each Individual faculty member, within the frames.of
reference of his col leglate units and University needs, to
select the proportion of the services he wishes to render
(teaching, research and evaluation, or community service)
and upon which he proposes to be evaluated. This wl I I diminish
the so-called "flight from the classroom" and the pressure to
become solely and exclusively "educational entrepreneurs"
concerned with grantsmanship. Rather, It places upon the
Individual, within the context of the Institution, the primary
choice of role and responsibility.
Since the CEAS Is a non-departmentalized, Interdisciplinary mix of
faculty In basic, applied, social, and behavioral sciences and the
curricula offered are Interdisciplinary, there Is not a "critical mass or
number" of faculty In any given discipline as there are In a typical
university.

Experience has shown us that the community professor concept

Is one way to enrich the faculty expertise In a given discipline whenever
It Is needed.

During the past five years, CEAS has employed more than

100 community professors tor one or more two-month Sessions.
community professors serve on a year-round basis.
fee; some receive no remuneration.

A few

Most receive a smal I

Community professors are employed

upon the request of a University Professor who wants to supplement his
expertise In planning, development, and use of Instructional materials
or the planning and execution of a research project.

Potential community

it",.·~·

professorsAabout within a 15 mile radius of the

Unlv~rslty.

Many of
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the villages near the campus serve as "bedroom communities" for
professionals who are employed by such Institutions as Argonne National
Laboratories, Field Museum, the Museum of Science and Industry, Lincoln
Park Zoo, University of Chicago,

and~th~·

1i,.:.,. ~~addition, research

scientists who are employed in one of the businesses or Industries in
' • .1

the Gary-Hammond petro-chemical complex:>.fr,health sclentisiSfrom major
medical centers and hospital complexes live In the area.

Professional

persons In the area are quick and wl I ling to serve as community professors
In CEAS as a service to the University.

Another Important community

professor resource In the area Is the lay person who has gained valuable
expertise through work and other life experiences.

The CEAS faculty

frequently team up with a community person on a teaching, research, or
community service project.
In addItIon to e II mI nat 1ng the typ i.ca I facu Ity rank 1ng system, the
University planners decided to try an atypical tenure system as stated In
the Educational Planning Guidelines:
GSU further proposes to develop a system of cycllcel tenure.
The elements of the system will be developed during the fiveyear experimenting period and will contain the features of
(ll annual evaluation <self, students, peers, administrators,
and community personnel where appropriate) related to job
efficiency and reward systems; (2) a probationary period
following Board policies; (3) achievement of tenure in a
period satisfying Board policies and AAUP recommendations;
(4) continued annual evaluation related to job performance
and reward systems; and (5) a five, six, or seven year cycle
of full-scale tenure review. Consideration has been given
to the "no tenure" concept such as ttie one adopted by
Hampshire College or Evergreen Col lege, but GSU feels a
developed concept of cyclical tenure can uti llze the best
features of both tenure and non-tenure systems.
I
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The operational cyclical tenure system has evolved and functioned
since September, 1973.

AI I University Professors are appointed for one

year twelve-month contracts.

A professor may apply tor a seven-year

cyclical tenure appointment after tour years of teaching and/or research
experience In higher education, three years of which must be at GSU.
At this time <September, 1975) five persons, Including the Dean, hold
seven-year cyclical tenure appointments as University Professors In CEAS.
As Dean, I serve at the wl II of the President, but I hold a tenured
appointment as University Professor of Lite Science.

At this stage of

our evolutionary history In CEAS, no one has become eligible tor
consideration for a second seven-year tenure appointment.
on faculty

evaluatlo~tenure,

(for datal Is

etc., In CEAS, see faculty records, Chapter

Seven.)

Cooperative Education
'I',

-·

As has been stated e Isew here i n:,tfie book, the UniversIty was pI an ned
to blend liberal arts and sciences with practical, career-oriented education.
We considered this an Important educational strategy.

A variety of tactics

have been placed In operation In an attempt to achieve this goal.

The

primary vehicle to weld theory and practice Is Cooperative Education (CE).
As the Educational Planning Guidelines state:
Cooperative Education Is an experimental program at Governors
State University through which students are Involved In the
app II cat Ion of I de as, methode Iog Ies , and resources encountered
In their programs of study. With the flexlbl ilty of sessions
and learning modules, a variety of oft-campus and on-campus
cooperative education placement/study patterns are available
and can be developed. Cooperative education Is seen as an
Integral part of the educational offerings In 7ach col leglal
unit as a means of supplementing Income needed to meet
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educational expenses, as a means of extending and complementing
the specific resources of the University, and as a means of
assisting students in making wise vocational choices. Though
centrally coordinated, the functional conduct of the cooperative
education program will be decentralized into the colleges.
In CEAS there are two persons who carry the title of University
Professor of Cooperative Education and who function as the liaison faculty
with the central C. E. staff, the students, alI the other CEAS faculty, and
employers of students registered in C.E. learning modules.

Each CEAS

faculty member Is expected to work closely with students and the two C.E.
faculty to engage students in appropriate

C.E~

experiences.

Students

always receive col lege credits for C.E. experience and usually they are
also paid by the employer,

Each schedule of learning module offerings

carr! es a modu Ie tIt Ie of "Cooperatl ve EducatIon In • , ,

11

for 1-8 unIts,

The students, faculty advisers, and the C.E. faculty member work with the
student and an employer to describe the competencies the student is
expected to achieve, the actual title of the work experience which wil I
become a part of the learning module title, and roles each wi I I play in
the process.

The student usually works independently with the employer to

'
negotiate working hours, salary, and duration of the employment.

The C.E. work experience has served some of our CEAS students very wei I.
Many of them have graduated and become ful I time employees in the position
they held as a C.E. student.

Such positions as health service administrators,

urban or vii lage planners, environmental

.: .. .:).
analysts,~ environmental

education

!I

I·,.

I

..
I

•I

teachers,

~Sitd

!lw::n=Re.

We have not as yet evo Ived a C. E, mode I that Is as

satisfactory as we would like tor married, employed, commuter students!
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CHAPTER FIVE--CEAS:

CURRICULUM

'

l
II

Rationale and Philosophy

'

It was decided at the outset that a new, experimenting col lege in a

'

"'

new, upper division university should evolve curricula that would not, for
the most part, repl lcate existing curricula In the sciences.
no need, In our

opinion~

There was

to establIsh conventional departments such as

:I
I

botany, zoology, chemistry, physics, mathematics, etc. , since most

I

I

existing colleges and universities In II llnols had well established
science departments and were graduating persons with·
chemistry, mathematics, and the I ike.

m~ors

In biology,

The condition of the national

and man-made environment was obviously in various states of disarray and
deterioration.

And many scientists, economists, and humanists were

convinced that the environmental problems would worsen.

We were convinced

that there was need for a Col lege of Environmental and Appl led Sciences
with a competency-based, Interdisciplinary science currlculum'that
offered baccalaureate and masters degrees In environmental science.
It has often been said that curricula In col leges and universities
are not based on an educational philosophy.

Recently, Mayhew said,

"Judged only by the content of the literature of higher education, programs
of col leges and universities are eclectic affairs, rooted In no particular
psychological-sociological or phi losophlcal set of pre-suppositions."
<Mayhew, 1971).

GSU attempted to set forth Its educational philosophy In

the Educational Planning Guidelines.

In CEAS the publications, aside from

the University guidelines, that were most Influential In our curriculum
planning were:

Bruner, 1966; Bloom, 1956; Gagne, 1965; Steinhart and

Chernlak, 1969; Smith, Cohen and Pearl, 196; Weinberg, 1968; Orlans, 1968;
King and Brounell, 1966; Krathwohl, et al., 1964;

'

lnhelde~

B. and Plaget, J.,

~

,I

'

I

\'

' I
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1958, and several II I lnols Board of Higher Education documents.

Other

references that were useful but perhaps less Influential on our plans
were: Spurr, 1970; Dressel, 1968; Dressel and DeLisle, 1969; Mayhew, 1967;
Schwab, 1969; Tussman, 1969; Bruner et al, 1966;

Mage~

1962; Christenson,

1969.
It was In this setting that CEAS was establ !shed In the tal I of 1969
with three Instructional programs designated: (1) Health Science,
(2) Science, and (3) Science Teaching.

Goals and Themes
Two broad, over-arching goals and four themes

~rved

as guides

(1) to the faculty In curriculum development and instruction, (2) to students
and faculty as they plan students' programs of study and (3) to researchers
and evaluators who may assess the college's achievements of its stated
objectives.
The CEAS Curriculum Handbook, 1975, states that two of the themes
are broad goals:
--each graduate should be prepared for I lfelong learning; and
--each graduate base actions on Ideas that are substantiated
by· data.
The other four themes are general objectives that made these
broad goals possible:
--each graduate should demonstrate both ski I I In and propensity
for Inquiry and problem-solving ffi a style of functioning In
the field of professional interest.
--each graduate should demonstrate understanding of and abl lity
to use conceptual knowledge that has significant bearing on
the field of professional Interest.
1
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--each graduate should demonstrate ability to assess, Interpret,
apply 'and communicate Information acquired through research,
experience, and reflection of others.
--each graduate should demonstrate ability to formulate a value
orientation reflecting the current state and changing nature of
knowledge, and to be able to relate this value orientation to
future professional activities.
The six themes represent a blending of traditional goals of I lberal
education and the pragmatic objectives of education In applied
fields. This blending Is deliberate and appropriate to the
mission of the University. More Important, this blending Is a
powerful one, In that the unifying themes are neither bound by
time nor culture. They are valid now and have predictable
validity for students In the decades to come regardless of where
or how they wl II be living.
An overview of the content areas and the goals-themes is given In Table 5.1
which Is modified and taken from the 1975 Curriculum Handbook.

Table 5.1
Theme

Content

Life-Long Learning

Conceptual Structure and Information Sources
Inquiring In New Fields
Attitudes for Self-Pirected Learning

Basing Actions on Ideas

Conceptualizing Data and other Experience
Planning and Implementing Actions

Inquiry/Problem Solving

Research Design and Methodology
Measurement
Investigative Ski lis

Conceptual Knowledge

Biological Sciences
Earth Sciences
Physical Sciences
Mathematical Sciences
Social Sciences
Health Sciences (or Other Applied Sciences)
Nature of Knowledge

Information Processing

Retrieval Techniq~es
Analyzing and Interpreting Information
Applying Information
Oral and Written Communication

Value Set

Ethical Systems
fRc ors Rnd Pr

e~~es

V

A

rm

tlo
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The CEAS Curriculum Structure
There are no discipline-oriented departments In CEAS.
Is one budgeted unit In the University System.

The College

The usual major and

minor systems found In most universities does not exist In CEAS.

Students

who graduate from CEAS with a B.A. In Environmental Science are less
speclall~ed

than the typical college graduate wlth.a major In a science

discipline.

Our students In a sense have an "Interdisciplinary major."

In order to have a systematic

organl~atlonal

scheme of curriculum planning,

development, and Implementation, the science teaching faculty of CEAS
under the leadership of Thomas A. Cleaver developed a paradigm tor use
-------. -------- .... --.
as a curriculum development gulde~)The "Cleaver paradigm" was later
modified and approved by the University as an Instructional Systems
Paradigm (Table 5.2) to be used as a guide to curriculum and Instruction
planning throughout the University.

Terminology not typical In most

universities was adopted to describe atypical Instructional and curricular
systems (See Glossary of Terms In Appendix ___>.

I

Three primary taxonomic categories are used to describe the CEAS
curri cuI urn:
cat~gory,

<1l I nstructl ona I Program, the broadest, most genera I

(2) the Area of Emphasis, a subdivision of the Instructional

program. analagous to an Interdisciplinary area "major," and (3) the
Orientation, an Interdisciplinary area of concentration, less discipline
oriented than the usual major In a discipline.

The Instructional program,

areas of emphasis, orientation and degrees available In CEAS In 1975 are
shown In Table 5.3.
only degrees offered,

The B.A. and M.A. In Environmental Science are the
I
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Table 5.2.

Graphic overview of the Instructional Systems Paradigm CISPl
which Is used as a guide to curricular planning, development,
Implementation and evaluation throughout Governors State
r---------U=.:nc:.:l~v-=e.:..r=-s ty:.L,..:._.:..<T:..:a.:....k=e~n from ISP pub II cat Ion l.
.:....1

State University
Instructional Systems Paradigm
(Overvie\1)
Gov~rnors

Responsibility
1.0 Develop Educational

Planning Guidelines

2.0 Develop College
Guidelines

GSU Planning Team and
{ Illinois .Board of Higher Educatio.'
Administrative/Planning Staff

{

of the Respective Colleges

3.0 Develop

Faculty Committees

Instructional Program

for the Respective Instructional

Guidelines

Programs

oL 0 Develop Area

Committee of Learning

of Emphasis Guidelines

Module Coordinators from
Each Area of Emphasis

S.O.Develop Learning
Hodules

Learn1ng Module

{

Coordinator(s)

;,ack Line - - - _ ___..
For additional details on the Instructional Systems Paradigm, see ·section
on JSP later In this chapter.

i
I

I

II
!
I
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Table 5.3.

CEAS Curriculum summary.
book, \975.)

Instructional
:Program
Science

Health
Science

Degrees
Available

Area of Emphasis

OrIentatIon

Interdisciplinary
Science/Environmental
Technology

Environmental Analysts
Env I ronmenta I ConservatIon
Environmental Systems
Management

BA MA

Human Ecol.ogy

Human-Environment Planning

BA MA

Health ScIence PractIce

Nursing
Restorative Nursing
Medical Technology

BA

Health Science Education

Health Science
Adml nl strati on

Science
Teaching

<Taken from CEAS Curriculum Hand-

MA

BA

NursIng TeachIng
Allied Health Services
Education

MA
BA MA

Nursing Administration
Health Services
Administration

BA MA

Elementary Science
Teaching

Teaching
Curriculum/Supervision

MA
MA

Secondary Science
Teaching

Teaching
Curriculum/Supervision
Envl ronmenta I ,Educatl on

MA
MA
MA

Community College
Science Teaching

Environmental Science

MA

K-12 Science Teaching

Environmental Science

BA MA

MA

The relationships among the competencies specified for the (1) Learning
Module, (2) Orientation, (3) Area of Emphasis, and (4) Instructional Program
are carefully planned as the Curriculum evolves.

And all of these competencies

are related to and supportive of the goals of CEAS and the goals and
·,·

objectives of the University.

a package

t -

The Learning Modulef,

of Instructional

5.7

materials--something like a competency-based syllabus--which

guides the

student through a variety of learning experiences and the faculty member

I

'•

In her/his Instructional activities so that the student wll I achieve the
competencies specified ln. the Learning Module.
Learning Module

(lM)~scrlbed

<The components of the

I
'

In detail later In this chapter.)

I

The LM

competencies are the most specific, the Orientation competencies more
general, the Area of Emphasis competencies still more general, and the
Instructional Program competencies the most general of all.
A student may develop a Student Study Plan (see Chapter Seven,
student records, for details), known as a "learning contract" In some
Institutions, at the Area of Emphasis or at the Orientation levels of
"specialization." The competencies that a student Is expected to achieve
are speclfled·at the Instructional program, area of emphasis, and orientation
levels.

Il
I
!

Health Science Instructional Program
During the 1969 planning year many conversations were held with the
health professionals associated with the I II lnols Board of Higher Education
and the Health Education Commission, and the II linols Study Commission
on Nursing.

It was evident at the outset that the professional field of

·.~

nursing should receive high priority (Illinois Study Commission on Nursing,

·;,

1968; Illinois Board of Higher Education, 1968),

~

Initially placed on development of a competency based curriculum to

Hence emphasIs was

accept students who already are registered nurses with an associate degree
I
or diploma and prepare them for nursing teaching, administration,
or

practice (Table 5.3).

I

1
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There are ·II tera I Iy dozens of a II Ied hea Ith fIe Ids In whIch one cou Id
prepare persons.

It was decided, after consultation with many health

professionals In the area, to limit our efforts to the field of medical
technology and allied health education.

Persons entering these fields

of study In CEAS are already certified or licensed practlcloners (e.g.,
medical technicians, medical technologists, nurses, etc.l.

(Table 5.3).

It was clearly evident from conversations with management personnel
In clinics, hospitals, and other health service fact lltles that middle
management personnel for health delivery agencies were not being prepared

i

adequately In II llnols.

~.

another hea Ith f leI d gIven h l gh priority.

'

'"

Therefore, health services administration was
!Table 5. 3J

During the past five years the competency-based Health Science
Instructional program has evolved to level of sophistication that
specifies five competencies that are common to.al I Areas of Emphasis and
Orientations In Health Sciences.

The~

Curriculum Guide, 1975, states

that:
The Health Science Instructional Program Is designed to
prepare professionals In a wide spectrum of health fields
that emphasize human services, by helping students:
--acquire skll Is that will prepare them to function
effectively In current health professions roles, and at
the same time ...
--develop the Intellectual resources needed to take leadership
In Improving health care delivery and health professions roles.
Offerings are designed to prepare people at the baccalaureate
and masters degree levels for careers In administration, education,
and practice In nursing and allied health fields. Over the· next
few years, additional fields of practice wll I be developed along
with a more general offering In environmental health.
I
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The Health Science Instructional Program Is based on the
following premises:
--before enrol ling In the Health Science Instructional Program
undergraduate students wll I have developed competence in nursing
or anal lied health profession at the lower division college
level; graduate students will also have appropriate professional
background on enrollment In masters level work;
--knowledge of biological, physical, and social. sciences, and
humanities, In addition to health science content, Is essential
to professional functioning In the health sciences.
A degree recipient In the Health Science Instructional Program
of the College of Environmental and Applied Sciences should be
able to:

.,

--demonstrate knowledge of Influences of economics, manpower,
organizational structure, legislation, societal demands and
comprehensive health planni"ng on delivery of health care;
--describe the Influences of culture on human behavior and
soc l a I If fe;
--define a personal and professional value system, describe
their Impact on his/her behavior, and be cognizant of other
value orientations;
--demonstrate knowledge of current environmental and social
problems and their relationships to health care;
--demonstrate an understanding of research theory and
statistical concepts and apply these In analyzing health
care Issues.
These expected competencies apply to alI Bachelor of Arts and
Master of Arts degree recipients In the Health Science Program.

Health Science Practice Area of Emphasis
At present three Health Science Practice Orientations are In operation:
Nursing, Restorative Nursing, and Medical Technology.

Restorative Nursing.

Is available to Masters students only and the other orientations only to
undergraduates <Table 5.3).

'

••
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A student recelvl_ng a B.A. In Environmental Science, with an Orientatlon In Nursing will have achieved the following competencies In addition
to five competencies common to the Health Science Instructional Program:

--demonstrate understanding of concepts from disciplines other
than _nursing that provide knowledge of universal self-care norms
and factors which Influence self-care practice;
--uti llze knowledge ot· the self-care theory as a conceptual frame
of reference for nursing;
--demonstrate knowledge of nursing processes and the abll lty to
apply this In helping situations;
--apply knowledge of teaching/counseling processes to facilitate
Instruction to client's families, groups;
--demonstrate understanding ot structure of community and
community health and apply this knowledge to the client In
terms of assessment ot health needs, assessment of community
resources and referral to appropriate resources;
--utilize various communication patterns In communicating knowledge,
and understand research and Information retrieval systems;
--demonstrate understanding of change processes and ability to
use these In carrying out the professional role of a nurse;
--perform basic management functions related to the provision
of nursing;
--demonstrate a general knowledge In a selected nursing area or
pattern and an ablllty to perform effectively In designing,

'

implementing, and evaluating nursing systems of care.
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Recipients of an M.A. In Environmental Science with an Orientation
In Restorative Nursing will have achieved the following competencies:
--satisfy all of the B.A. nursing orientation competencies;
--demonstrate understanding of physiologic and psychologic
principles of aging;
--correlate advanced knowledge of the psychosocial and physiological aging process with Orem's self-care theory In restorative
nursing;
--demonstrate advanced knowledge of the physical and behavioral
sciences that provide understanding of effects of self-care
deficits/assets of middle adulthood and aging;
--assist older adults with their self-care agency and therapeutic
self-care demands by utilizing concepts and techniques of
rehab! lltatlon to provide restorative nursing Intervention;
--demonstrate understanding of research theory and techniques;
--demonstrate advanced knowledge and understanding of national
and local health and social legislation and economic principles
that affect the general welfare of middle and older adults;
--select/design and evaluate nursing care materials and techniques
for restorative nursing care;
--demonstrate advanced know Iedge of the behavl ora I and phys Ica I
sciences through Interdisciplinary study related to restorative
nursing practice;
-~apply

the research process In a clinical restorative nursing

environment;

f
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r

--demonstrate Independent practice In restorative nursing utilizing
Standards of Practice (1973) established by the ANA.
A student who Is awarded a B.A. degree In Environmental Science with
an Orientation In Medical Technology wl II have achieved the following
competencies:
--demonstrate knowledge of Influences of economics, manpower,
organizational structures, legislation, societal demands and
comprehensive health planning on delivery of health care;
--describe the effects of environment, culture and values on human
behavior;
--describe the Impact on their behavior of the personal and
professional value system they have defined;
--demonstrate knowledge of current environmental and social problems
and their relationships to health care;
--demonstrate an understanding of research theory and statistical
concepts and apply these In analyzing health care issues;
--demonstrate a detailed knowledge of, and performance and modification of complex clinical laboratory analyses that require fine-line
discrimination through their many steps of operation, recognition
and correction of a variety of errors, principles of operation, and
the use and maintenance of complicated instruments;
--~ssume

responsibility and accountability for the accuracy of

clinical laboratory analyses, knowledge of the physiological
conditions leading to the results of these analyses, and the abl llty
to design and monitor applicable quality controlfprograms;

5. 13

.'
'

'

--make knowledgeable decisions and prepare criteria and strategies

I

to assist subordinates In solving anticipated problems or In making

I

I

I

routine decisions;
--structure analytical and personnel schedules, prepare budgets,
develop and maintain appropriate records, and communicate Ideas and
facts to others;
--assume responslbl llty for personal work and decisions, accept an
accountabl llty for all work performed In an area of responsibility,
and evaluate the work of others In that area;
--recognize the need for continued learning In areas such as
educational methodology, managerial skills, evaluation techniques
and planning;
--assume a responslbl llty for the teaching of others, Including the
design, Implementation, and evaluation of

teachlng~learnlng

experiences.

Many hospitals and clinics In the area provide clinical fact lltles for
the nursing curricula.

Some of the professionals practicing In the clinics

serve as community professors working with the CEAS university professors
to Interrelate theory and practice.

The medical technology curriculum Is

a joint effort of the staff of the clinical pathology laboratory of

'·

St. James Hospital, Chicago Heights, Illinois, and the CEAS faculty.
A number of the hospital professionals hold annual appointments as
community professors at no salary from the University, and some of the
CEAS faculty hold staff appointments at the hospital at no salary.

It Is

truly a jointly planned and Implemented medical technology curriculum
that Is competency-based.

'
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Health Science Education Area of Emphasis
This curriculum Is planned to educate students to assume teaching
positions In community coll.eges, Institutional training programs, and In
other settings where teaching Is a primary function.

The Nursing Teaching

Orientation Is available only at the masters •l•evel, the Health Services
Education Orientation at both baccalaureate and maste.rs levels.

All

students In the Health Science Education Area of Emphasis wl II already
have had or will receive education In (1) basic biological, social and
physical sciences .that provide the underpinning for the health professions;
(2) the health profession that the student wl I I teach; and (3)

lnstructiona~

and curriculum theory and teaching techniques needed to teach health professionals.
The person receiving an M.A. In Environmental Science with an
Orientation In Nursing Teaching will have achieved these competencies:
--satisfy competencies 1-7 for the Restorative Nursing Orientation,
or show evidence of completion of a clinical major In nursing at
the masters level;
--demonstrate knowledge of educationally relevant psychobiological
and social sciences at a level appropriate for nursing teaching;
--demonstrate knowledge of contemporary theories and phi losophles
of education;
--select/design and evaluate curricular materials and techniques
In Instruction that are appropriate for nursing;
--demonstrate a repertoire of teaching strategies, select and use
them In different educational settings In nursifg;
--design and Implement appropriate plans for evaluating student
achievement and Instructional effectiveness In nursing.

·

••
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Students who receive either the B.A. or M.A. In Environmental Sciences
with an Orientation In Allied Health Services Education wl II have achieved

the following competencies, the graduate having achieved at a greater depth
and higher level of sophistication:
--demonstrate knowledge of Influences of economics, manpower, organ!zatlonal structures, legislation, societal demands and comprehensive
health planning on delivery of health care;
--describe the effects of environment, culture and values on human
behavior;
--describe the Impact on their behavior of the personal and professional
value system they have defined;
--demonstrate knowledge of current environmental and social problems
and their relationships to health care;
--demonstrate an understanding of research theory and statistical
concepts and apply these In analyzing health care Issues;
--demonstrate knowledge of the conceptual content and functional
'

processes of a specific allied health discipline at a level appropriate
for educating other professionals;
--demonstrate understanding of the basic physical, biological and
social sciences that underlie content and processes ot the specific
allied health profession;
--access, Interpret, use and communicate Information related to
advancements In health fields and education;
--demonstrate knowledge of contemporary theories of learning and apply

'

these to Instruction of all Jed health professionals;
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--design, select, evaluate and use curricular materials and
technology In Instruction;
--demonstrate a repertoire of teaching strategies and select and use
them appropriately In different educational settings;
--design and Implement appropriate plans for evaluating student
achievement and Instructional effectiveness.
Community colleges, hospitals and other health care delivery agencies
cooperate with CEAS to provide settings where theory and practice come
together.

Many of the professionals In the agencies serve as community

professors at no salary, some receive a meager honorarium.

'

I'

I
Health Science Administration

~21

Emphasis

This field of study Is designed to prepare professionals In nursing
and allied health fields to function as middle management administrators In
health care delivery agencies.

Through formal class work and practical

experience, students are prepared to plan, organize, actuate, evaluate and
supervise In various health care agencies.

'

The Nursing Administration

Orientation Is designed for nurses who hold a masters in a clinical nursing
field and who wish to prepare for administrative positions, whereas Health
Services Administration Is planned both for undergraduates and graduates.
A nurse receiving the M.A. In Environmental Science with an Orientation
In Nursing Administration wll I have achieved these competencies:
--satisfy expected competencies 1-7 for the Restorative Nursing
Orientation, or show evidence of completion of a clinical major In
nursing at the masters level;

'

'
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I

--demonstrate knowledge of Influences of economics, manpower, organ!zatlonal structures, legislation, societal demands and comprehensive
health planning on delivery of health care;
--describe the effects of environment, culture and values on human
behavior;
--,descrlbJl::tflir.lmpact on thai r behavior of the personal and professional
value system they have defined;
--demonstrate knowledge of and ski I Is In assessing the effects of
current environmental and social problems and their relationships to
health care;

•'

--demonstrate an understanding of research theory and statistical
concepts and apply these In analyzing health care Issues;
--demonstrate knowledge and understanding of the legal environment
of hea Ith care;
--understand himself well enough to utilize knowledge of personal
strengths and weaknesses for maximization of administrative effectlveness;

'

--demonstrate knowledge of and abl lity to apply current organization
theory and principles to the health care field;
--demonstrate understanding and ski I I in applying basic economic
tools of analysis to health care delivery administrative problems;
--understand and practice "management by objectives" skills as they
relate to policy setting and Implementation within health services
adml n Istrati on;
dE.o· :... :_-J

· ·-

-tnow Iedge of assent I a I pI ann l.ng concepts and ltechn Iques to formu Iate
and evaluate plans for change;

I'
I
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--demonstrate knowledge of and abl llty to utilize principles of
motivation theory to activate others;
--demonstrate knowledge of and ability to use public relations ski I Is
In health services settings;
--demonstrate knowledge and skills In col lectlve bargaining and
labor relations within the health field;
--understand and be able to apply principles of fiscal management In
budgeting, accounting, and purchasing;
--understand and be able to apply principles of personnel management
In delivery of health care;

I

--utilize managerial skills and basic principles of effective adminis-

'

tration In the various health services settings comprising the health
care system;
--Integrate knowledge and ski lis from several management, social
science, natural science, and human perspectives In conceptualizing
health services administration.
Students earning an M.A. degree with an Orientation In Health Science
Administration wl I I have achieved the competencies specified for the B. A.
degree and In addition the following:
--analyze and solve administrative and related problems throug the
design, conduct and evaluation of research;
--analyze and convey to others relevant epidemiological data pertaining
to health care situations;
--utilize essential planning concepts and techniques to formulate
and evaluate plans for change;
--demonstrate knowledge of and ability to uti ll~e management skills
Including accountabl llty and evaluation;

I
I
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--pre-assess potential labor relations problems In a local
Institution using research and statistical methods where
appropriate;
--utilize essential tools of economic analysis to solve or
enlighten health care delivery administrative problems;
--prepare a data II ed bu.dget whIch takes Into account reI evant
Input and meets specific requirements of an agency;
--achieve advanced competency In one of the following areas of
management: labor relations, finance, or planning;
--collect and analyze data In a health service setting; present
these results In the form of an appropriate research report
(field work);
--show Integration of research ski I Is In addition to advanced
knowledge of labor relations, finance and planning (competency
examl.

Science Instructional Program
The Science Instructional Program Is designed to prepare a variety
of scientists capable of effecting solutions to complex environmental
problems.

This program Is not Intended to prepare discipline-oriented

majors, but rather Interdisciplinary scientists who have the necessary
competencies to Improve the quality of man's environment.

In 1970, In

the Initial statement of academic programs that were submitted to and
approved by the Illinois Board of Higher Education, the CEAS statement
said:

"The rationale for the proposed Unit of·

lnstr~ctlon

Is supported

----

---,
'
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by the underlying assumption that the University wll I be a unique
educational Institution, graduates of the College wl I I contribute toward
Improvement of the qual lty of the environment and of man's existence;
and graduates wll I be able to function effectively and responsibly In
our technological society."

'

I.
I

The Board approved three Areas of Emphasis which now Include four
Orientations (Table 5.3).

The Interdisciplinary Science/Environmental

Technology has been-treated as one Area of Emphasis during the first five
years.

Environmental Technology will be evolved as a separate /rea of

Emphasis during the next few years.
The competencies achieved by the students graduating from the Science
Instructional Program are:
--use fundamental scientific processes and concepts to Interpret
environmental systems and to Identify environmental problems;

I'

--apply scientific processes In the conduct of Investigations
related to environmental quality;
--plan and execute solutions to environmental problems through a
synthesis of pertinent concepts and methods from the physical,
b!o!og!ca! and social sciences;
--retrieve Information from scientific literature and use this
<

Information In designing, evaluating and Interpreting environmental
I nvestl gat Ions;
--formulate a value orientation reflecting the current state and
changing nature of knowledge and relate this orientation to
scientific activities In which he/she becomes ertgaged.

I
I
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lnterdlsclpllnarv'Sclence/Envlronmental Technology Area of Emphasis
This Area of Emphasis provides "an excellent background for people
planning careers In laboratory analysis, teaching, politics, law, public
service, management and other occupations where breadth of background Is
an asset" (CEAS Curriculum Handbook, 1975).

Students who receive a B.A.

or M.A. degree In Environmental Science In this Area· of Emphasis wll I
have these competencies:
--use conceptual knowledge of the natural, mathematical, social
and health sciences In the Interpretation of environmental processes
and Interactions;
--plan Investigations, based on proposed solutions to an environmental problem, utilizing concepts synthesized from the natural,
mathematical, social, health and management sciences;
--retrieve Information from the literature of science, after
formulating a plan for Investigating a particular environmental
problem, and utilize this Information In the further design of an
Investigation;
--collect, analyze and Interpret data from field, library, laboratory
and other sources as they relate to processes and associated problems
In a particular environment;
--communicate the results of an Investigation (In the form of reports,
seminars, publications, etc.,) to the lay as wei I as the science
COI!I1\Un (

ty j

--consider environmental effects of technology, economics and
population In relating people to natural eyelet and the quality
of II fe;
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--relate a philosophical and socio-cultural perspective on environmental problems to the development of environmental ethics and a
humanistic view towards problem solving.
The Environmental Analysis Orientation Is designed for those students
"who are Interested In collecting, Identifying, quantifying and reporting
observations on various chemical, physical, blologlca.l, geological, or
mathematical parameters of the environment.

Environmental analysts have

similar skills to those of a biologist or a chemist, and In addition, have
greater breadth to give them a more thorough understanding of the complex!ties of the environment and the political realities that shape lt."

(~

Curriculum Handbook, 1975).
The student who receives a B.A. In Environmental Science with an
Orientation In Environmental Analysis wll I have achieved these competencies:
-~uti

llze Information on the distribution, abundance, and Interactions

of constituents In the biosphere, lithosphere, atmosphere, and
hydrosphere In Interpreting environmental processes;
--correlate and Interpret Information concerned with environmental
processes when planning an analytical Investigation;
f;

--use empirical methods to obtain and Interpret environmental data;
--understand concepts, principles and theory of physical, chemical,
and biological methods of analysis;
--select and apply accepted analytical techniques tor qualitative
and quantitative measurement of various environmental parameters;
--retrieve Information from the scientific literature and use It In
designing experiments and evaluating the qual
data;

it~

and relevance of
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--use a variety of mathematical techniques to evaluate and Interpret
experimental data;
--Identify and relate pertinent concepts;
--relate people and the environment, especially In terms of the
effects of technology, economics, and population on both natural
cycles and the quality of life;
--argue the merits of an ethical and legal perspective and demonstrate
commensurate behavior;
--communicate the results of a scientific Investigation In a manner
which Is appropriate to the Intended audience.
The graduate holding an M.A. with the Orientation wll I be competent to:
--demonstrate greater .depth and/or breadth of understanding by means
of Independent study (research) or completion of advanced work of
at least one of the following:

. . . chemical,

physical, and/or geochemical concepts and application

to analysis of environmental samples;
•

• •

mathematical analysis, Including simulation and modeling of
environmental systems;

••• biological analysis, Including ecosystem studies;
--design an environmental Investigation and plan a strategy for Its
Implementation;
--direct the work of others In Implementing an environmental Investigation.
The Environmental Conservation Orientation Is designed to prepare
applied ecologists with special emphasis In land and w~ter use, recreation,
Industrial development as related to agriculture and conservation, and
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environmental education practices.

The student who earns a B.A. In

Environmental Science with an Orientation In Environmental Conservation
will have achieved the following competencies:
--apply and evaluate techniques of observation and experimentation
to conservation by:
••• using empirical methods of Investigation, ·rncludlng the
Implementation of blometrlcal-experlmental designs .and
associated techniques of observations, data col lectlon,
and statistical analysis;
• • • retrieving Information from the scientific literature and

using this Information as a data base tor the design and
execution of biological experiments;

. . . describing the

results of a scientific Investigation In a

coherent report presented as a technical publication;
generating and formulating and testing hypotheses;
recording observations of natural phenomena and synthesizing
testable hypotheses;
--demonstrate understanding and abl lity to use principles and methods
of ecology In the practice of

~onservatlon.through:

••• utilization of Information about the life cycles, behavior,
anatomy and physiology of plants and animals to determine the
mechanisms by which they adapt to their environments;

. . . use of taxonomic keys and

literature tor the Identification

of plants and animals;

'
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• • • utilization of concepts of population dynamics and methods for

sampling and estimating population size In the quantitative
analysis of aquatic and terrestrial ecosystems;
••• application of the principles and theory of techniques of
chemical and physical analysis necessary for biomass estimations
as related to thermodynamic analysis of ecos'ystems;

. . . use of

a variety of devices and techniques designed for the

quantitative analysis of various climatic environmental
parameters (e.g., light Intensity, soli moisture, relative
hum! dlty);

. . . relating principles of genetics,

natural selection and evolution

to processes of speciation and the organization of natural
communities;

. . . engaging

In field recognition of past human activities, succes-

slonal phenomena, and sol l types In natural areas;

. . . utilization of

Information about habitat factors affecting

'
vegetational units, their origin and development
In the

conservation of natural areas;
--demonstrate knowledge of and ability to apply principles and practices
of conservation to maintenance of natural populations by:

. . . uti llzatlon of

Information on the habitat requirements of wl ld-

life species In order to assess the abl llty of a region to
support game populations;

. . . use of

management techn 1ques to Improve t.he qua II ty of wll d-

I! fe habitat;

I
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gathering information on the characteristics of wildlife
populations, Including size, age, structure, sex ratios, food
habits, and causes of mortality;

. . . use of data on wl ldllfe populations

In making decisions

regulating population sizes of game species In given environ-

I

I

I·l

I :

ments;

. . . carrying out

lake and stream surveys, Identifying major factors

affecting game fish populations;

. . . use of management techniques

for Improving lakes and streams

I

·I

I

as habitats for game fishes;

. . . gathering

'I

life history data on game fish populations, including

Information on sex ratios, year classes, food habits, reproductlve requirements, and causes of mortality;

. . . use of

·I

knowledge·of morphology, taxonomy, sllvlcal character-

lstlcs, distribution and economic significance of the trees of
the United States;
• • • use of knowledge of the ecology of forest tree seeds and seedlings

In the artificial establishment of forests;
--apply knowledge of legal, tax, fiscal, and political systems related
to conservation activities by:

. . . relating

legal systems and law making processes, property rights

In land, water, and wl ldllfe resources to jurisdictional
problems In planning resources use;

. . . relating contemporary fiscal

Institutions In the United States

to sources of public revenues and expendlturfs, Incidence of
major tax types, public credit, and Intergovernmental fiscal

l
.'
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relations, use of Information on State and focal tax systems,
economic aspects of growing versus stationary populations, and
State-local fiscal relations In the preparation of budget
requisitions and expenditure statements;
--apply concepts of demography, human behavior, economics, and
community health to conservation activities· by:

'I

\

,.,

relating physical and socio-economic factors affecting spacial

I

relations In human society as applied to ecological areas In
urban and rural settings;

. . . relating the

Interaction of man and his natural environment

to aspects of demography and energy and material resources;
• • • relating the Impact of technology and conservation practices

to general concepts ot health planning and community health
status;
relating the design professions and the behavioral/social sciences
to human ecology and man's structural environment;
'
--describe ethical perspectives relating to the Impact
of technology

on the environment and the quality of life by:

. . . relating the

Impact of technology on the contemporary world,

especial fy the eoologlcaf world to ethical perspectives of
decision-making;
relating man and the environment, especially In terms of
technology, population, economics, to the quality ot life, and
the Impact on the environment;
--demonstrate understanding of the evolution of

th~

human species and

evaluate effects of technology and culture on people's relationship

I.

1.!

II
I
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to their environment by:

. . . relating the evolution of

human ecology and the evolution of

the Influence of technology on man's existence to the ecological
Implications of the production of Industria! materia! and
products;

. . . relating the

beginnings of human culture: primitive economic

life. society. government. religion. and art to the evolution
of man's capacity tor culture and culture as an adaptive
mechanism;
--apply communicative and Instructional ski lis In Interactions with
the lay public through the

..

description of phenomena of natural areas and associated wildlife
In writings suitable for popular consumption;

. . . use of appropriate methods and materials tor the development
of recreation leadership with different age groups In a variety
of school and community settings;
••• development of and supervision of Interpretive services and
other public outdoor educational and recreational programs;
provision of advice and aid In program planning and procedures
necessary for the development of recreational campsites and
outdoor recreational programs;
utilization of Information about learning processes In the
development of nature study centers and other environmental
education endeavors associated with schools and wl ldllfe
preserves.

'
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'

The recipient of the M.A. In Environmental Science with an Orientation
In Environmental Conservation wit I have competencies as Indicated for the
B.A. and In addition wl II have achieved the following competencies :
--use of conceptual knowledge of the natural, mathematical, social,
and health sciences In the Interpretation of environmental processes
and Interactions;
--pian Investigations based on proposed solutions to an environmental
problem, utilizing concepts synthesized from the natural, mathematical,
social, health and management sciences;
--col feet, analyze and Interpret data from field, laboratory, library,
or other sources as they relate to processes and associated problems
In a particular environment;
--communicate the results of an Investigation (in a report, seminar,
or publication) to the lay and to scientific and technical communities;
--retrieve information from the literature of science and uti llze
this Information In the further design of an Investigation;
--consider environmental effects of technology, economics and
population In relating people to natural cycles and the quality
of II fe;

\

--relate a ph! losophlcal and sociocultural perspective on environmental problems to the development of environmental ethics and a
humanistic view towards problem solving.
The Environmental Systems Management Orientation is avat fable only at
the masters level.

Its "primary focus concentrates on a synthesis of

systematic scientific •and managerial problem solving, ~lth the development

I
!

'

I

I' '
t
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l'

of knowledge and ski I Is In the techniques of systems analysis and environ-

'I

mental assessment."

<CEAS Curriculum Handbook, 1975).

Environmental

managers are competent to advise municipalities, businesses and 1ndustrles
on complex ecological, managerial, and governmental lnterrelatlonshlps as
technology and environmental quality are balanced against each other.
A person who receives an M.A. in Environmental Science with an
Orientation In Environmental Systems Analysis has an undergraduate degree
In science, mathematics, engineering or some other technical field and
In addition will have achieved the following competencies:
'I

--bring a systems perspective to bear on environmental decision making;
--utilize methods of systems analysis and environmental assessment;

·I

--relate management problems to appropriate environmental, legal, and
socioeconomic contexts;
--use knowledge of fundamental technological, economic, and financial
principles to ald in analysis and solution of environmental problems;
--analyze, describe, communicate, and defend the results of a specific
'
probiem/appilcatlon area <selected by student and Degree
Committee)

to an examining group.

Human Ecology Area
j---The

~Curriculum

21. Emphasis

Handbook, 1975, states that:

The Human Ecology Area of Emphasis speaks to needs growing out of
the recognition that: (1) humans exist today in a world far different
than that in which they developed and spent nearly the entirety of
their existence; (2) humans exist in 1ecoiogicai 1 systems (social,
cultural, economic, psychological ••• > of their own design, In addition
to their natural ecosystems.

'

Human survival may well depend upon holistic studies of human ecologic
systems--studies that must relate cultural systems to Earth's lifesupport systems (natural resources). This Area of Emphasis, thus,

'

'

I

~
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considers the human situation through consideration of humans as
organisms, their adaptation to other humans and to the rest of
nature, their ability to control and I lve with the environment,
and the mechanisms whereby these factors relate to their biological
and behavioral environment.
At present on Iy the B. A. degree is offered and students who rece l.ve
a degree In the Human Ecology Area of Emphasis will be able to:
--describe the continuous Interactions that have occurred among
biological, ecological, and social processes In human evolution;
--desctlbe the variety of mechanisms by which Individuals and
communities adapt to the environment, and the nature of the Interaction between culture and environment In human groups;
--descrlbe·the ecology of human communities In terms of Interdependent biological, socioeconomic, cultural, and political systems,
and how these systems affect and are affected by the physical envi ronment;
--demonstrate an awareness of the ethical considerations, related
to quality of life, that wl II confront humans In the near future
'
as they plan their physical and social environments;

--demonstrate the abl llty to use an Interdisciplinary perspective
based on concepts and methods from the sciences, social sciences,
and humanities, to Interpret and describe contemporary and future
human-environment relations;
--demonstrate the abl llty to conduct and evaluate Interdisciplinary
research and apply It to the understanding of human-environment
problems and their solutions.

'

•
',J
l'

I
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Only the Human-Environment Planning Orientation Is currently available at
the baccalaureate level.

A masters curriculum In this Orientation Is under

development.
Recipients of the B.A. In Environmental Science with an Orientation
In Human-Environment Planning will be prepared to function in a wide
variety of professional roles In planning and planning-related disciplines.
~his

1,·

I.
I

curriculum Is based on the assumption that decisions regarding the

built environment must be arrived at In a manner that Is responsive to the
·needs of humans, and sensitive to the human and natural ecological forces
of which we are a part.

To this end, the curriculum Is organized to provide

the student with a liberal education In the social and natural sciences,
the humanities, and the arts, and to provide specla.llzed Instruction based
upon these disciplines In human-environment planning."
Handbook, 1975.)

(CEAS Curriculum

Degree recipients will have achieved these competencies:

--Identify humans' place In an ecological framework and demonstrate
their relationships to other species and the physical environment;
'
--describe the physiological, psychological, and cultural
variables
which mediate between humans and the built environment;
--demonstrate an awareness of the ethical and aesthetic considerations
that will confront humans In the near future In planning their physical
and social environments;
--analyze and describe the political and socio-economic context
wIthIn whIch the pI ann lng process occurs;
--use synthesis techniques of systems analysis such as mathematical
modeling, operations research, and simulation/gaming In environmental
assessment and planning;

I•

--------------.-~~~-----~-~~~
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--trace the historical development of the bul It environment professions;
--demonstrate an understanding of concepts and methods from the
behavior and social sciences and apply them to the planning design
process;
--understand and apply the principles and practices of urban/environmental planning;
--demonstrate understanding of and abl I tty to apply the concepts and
methods of the environmental design and planning process.

Science Teaching Instructional Program
In keeping with the general objective of the University to develop
Innovative and experimenting educational programs, the CEAS planned a
science teaching

p~ogram

programs In Illinois.

that did not replicate other teacher preparation

In the 1970 statement of academic programs approved

by the governing boards we said, "The program will be designed for
prospective and practicing teachers who hold a baccalaureate degree and
wish to acquire greater professional expertise In teaching and In environmental science." The statement went on to say that, "It Is evident that
secondary teachers of environmental science will be needed.

Support for

preparation of them Is being provided on a national base through such
programs as the Biological Sciences Curriculum Study, with support from
USOE (in an extensive project to produce small modules of environmental
science Instructional units for secondary schools), and the NSF-supported
Environmental Studies Project, an American Geological Institute project
tllat Is closely related to the Earth Science Teacher P~eparatlon Project."

~

I.

tI

d
I
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''

During the past five years the Science Teaching Instructional Program
has evolved to Include four Areas of Emphasis and seven Orientations, only

I,
'

one of the latter being aval fable at the baccalaureate level.

1,

This program

focuses prlmarl lyon the re-education of In-service teachers as opposed to

ll

,.'•!

the preparation of additional new teachers since there appears to be an
adequate supply of certified teachers.

As stated In the CEAS Curriculum

I'

i'l•
'I

Handbook, 1975; "The Instructional Program In Science Teaching Is designed
to meet the needs of:
a. teachers who are currently certificated, but who wish to Improve
their capabilities as teachers by adding to their knowledge of
environmental sciences, gaining competence In professional education
disciplines, and strengthening their cultural and humanistic
backgrounds;
b. those who wish to earn an Illinois certificate as a School Science
Specialist; and

I

..:.1
'I

j

I'~l
l
~·

c. those who wish to gain competence in the theory and practice of
'
environmental education outside of formal educational
settings.

Competencies of the Instructional Program In Science Teaching are broadly
Interdisciplinary, providing background In the environmental sciences,
professional education, and related social sciences and humanities."
Students who graduate from the Science Teaching Program wll I be able
to:
--demonstrate knowledge of and ability to apply concepts of the
:

environmental sciences, Including biotic, abiotic, and Interactional
concepts, as well as computational techniques, lnlteachlng;

I,

i

I
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--describe and utilize Inquiry processes In generating, testing,
and applying knowledge;
--demonstrate knowledge of and abl llty to retrieve Information from
organized storage systems;
--demonstrate knowledge of the nature and evolution of scientific
thought and Its Interactions with society;
--demonstrate knowledge of and ability to apply contemporary concepts
of learning processes In diagnosing students' learning needs and In
planning and Implementing Instruction;
--describe and apply contemporary concepts of curriculum development
In planning and organizing curriculum;
--demonstrate advanced ski I Is In Integrating knowledge of students,
curricula, and strategies for decision-making In teaching and ski I I
In Interactive processes In the teaching and community roles;
--demonstrate knowledge of and abl llty to apply a variety of techniques
In assessing student learning and In evaluating the effectiveness of
his/her own teaching behaviors;
--demonstrate knowledge of school, social, political, and other human
systems and the ability to apply this knowledge to effective Interactions
with Individuals, groups, and Institutions;

I'

--demonstrate knowledge of variation of cultural and Intellectual
backgrounds and apply It to effective Interaction with Individuals;
--describe and apply knowledge of modes of Inquiry or expression from
various non-science disciplines to decision-making and the Interdisciplinary perspective; and

''1,

,

I

I
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--describe and act upon a value set based on contemporary science
and humanistic thought.
The Curriculum Handbook goes on to describe the Science Teaching
Instructional Program by stating that, "These competencies speak to skills
and knowledge whose focus lies In (a) environmental science:

content,

.,·I

!"

Investigative ability, Information retrieval, and the history and philosophy
and sociology of science; (b) professional education:

learning theory,

curriculum development, teaching ski I Is, and evaluation; and (cl Interdisciplinary aspects:

cultural diversity, humanistic perspectives, and

values.
"This Interdisciplinary curriculum draws together the content and

I
I.
!

I

processes of science as applied to, and evidenced In, environmental
studies.

Its design Integrates those elements of professional education

which provide the greatest probability of enhancing learning, theories
derived from the social sciences, and practical methods--especially from
the field of science education.

The humanistic, ethical, and phi losophlcal

' and Its problems
elements provide a variety of frameworks In which the world

can be examined and solutions sought.
"The Instructional Program In Science Teaching draws Its conceptual
framework from that of the College as a whole, but with Its central focus
on Issues and problems relating specifically to environmental education
and the quality of life.

Teaching science in a way that meets the needs

related to these Issues must emphasize the development of ski! Is at inquiry,
the active Involvement of these skills In problem-solving, the relating of
scientific processes and knowledge to meeting the needs of society, and

''
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the recognition of human and humane aspects of science.

Science Teaching

curricula and structures are constantly changing In attempts to accomplish
these goals more effectively."
Since the founding of the University, It has been assumed that the
'I

problems of the environment tor man are here to stay·and that some problems
are destined to get much worse as some lessen In their severity.

It was

decided early on that re-education of elementary and secondary teachers
In environmental education and environmental science would have both
short-term and long-term payoff for our society.

EIementary ScIence TeachIng Area of EmphasIs
This Area of Emphasis Includes two Orientations:
(2) Curriculum/Supervision.

(!)Teaching, and

The curriculum Is based on the premise most

elementary teachers need additional preparation In science and need
especially studies ln environmental education and environmental science.
Each of the Orientations use the elementary school setting for learning
activities (Internship), and a terminal Integrating experience In research
and/or application of knowledge In the elementary school Is an Integral
component of the curriculum.
The In-service ·teacher who receives an M.A. In Environmental Science
with an Orientation In Elementary Science Teaching:

Teaching or Curriculum/

Supervision wttl have achieved six common competencies:
--demonstrate knowledge of and ability to apply concepts of the
environmental sciences, Including biotic, abiotic, and Interactional
concepts, and computational techniques, In teachtrrg;

..
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--describe and uti llze Inquiry processes In generating, testing,
and applying knowledge In science and education;
--demonstrate knowledge of and ability to retrieve Information from
organized storage systems;
--demonstrate knowledge of and abl Jlty to communicate In teaching
the nature and evolution of scientific thought and Its Interactions
In society;
--demonstrate knowledge of and abl llty to apply contemporary concepts
of learning processes In children In evaluating Instruction and
planning Instructional programs;
--demonstrate and apply contemporary concepts of curriculum development In the planning, design, and formative and summatlve evaluation
of science curriculum for elementary schools.
In addition, the Teaching Orientation graduate wl I I have achieved the
following competencies:
--demonstrate advanced skills In selecting and Implementing teaching
'
strategies and methods appropriate to cognitive, affective,
and

psychomotor goals, and skill In Interactive processes In the
teaching and community roles;
--demonstrate knowledge of and abll lty to apply a variety of techniques
In assessing student learning and In evaluating the effectiveness of
their own teaching behaviors;
--demonstrate knowledge of and ability to apply Interdisciplinary
perspectives to effective Interactions with others and to decisionmaking;

'
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--demonstrate knowledge of the variation of cultural and Intellectual
backgrounds. and the abl llty to apply It to effective Interactions
with Individuals In the classroom;
--describe and act on a value set based on contemporary science and
humanistic thought.
The Curriculum/Supervision graduate will have achieved these competencies
In addition to the six core competencies:
--demonstrate ski II In selecting. Implementing. and evaluating
teachIng strategl es and methods approprl ate to c Iass room and currl cuI urn
goals. and skill In Interactive processes In the supervisory and
community roles;
--demonstrate knowledge of a variety of techniques In assessing
teaching effectiveness and student learning and the ability to apply
this knowledge In evaluating the effectiveness of teaching environments and personnel;
--demonstrate knowledge of and abl llty to apply Interdisciplinary
'
perspectives to effective Interactions with others and
to decision-

makl ng;
--demonstrate knowledge of the variation of cultural and Intellectual
backgrounds. and the ability to apply It to effective Interactions
with lndlvlduals In the classroom;
--describe and act on a value set based on contemporary science and
humanistic thought.

'
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Secondary Science Teaching Area

£t Emphasis

This curriculum Is available only at the masters level.

lt Is Intended

to re-educate In-service teachers by Improving their knowledge and ski I Is
In science, professional education, and related social sciences and

t'

tlons.

The Environmental Education Orientation Is a more broadly concerned

I!
I
I

curriculum and Is available to In-service teachers, but also prepares persons

I·

to function as environmental educators In museums, outdoor recreation areas,

I

public service groups,_ governmental agencies, youth groups, and the like.
Graduates with the M.A. In Environmental Science with an Orientation In
Secondary Teaching:

Teaching or In Curriculum/Supervision will have

achieved six common (core) competencies:
--demonstrate know Iedge of and ab I II ty to app I y concepts of the

II
I

environmental sciences, Including biotic, abiotic, and Interactional
concepts, and computational techniques, In teaching;
--describe and utilize Inquiry processes In generating, testing,
and applying knowledge In science and education;
--demonstrate knowledge of and ability to retrieve Information from
organized storage systems;

'

Il
I
i
I

I
I
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--demonstrate knowledge of and ability to communicate in teaching
the nature and evolution of scientific thought and Its Interactions

'

with society;
--demonstrate knowledge ot and ability to apply contemporary concepts
of learning processes In adolescents to the diagnosis of students'
learning needs and abl I !ties, and In planning and Implementing
instruction;

I
I'

it

I.

--describe and apply contemporary concepts of curriculum development
In evaluating, adapting, and designing curriculum for disciplinary
and !nterdlsc!pl!nary settings.

\I

In addition, the Teaching Orientation students wl II have achieved the
following competencies:
--demonstrate advanced ski! Is In selecting and Implementing teaching
strategies end methods appropriate to curricular. goals ,and skill
in interactive processes In the teaching and community roles;
--demonstrate knowledge of and abll ity to apply

a

variety of
'
techniques In assessing student learning and in evaluating
the
effectiveness of their own teaching behaviors;
--demonstrate knowledge of and abll ity to apply interdlsctpl I nary
perspectives to effective Interactions with others and to
decision-making;
--demonstrate knowledge of the variation of cultural and Intellectual
backgrounds. and the ability to apply it to effective interactions
with t nd !vldu al s in the class room;
--describe and act on a value set based on contemp6rary science
and humanistic thought.

I'
'
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The Curriculum/Supervisory graduates w!l I have achieved the following
competencies In addition to those In the core:
--demonstrate skll l In selecting and evaluating teaching strategies
and methods appropriate to classroom and curricular goals, and skill
In Interactive processes In the supervisory and community roles;
--demonstrate knowledge of a valety of techniques In assessing
teacher effectiveness and student learning, and the ability to apply
this knowledge In evaluating the effectiveness of teaching environments and personne I;
--demonstrate knowledge of and ability to apply interdisciplinary
perspectives to effective Interactions with others and to decisionmakl ng;
--demonstrate knowledge of the variation of cultural and Intellectual
backgrounds, and the abl llty to apply It to effective Interactions with
Individuals In the classroom;
--describe and act on a value set based on contemporary science and
humanistic thought.
The student who receives the M.A. In Environmental Science with an Orientatlon In Environmental Education will have achieved these competencies:
--demonstrate knowledge of and abll lty to apply concepts of the
environmental sciences, Including biotic. abiotic, and Interactional
concepts, and computational techniques;
--describe and utilize Inquiry processes In generating, testing, and
applying knowledge;
--demonstrate knowledge of and ability to retrieve Information from
I

organ l zed storage systems;
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--demonstrate knowledge of and ability to apply contemporary concepts
of learning theory to planning and Implementing environmental educatlon In formal and Informal settings;
--describe and apply contemporary concepts of Instructional design
In planning and organizing formal and Informal educational

'!

experiences and programs;

'

--demonstrate skill In delivering educational experiences to learners
In formal and Informal settings;
--demonstrate knowledge of and ability to apply a variety of techniques
In assessing and evaluating effectiveness In achieving desired
objectives;

•
--demonstrate knowledge of social, political,
and other human systems,
the ability to apply this knowledge In effective Interactions, and
the abll lty to produce change;
--demonstrate knowledge of the variation of cultural and lntellectua
backgrounds, and the abll lty to apply It In planning and delivering
environmental educational programs;
--descrIbe and act on a v aJ ue set that Integrates contemporary
science and humanistic thought, and Is directed toward Improving
the qua llty of II fe.

The K-12 Science Teaching Area of Emphasis
The Environmental Science Orientation Is the only curriculum available
In this Area of Emphasis.

It Is the only science teaching orientation

open both to undergraduates and graduates.

The recipient at the B.A. or
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mentlng Instruction;
--describe and apply concepts of curriculum design In planning
and organizing disciplinary and Interdisciplinary curricula In
science;
--demonstrate advanced ski lis In selecting and Implementing teaching.
strategies and methods appropriate to curricular. goals, and skill
In Interactive processes In the teaching and community roles;
--demonstrate knowledge of and ability to apply a variety of
techniques In assessing student learning and In evaluating the
effectiveness of their own teaching behaviors;
--demonstrate knowledge of school, social, political, and other
human systems, and the ability to apply this knowledge to effective
Interactions with Individuals, groups,

a~d

Institutions;

--demonstrate knowledge of the variation of cultural and Intellectual backgrounds and the abl llty to apply It to effective Interactions with Individuals In the classroom;
~~describe and.~pply

knowledge of modes of Inquiry or expression

from various non-science disciplines to decision-making and
Interdisciplinary perspective;
--describe and act on a value set based on contemporary science
and humanistic thought.

Community Col lege Science Teaching Area of Emphasis
The need to prepare Instructors for community college teaching positions was stated by the "Committee on Preparation of Ju~lor Coll.ege

I

I
I·

I
I
I
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Teachers .,June, 1969.'' a convnlttee of the Illinois Board of Higher
Education:

II

'•

•• we will need 10,000 teachers of liberal arts and

general education subjects over the next twelve years." The Convnlttee's
report went on to say, " • • • reconvnends new programs at the IntermedIate
level designed especially for junior college teachers ••• "

In addition

community col leges are In dire need of teachers In nursing and the allied
health fields.

In 1970, the University received approval from Its

governing boards to offer the M.A. In Environmental Science with an
Area of Emphasis In Community Col lege Science Teaching.
In cooperation with admln·lstrators and science faculty In Community

I'
I

Colleges In the University's service area, CEAS has developed during the
past five years the Initial plans for this curriculum which Is yet to be
fully Implemented.

It Is anticipated that this curriculum wll I be

enlarged and functioning well during the next few years.
the

~Curriculum

As stated In

Handbook, 1975, the recipient of the M.A. In Environ-

mental Science with an Orientation f.n Convnunlty College Science Teaching:
'
Environmental Science wll I have the following competencies
:

--demonstrate knowledge of and ability to apply advanced and
generalized concepts of the environmental sciences, Including
biotic, abiotic, and Interactional concepts, and computational
techniques, In teaching and research;
--descrIbe and utI I Ize InquIry processes In generatIng , testIng,
and applying knowledge;
--demonstrate knowle.dge of and abl I ity to retrieve and use lnforma~.

1
;

.

tlon from organized storage systems;

I

--demonstrate knowledge of the nature and evolution of scientific

''
!
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thought and Its Interactions with society;

.•

--demonstrate knowledge of and ability to apply contemporary concepts
of·Jearnlng In adults In diagnosing students' learning needs, and In

'· I

"'

planning and Implementing Instruction;
--demonstrate knowledge of and abl llty to apply contemporary con-

~~.
,.

1

I

•I I

cepts of curriculum development In planning and organizing disciplinary
and lnterdlsclpllnary curricula;

:···
', ,.I

--demonstrate skill In selecting and Implementing teaching strategies
and methods appropriate to community col lege students and curricula,
and ski I I In Interactive processes In the teaching and community roles;
--demonstrate knowledge of and ability to apply a variety of techniques
In assessing student learning, and In evaluating the effectiveness of
theIr own teach lng behaviors;

,.

--demonstrate knowledge of the orientation, organization, and

j
\

curriculum of the community college, and the ability to apply this
knowledge to the needs of the students and problems of the community;
--demonstrate knowledge of IndiVIdual variations II) cultural and

I.
r
'

Intellectual backgrounds, In the goal orientations of community
college students, and In the ability to apply this knowledge to

I

effective Interactions with Individuals;

I~

--demonstrate knowledge of the historical and philosophical foundations
of the community college, and apply this knowledge In the selection
of psychological, pedagogical, and curricular emphasis for Instruction;

:'·

--describe and act on a value set based on contemporary science and
•I

humanistic thought, and that enable them to cope with change.

'

\

.,

-----------~---

-.~-
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CEAS professors and Community College Instructors wll I cooperatively
plan and supervise an extended Internship In a·Communlty College.

Also,

the curriculum will be reviewed and monitored cooperatively.

•

i

Learning Modules
The Learning Module (lMl Is a basic Instructional packet of rraterlals
(see Glossary).

'I

This name was Invented In 1969 because the terms course,

I
i

''

minicourse, syllabus ,and similar names were thought not to be appropriate.
The term Module was being used by the Biological Sciences Curriculum Study,
the Commission on Undergraduate Education In the Biological Sciences, and
the Education Division of the American Institute of Biological Sciences.
In CEAS the Learning Module (lMl came to be characterized by most of the
following:
--Interdisciplinary;
--Individual !zed and self-paced;
--varying In completion time and credit;
--competency-based with specified Instructional objectives;

~·
'

--structured to emphasize mastery;
--open-ended and variable credit;
--often Involving more than one professor;
--often being cross-coll.eglal;
--deall.ng with content and Its social and humanistic consequences;
--Interrelating the two broad goals and tour general objectives of
the College;
--Interrelating science, technology • and society; f

,,I
ij

I
I

'

I
~

I
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--laboratory and field-oriented;
--Issue-centered and problem-oriented;
--Inquiry-oriented and student-oriented; and
--application or career-oriented.
Every LM In CEAS has the same format

and Is rrade available
I

to students prior to the Session, either sold through the University

I

'·

Bookstore or distributed without charge, If the LM Is small, from the
CEAS office.

The primary components (sections) of the LM format In order

of occurrence are:
--·title of LM and date written (e.g., Evolution and Man, June 12, 1975)
--name of Coordinator <the Instructor)
--name of Assistant Coordlnator(s).

Many LM's are team planned

<nd taught by two or more professors.
--amount of credit available (e.g., 2-4 units ,and the Session the
LM Is offered, e.g., JA-75 Indicates July-August Sesslory).

Most

LM's are available for varying amounts of credlt.
--undergraduate, graduate, or both undergraduate an'd graduate
credit.

LM's may be for graduates only, undergraduates only, or

both for undergraduates and graduates.
--rationale.

One or more Introductory paragraphs Intended to tel I

the student where this LM fits Into the curriculum and why It Is
justifiable study.
--competency statements, Identified with a "U," "G" or "UG" to
Indicate undergraduate, graduate credit, or both. (e.g., Ul. Use
ecosystem concepts and terminology In

dlscussio~

and writings

on man-environment relations; G1. Apply ecosystem concepts to

',,'

r

. !1
, ~I

,:••

'I
'II
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advanced readings In human ecology.)
competencies deal with lower

leve~

Usua I Iy the undergraduate

et al, 1956) and the graduate at higher levels In both cognitive
and affective domains (Krathwohl, et al, 1964).

The LM competency

statements are designed to lead the student to the achievement of
Orientation competencies and subsequently Area of Emphasis and
Instructional Program competencies.
--pre-evaluation.

!
II

In the cognitive domain (Bloom,

'

tl'II
••

t'"'

r:
I

Many lM's describe rather intensive and extensive

tests, Interviews, etc., that study must participate ln.

I

The

results of this pre-evaluation aid both student and professor In
knowiilg what background base the student Is starting with.

II

Some-

times students need to make up deficiencies, whereas others
sometimes do so well on the pre-evaluation that they are awarded
I,

at the outset one or more units of credit.
--topics.

Most LM's are comprised of two to six topics (e.g., a

three topic LM:

1. Fundamental Ecological Concepts, 2. Theories

'
of Inheritance and Evolution, 3. Human Ecology, Evolution,
and

Ecological Issues.)
--Instructional objectives.

t
f
fI
't'

There are usually two to four fnstruc-

tiona! objectives wJ·thln each topic.

These Indicate behaviors

students perform, demonstrate, engage In, etc., that will lead
them to achievement of specified LM competency(s).

(e.g., Con-

sidering the events that take place as sunlight Impinges on the

I
I

atmosphere and surface of the earth, derive an ecosystem concept.>

'

,,
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i

This Is one of several Instructional objectives that aids and

1..

abets the student In achievement of undergraduate competency 1 ,

I'

above.

I

--student activities.

Such things as field trips, laboratory

exercises, readings, written reports, seminar presentations, and
similar student-centered events are described.
accomplish these out-of-class.

Oftentimes students

The purpose of the activities of

course Is to guide the student through some projects that wll I
guide her/him to accomplish the Instructional objectives, hence
achieve the competencies.
--evaluation.

Most LM's describe In generic terms the ways that

assessment of student achievement (tests, papers, practlcums, etc.)
will be accomplished (e.g., students enrolled for two units will
demonstrate achievement of competencies by successfully completing
In class evaluations provided by the professor.)
--texts.

Usually. two or more paperbacks and/or hardcover books are

purchased by the student.

For some LM's only reserve I lbrary

references serve as "texts."
--references.

From a few to dozens of books, periodicals, articles,

films, video tapes, etc. are listed In an LM.

All are available

In the University library or In the professor's office.

Some of

the more pertinent and salient articles, chapters, etc., are
usually referenced In the LM The unreferenced titles are often
used by the avid-reader-student.
The examples used to Illustrate the LM components wdre taken and
rodlfled from an LM on Evolution and Man, prepared June 12, 1975, by

I

I'
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Dr. Peter P. Gunther and taught In the JA75 Sess ton.

Self-Instructional Materials
Se I f-1 nstructl ona I mater! a Is (packets, ml n!courses, packages,
syllabi, modules) are Intended to assist students In achievement of
LM competencies "at thelr'own pace and at flexible times· and places"
(See Glossary).

This concept of self-Instruction Is In keeping with

the University's aim to provide as many self-paced and Individualized
learning activities as feasible tor our population of commuting students.
In CEAS programmed materials, video tapes, audio tapes, computer aided,
computer guided, computer Interactive, 16mm films, loop films, filmstrips,
I

slides, laboratory manuals, tleld manuals, among other things, have been
used to produce self-Instructional materials which aid and abet selfguided learning at a rate commensurate with one's time, ability, Interest,
commitment, etc., etc.

Some of the self-Instructional materials are used

In the College laboratory, especially If Instruments are Involved ,whereas
some are used elsewhere.
I support the proposition that there are few if any totally selfInstructional materials.

Our experience suggests that the self-Instructional

materials are not faculty-free, rather the professor Is regularly involved
on an Individual basis Interacting with the student.

Self-lnstructlonal

materials are not the professor's time saver as believed by many!

The

professors In CEAS devote an enormous amount of time working with Individual
students who are using the so-called Self Instructional Materials, In
evaluation ot achievement, clarification of concepts, entouraging the
student to move ahead at the pace she/he Is capable of, and so on ad lnflnltum.

f

II
!
\'
'

I

I
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Several LM's In CEAS have self-Instructional components intended to
aid the student In self.-gulded learning.

A few LM's are called "Self-

Instructional Modules." These are as professor-free as we believe we
can design them and stll I provide high quality upper division education
In the sciences.
In the 1975 schedule of Learning Modules, 19 LM.Is were listed as
se If-1 nstruct Ion a I :
Ascent of Man
Assessing Eduaatlonal Outcomes
Computer Assisted Learning Workshop
Computer Pr.ograrriming
Computer Supported Education
Curriculum Development
Curriculum Models
Environmental Earth Science
Evolution and Man
Health Care Economics I
Health Services Administration: Principles
Inquiry Processes In Science Teaching
Learning Processes: Children and Adolescents
New Communities Development
Nursing: Distributive Nursing I
Researching Science Information
Statistics:· Non-Parametric
Teacher Behavior In Multi-Ethnic and Inner City Environments
Teaching Elementary School Science
'
The titles of

aI

Learning Modules offered in CEAS during 1975

are listed In Appendix B.

'

I

'
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Some of these LM's have certain self-Instructional components whereas
others are Intended to be mainly self-Instructional.

Learning Module Review and Scheduling
A. CEAS professor may plan, design, develop and coordinate (teach)
a LM without prior approval of anyone or any formal group.

Each faculty

·member has access to the Instructional Systems Paradigm, the Educational
Planning Guidelines,

the~

Curriculum Guide and various working papers

to provide background Information pertinent as a guide to LM development.
Hence she/he knows the goals and.phl losophy of GSU and CEAS and the
forrrat spec! fled for LM 1 s ("Revised Format for CEAS Learn! ng Modules,"
CEAS Position Paper No. 16, James Joseph Gallagher, September, 1974).
Each faculty member Is encouraged to visit with his colleagues about
the need for various LM 1 s that wl II satisfy competencies In the
Instructional Program, Area of Emphasis and Orientation and to team up
with one or more colleagues to produce and teach the LM the first time.
Even though the Instructional Systems Paradigm could give the Impression
that professors are locked Into a system that stlffles creativity,
Ingenuity, and cooperation In LM development and curriculum planning,
our experience has shown the exact opposite to be true.

The paradigm,

when properly used and managed, serves as a guide that makes LM development
and curricular change easier, faster, and much more systematic.
After an LM Is developed and taught for the first time, It undergoes
a formal reviewing process ("Learning Module Review Procedures for CEAS,"
Working Paper No. 55, James Joseph Gallagher, July, 197rl·

An Inter-

disciplinary faculty group with expertise In the subject matter area

:'

t ,1
' i'

l,.
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I

I

i

I
'

treated In the LM and an Instructional development team consisting of
learning/curriculum theorists, educational researchers, and specialists
In media/technology tor Instruction review the LM with the professor who
developed It and make written recommendations tor Improvement.

Most

professors accept and Incorporate most of the suggestions tor Improvement. 'In the event a professor and the review groups found themselves

ll
I

at loggerhead, the Assistant Dean for Curriculum and Instruction and
the Dean would help negotiate a decision.

.,1\
II

Only once in my five years

'

of experience with this system have I had to negotiate a decision on
LM review recommendations.
The nature of the student body In GSU demands that about 50% of
the LM's should be scheduled late afternoon, nights, and week-ends.
Experience has shown that Mondays and Fridays, Including late afternoon
and night, are not acceptable class times tor our students, whereas
Saturdays and sometimes Sundays are appropriate.

The most popular times

Thursday, and Saturday morning.
are 4-10 p.m. Tuesday through
It Is
.
' .
therefore mandatory that the LM schedule for the year and for each
Session be carefully established and monitored.

In September of each

year, each professor in CEAS is.asked to list the LM 1 s he plans to teach
and when he would like to teach them during the next calendar year.

The

faculty for each Instructional Program work with the Coordinator of that
Program to develop a tentative LM schedule for each of. the six two-month
Sessions (See Chapter Six for more on Program Coordinators).

The

Assistant Dean for Curriculum and Instruction convenes the entire CEAS
I

faculty for a one-day retreat to review the LM schedules developed by

I
'

;

I
•
'
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the faculty of the three Instructional Programs.

Major overlaps, voids

and other problems are Identified and most are resolved at the retreat.
Follow.lng the retreat, the Assistant Dean and the three Program Coordinators
complete the LM

schedul~

Incorporating all suggested changes,and send a

copy to each faculty member to review and to suggest "last minute" changes
which are then negotiated with the Assistant Dean.

Ftna·t copy of the

schedule Is prepared by the Assistant Dean and forwarded to the Dean of
CEAS, the Registrar, and the VIce President for Academic Affairs.

The

Registrar develops the University schedule of LM's for the year (called
Schedule Slxl which Is pub! Ished In December each year.

It Is a schedule

of all LM's to be offered during the six (6) Sessions In the calendar year.
In order to accommodate changes In offerings and to make It easier for
students and faculty to carry out the registration processes, three
additional LM schedules (called Schedule Twol are pub! !shed during the
year.

The first Schedule Two covers JF, MA Sessions and Is published In

December; the second covers MJ, JA, and the third SO, NO Sessions.
'
It Is the Intent of CEAS to provide a flexible and responsive

educational system.

To this end It Is Imperative that we have flexible

and responsive scheduling systems.

The latter Is very difficult and often-

times Impossible to accomplish because of limitations of physical facilities
and demands made on faculty time and energy.

In CEAS at GSU we have

developed a daytime, night-time, and week-end educational program that
makes extra-ordinary demands on faculty who are highly committed to high
quality education for commuting students In the sciences.

We have not

Identified appropriate ways to meet the educational needs of our students
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without placing undue energy-consuming duties on the faculty!

Since one

of the major responslbl lltles of the CEAS faculty Is to plan, design,
and develop curricula that are Interdisciplinary and competency-based, it
Is necessary that a considerable amount of time Is spent In meetings,
writing materials, and the like.

Curricular materials planning and

writing are usually done In mornings when few classes meet and between
class meetings.

During the past five years between 40 and 50% of the

faculty work load has been devoted to LM development, review, and
scheduling and to science curriculum planning.

Instruction and Research
In CEAS, the faculty Is committed to student research as an Integral
component In each Instructional Program.
specified for each Orientation.

This Is evident in the competencies

Every LM schedule lists these titles:

"Special Projects in • • •

1-8 Units"

"Readings arid Investigations In •••

1-8 Units"
'
The faculty member when consulting with a student about his/her Student
Study Plan (See Chapter Seven for more on student records) or about
registration for a given Session, special projects, Investigations, research
problems, special studies, etc., of special Interest to the student and
pertinent to her/his educational goals are Identified.

The professor and

the student oftentimes design a LM stating the competencies the student
Is expected to achieve and the work (field work, cl inlcal work, library
work, etc.) that l s to be done.

For examp Ie, a nurs lng student may register

'

for "Spec Ia I Projects in Nurs l ng Curr IcuI urn Des l gn, 3 Un l ts," a LM whIch
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was planned and written by a nursing professor and the student; a science
student might register for "Readings and Investigations In Aquatic
Chemistry, 6 Units;" or a science teaching student might register for
"Readings and Investigations In Plaget's Theory, 8 Units."

In each

Instance the student's advisor, often, also, the student's professor who
wll I coordinate the LM and the student will have planned the LM so that
It assists the student In achieving needed competencies.

It Is not

uncommon for the competencies originally specified In the LM to be rewritten when the research studies are completed, because the Investigation
may have lead the student In unanticipated directions.

Nonetheless, the

'
competencies
achieved during the research are specified and the title of

the LM, the credits, and the competencies achieved are recorded on the
student's transcript (See Chapter Seven for more about student records).
Every CEAS faculty member is engaged in curriculum planning and
development, some are engaged In curriculum research, and sti II others
are carrying out field and laboratory research, some of which Is funded
'

by outside agencies.

Many students work cooperatively wlth faculty on

curriculum and basic science projects as student assistants.

This

arrangement usually results ln a student registering for "Readings and
Investigations In

•• " a topic In the field in which she/he Is assisting.

Since most of our students are employed, It Is often feasible for a professor
to cooperate with a professional In a clinic, business, Industry, or school
to plan a "Special Project In • • • " or "Readings and Investigations In •
that can be accomplished while the student· Is on-the-job.

'

Any avenue that

II
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requires using the literature, gathering data, tabulating and Interpreting

I
I

data. and use of written word to describe the study Is explored by every

'I

has the posslbl llty of engaging a student In Investigative studies that

CEAS professor.

We are committed to the notion that research wl II be an

Integral component of the upper division and masters level study In the
competency-based Instructional Programs of CEAS.

Future Changes In CEAS Curricula
The most Immediate changes will take place In the Health Science
Instructional Program.

In the fall of 1974, the University submitted to

Its governing boards a request to establish a School of Health Sciences
within the College of Environmental and Applied Sciences.
there would be three Instructional Programs:

Within the School

{1) Allied Health, (2) Health

Services Administration, and (3) Nursing, and two new degrees would be
offered:

the Bachelors In Health Science and the Masters In

f~alth

Science.

In the Nursing program, approval was requested to provide study In two
new Areas of Emphasis:

Community Nursing and Family Hea'lth Practice

CTable 5.4),
The School of Health Sciences would be headed by a Director and each
of the Instructional Programs which would be organized into three dlv!Sbns
would heve a Program Coordinator.

The School would be supported by its

own budget within the CEAS budget,
In July, 1975, the Board of Higher Education approved the establ'ishment
of the School, Its structure, and academic program except for the Areas of
Emphasis In Community Nursing and Fami Jy Health Practlcp (Table 5.4), but
the Board did not approve any additional funding to support the School

I

I

~
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i
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CHAPTER SEVEN--CEAS

l

COMMUNICATIONS AND RECORDS

Rationale and Philosophy
A new experimenting upper division University with four semi-

.]
'I

"

autonomous Coll_eges and Educational Planning Guidelines that proposes
the development of a new model of higher education must have a
communications and records system that Is reliable, efficient and
effective.

Inadequate provision, storage and retrieval of Important

Information by faculty and administrators leads to distrust, lack of
confidence, anxiety, and Inefficiency.

am fIrm Iy oonv I need that

honest, open communications systems are essential to support a rapidly
evolving new College In a new University.

To this end a wide variety

of Information. generating, storing and retrieving methods and procedures
were establIshed In CEAS during the first year and subsequently.
'

I

The most salient communications documents are Working Papers,
Position Papers, Occasional Papers, Newsletter, Handbook of Policies
and Procedures, each of which Is number coded and subject title Indexed
for easy retrieval.

The records systems for CEAS students, faculty
'
and civil service are extensive,

Coll_eglal Papers
The CEAS coll•:!glal papers have proved to be essential In dlssemlnatlon storage and retrieval of Information by all staff members.

Experience

has shown that the faculty attracted to CEAS are highly productive and
want to have efficient and effective ways of communicating with each other,
the administration In CEAS, and others In the University.
I

The rate and

magnitude of change In CEAS demands a carefully orchestrated communlcatlons system.

I'
j
I

I

''
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WorkIng Papers
The first W.P. was prepared in May 1970 <"Proposed Instruction

I

Programs for 1971 In the CEAS at GSU," Ted F. Andrews, May 5, 1970).

.I
I

During the past five years, seventy-one W.P. 1 s have been written by
faculty and administrators In CEAS.

Each W.P. has a cover page with

the same format which Includes W.P. number, title, author<sl, and date.

I

'I

Any Individual faculty member, committee, or administrator In CEAS may
prepare a W.P. of any length and on any subject.
from'a few·pages to as many as eighty.

WP's vary In length

The W.P.'s are assigned

numbers chronologically In the CEAS office.

When a faculty member has

a paper prepared, she/he calls the CEAS office for an assigned number.
The title of the W.P., the author

~and

chronological I 1st In the CEAS office.

date are recorded in the master
A master file of extra copies

of all W.P.'s Is maintained for future reference In the CEAS office In
chronological order.

Each faculty member, the Dearsof the other three

Colleges, the VIce Presidents and the President receives a copy of
'
each W.P. Copies of W.P. 1 s are frequently mailed to others In the
University upon request.

Periodically, each CEAS faculty member

receives a chronological list of all W.P. titles.

Some faculty maintain

a complete file of W.P.'s.
Working Papers run the gamut of subjects as Indicated by these
samp Ie tIt Ies : "Student Records )'
Utilization In CEAS Node,"
Evaluations,"
FY73."

"RecommendatIons for Phase

"General Instructional Objectives,"

"Human Ecology Area of Emphasis,"

Space
"Faculty

"CEAS Operation Budget,

'

Frequently a W.P. recommends policies and/or procedures and after

II
'
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J.,
being considered by various faculty_ groups, may be rewritten into a
Position·Paper which then serves as an interim guide· to operational
pol Icy.

Position Papers
Position Papers (P.P.) are very similar to Working Papers In
that anyone or a group can author a P. P.; the cover p_age format l s
! '

common and Includes P.P. number, title, author(s), and date; the
length varies from·

<~few

to many pages.

The first P.P. was prepared

i

!'

In December, 1971 (CEAS "Guide! ines to Planning and Development of
Learning Modules," Ted F. Andrews, December 17, 1971).

During the

past five years, seventeen Position Papers have been written and
distributed to the same audience as the Working Papers.

The most
I I

recent P.P. was a legal document distributed by the University President

i.

I'I

with a covering memo ( 11 Fami iy Educational Rights and Privacy Act of
1974," WI I I lam E. Engbretson memo dated December, 1974). Since this
'
presidential marne could have far-reaching implications and we wanted

t
I

I'
I

It In a retrieval system, It was made Into Position Paper No. 17.
Sample titles of other P.P. 1 s are:
Modules,"

"Sample Format for CEAS Learning

"Evaluation of Dean's Performance in CEAS,"

"Tenure Con-

sf deration Poi Icles for Support Staff with University Professor
Appointments in CEAS." The contents of P.P. 's usually are concerned
with tentative policies, procedure, guidelines, and the like.

The

advantage of placing evolving policies and procedures In the hands of
I

I

i
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faculty and administrators In the form of a P.P. Is that It provides
everyone with the same Information at the same time In a retrievable
form.

This process saves a. great deal of misunderstanding, conflict,

distrust, and other human relations problems.

And It reduces the

communication gap between faculty and admln'tstratlon which so readily
develops In colleges and universities.

Occasional Papers
As the CEAS evolved, It became apparent Working Papers and Position
Papers were not Inclusive enough to cover the broad range of Information
that we wanted In a systematic storage and retrieval system.

Thus the

generic category of Occasional Papers was established to Include results
of some studies done In CEAS, reports of visits by faculty to other
Institutions, and results of certain pertinent studies done at other
Institutions.

The first O.P. was released in July 1973 <"A Look Into

the Future In CEAS," Ted F. Andrews, July 5, 1973).

During the past

three years thirty-tour O.P.'s have been distributed to the same audience
as the W.P.'s and P.P.'s.

Some sample titles of O.P.'s suggest the

diversity of topics covered:

"Report on VIsits to Evergreen State

College, Huxley Coll.ege of Environmental Studies, and the University
of Washington Institute of Environmental Studies,"

"CEAS Productivity

Report JF74 Session," "The Colorado Co 11 ege Plan: An Experiment That
is Working,"

"Computer Managed Instruction," "Background Paper on the

Recommendations of the

~mmittee

on Non-Traditional and Cooperative

Programs.'' "Delphi Study of Undergraduate Education 1at the University
of Texas, Dai las."

.,
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CEAS Reports
In 1973, we realized that a variety of announcements, notices of
meetings, reminders of deadlines, and the like were being distributed
by memoranda.

Faculty and administrators alIke were being over-burdened

by the flow of papers.

So l ntense was the flow that many persons were

missing Important meetings
because they had quit reading
.
. the memos.
l prepared and distributed one Friday In the fall of 1973 a one-page
'hewsletter" to the CEAS staff.

lt Included all the meeting times, dates,

and places of the various organized bodies In CEAS and a variety of
announcements.

The faculty read the "newsletter" and most thought It

I.
' I

could reduce. great Iy the flow of memos.
Since the fall of 1973, the "newsletter" called the CEAS Reports
has been distributed to all CEAS faculty and staff each Friday.

The

Reports are dated and numbered and a master file retained In the CEAS
office.
In

Any CEAS staff member may enter an announcement, notice, etc.,

the~ Report~

which Is prepared under the supervision of the

administrative secretary In the CEAS office.

In an attempt to keep

the Reports short (one or two pages) and to make the Information east ly
retrievable, the Reports are now organized Into a few categories of
Information pertinent only to the following week, such as CEAS meeting
times and places, Important University events, consultant visits, and
the like.

General announcements not restricted to next week's events

are Included but limited to brief statements.

The CEAS Reports continues

to provide an Important communications link among the faculty.
as It Is easily read, brief and punctual In Its
be an Important vehlcl.e of communication.

dlstr~bution,

As long
It wl II
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Chronological

~

A "Chron File" (Cf) was Initiated In 1970 and has continued without
Interruption.

A copy of a! I written materials (letters, memos, papers,

modules, etc.) typed by CEAS secretaries Is accumulated during the week
and each Friday these materials are arranged In chronological order by
date Into a three-ringed notebook that Is aval Iable to alI CEAS staff
for perusal.

Only letters and memos considered personal and confidential

are not Included In the CF.

The author makes the decision whether or

not a Jetter or memo goes Into the CF.

Many of the faculty regularly

peruse the CF, whereas others use It only occasionally.
It every week.

As Dean, I read

It Is a good source of Information tor all the admlnlstra-

tlve staff as wei I as the faculty and secretarial staff.

During the past

five years, the CF has provided on several occasions the only retrievable

,,'

copies of letters and memos that faculty members were hunting.

ll

The CF

.

for each week of the year are retained In order In the central CEAS fl las
tor two years and then discarded.

The CF has proved to be an Important

Information storage and retrieval system as well as providing lnservlce
educational materials for alI concerned.

~Handbook

of Operational Pol Jcles and Procedures

In 1969 when the University was established all of the policies and
procedures were establ !shed externally by the State of II llnols and
our governing boards.

During the first three years of GSU's existence,

numerous unwritten pol Jcles and procedures came Into being through
practice.

Nearly everything we did established a precedent, thus an

Inferred policy and/or procedure.

It Is my conviction that professional

~

II'

.. I
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persons function most effectively, efficiently, and productively when
they know the "ground rules" even though they may not agree with some
of them.

During 1969-70 and 1970-71 • I assembled notes on a wide array

of State, governing boards, and GSU pol icles that I thougttthe CEAS
faculty should know about as soon as they were hired or sooner if
feasible.
'

In July, 1971, I prepared a loose leaf three-ringed notebook cal led
"Handbook of Operational Poi icles and Procedures In CEAS."

A Handbook

was given to each of the faculty then on board and subsequently each
new faculty member receives a Handbook when they report for duty.

The

Handbook Is organized in alphabetical sections and each entry In a section
Is numbered, e.g. ail entries In section A start with the number one,
those In section B with a two, and so on.

The entries of section C of

the Handbook In 1975 are: 3.0 CEAS Central Flies, 3.1 Central Dupl 1eating Charges, 3.2.1 CEAS Organizational Structure and Function, 3.3
Clvl I Service Personnel:

Secretarial Expectancies In CEAS, 3.4 Col lege

Community Council, 3.6 Communications, 3. 7 Community Professors:

Employ-

ment Policies, 1971-72 (amended 12/7/71) (Revised 9/5/72), 3.75 Consultant
Services Request Form (1/20/74), 3,8 Contractual Services, 3.85 Credit
for Prior Learning Experiences, 3.9 Curriculum Development:

Procedure

tor Planning and Development of Free-Standing, Self instructional Packets.
The Handbook in 1975 is large and undergoing extensive revision to
eliminate policy statements that are now available In governing board or
GSU documents.

At least once each month and oftentimes more frequently,

one or more entries ot University or CEAS policies anP procedures are
added to the Handbook.

The faculty are clustered In various locations in
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the new physical plant, therefore a Handbook ls aval !able at the
secretarial desk of each faculty cluster Instead of ln each faculty
office.

Thls saves a great deal ln duplication costs and allows the

cl•rlcal staff to keep the Handbooks updated.

' I

I
I

The CEAS Handbook of

Operational Policies and Procedures is a most valuable communications
vehicle that ls used regularly by the faculty, admlnl·stratlon, and
civil service personnel In CEAS.

The Handbook wl II be continued until

we find a better way to keep everyone Informed of uptodate policies
and procedures.

Budget Documents

'• I

The budget documents of the University and CEAS are prepared
annually and the CEAS Operating Budget and Capital Budget Is distributed

iI

by the Dean to the CEAS faculty.

:I

It Is Important that the CEAS faculty

know the degrees of freedom and also the number of constraints that an
Operating Budget allows and Imposes.

i

I,
'

The State of II I lnols stipulates

the budget categories and many bodies external to the'Unlverslty, as well
as the University administration, specify policies and procedures to
. I

follow In managing the budget.
the CEAS Operating Budget:

There are five primary categories In

Personal Services, <2l Commodities;
'
(3) Contractual, (4) Travel, and (5) Equipment.
(J)

Each spring the Assistant Dean tor Fiscal and Physical Affairs
works with the Dean to prepare a draft of the CEAS Operating Budget with
numerous subsets In each of the five primary budget categories and
circulates this to the CEAS faculty for suggestions., The suggested
modifications are then considered by the entire faculty at one of the

I
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regular monthly business meetings.

The faculty recommendations are

discussed by the Dean and the CEAS Administrative Council and a revised
Internal EAS Operating Budget establ !shed and distributed to faculty.
This budget Is monitored dally, examined carefully each month, and
usually modified each quarter.

These procedures encourage faculty to

study carefu II y the budgeting processes, to have a sa.Y In the i nterna I
budget allocations, and to have enough budget information to allow them
to monitor to their own requests for expenditures.

There are no hidden

agendas, pockets of hidden monies, and the I Ike In the management of
the CEAS Operating Budget.

A monthly computer print-out of expenditures

and balances remaining In each of the five primary categories Js received
In CEAS from the UnIversity Bus I ness Off Ice th ro.ughout the year.

In

addition, the Assistant Dean for Fiscal and Physical Affairs prepares a
budget sheet showing,encumbrances, expenditures and balances In each of
the subcategories of the CEAS Operating Budget.

AI I of these fiscal

records are open to faculty perusal and the option Is frequently exercised
by meny faculty.
The budgets for Grant Funds are managed In essentially the same way
as the state-appropriated funds.

At any given time about ten grants

and/or contracts are In operation In CEAS.

The "Project Director"

usually has negotiated a budget with the CEAS, the University and the
funding agency prior to funding.

(See Special Projects, Chapter Nine, tor

more details on grants and contracts.)
Grant or

Contra~t

Once the Operating Budget for the

has been established by the award-granting document

from the funding .agency, the UnIversIty Bus I ness Oft

rca and the CEAS
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Assistant Dean for Fiscal and Physical Affairs monitor expenditures,
prepare monthly reports, and assist the Project Director In every way
possible to achieve her/his objectives.

Grant and Contract funds are

subject to the same State, University, and CEAS policies and procedures
as are state-appropriated funds.

Hence the"Unlverslty Business Office

submits each month to the Dean of CEAS and the Project Director a report
of expenditures and balances In each budget category._

In addition,

the Director of Special Projects (see Chapter Nine), the University
Business Manager, the Dean of CEAS, and the Assistant Dean for Fiscal
and Physical Affairs work with the Project Director and the funding
agency to mod I fy grant and contract budgets so as to best meet the
needs of the Project Director.

Monltorl.ng expenditures and malntalnlng

valid records on Grants and Contracts ls a tlme and energy consuming
task tor the CEAS admlnlstratlon, but the budget management system works
well and Is an Important component of our communications and records
system.

•
Student Information System
The lnterdlsclpllnary, competency-based curriculum, self-paced
and self-guided learning and lndlvlduallzed Instruction In a new experimenting upper division university requires a carefully planned and
orchestrated student Information and records system both at the University
and at the Collegial levels of organization.

Both the University and CEAS

underestimated the complexity of the needs In this area of our communicatlons systems!

The Assistant Dean for Student Affairs is primarily
I

.

'..i

II
'I
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'
,I

Assistant Dean for Fiscal and Physical Affairs monitor expenditures,
prepare monthly reports, and assist the Project Director In every way
possible to achieve her/his objectives.

Grant. and Contract funds are

subject to the same State, University., and CEAS pol icles and procedures
as are state-appropriated funds.

Hence the·untverslty Business Office

submits each month to the Dean of CEAS and the Project Director a report
of expenditures and balances In each budget category.

In addition,

the Director of Special Projects (see Chapter Nine), the University
Business Manager, the Dean of CEAS. and the Assistant Dean tor Fiscal
and Physical Affairs work with the Project Director and the funding
agency to modify grant and contract budgets so as to best meet the
needs of the Project Director.

Monitoring expenditures and maintaining

val ld records on Grants and Contracts Is a time and ene.rgy consuming
task tor the CEAS administration, but the budget management system works
well and Is an Important component of our communications and records
system.

Student Information System
The Interdisciplinary. competency-based curriculum, self-paced
and selt.-gulded learning and Individual Ized Instruction in a new expertmentlng upper division university requires a carefully planned and
orchestrated student Information and records system both at the University
and at the Col l.eglal levels of organization.

Both the University and CEAS

underestimated the complexity of the needs In this area of our communicatlons systems!

The Assistant Dean for Student Affairs Is prlmarl ly
I

\
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responsible for the student Information and records system In CEAS.

In

February, 1974, CEAS Position Paper No. 15, "Student Records and Systems
In the Co I l.ege of Envl ronmenta I and App I i ed ScIences" was prepared by
Peter Fenner, Assistant Dean for Student Affairs, and Richard Pollak,
. University Professor of Science Teaching, whose specla.lty Is use of the
computer In Instruction and administration.

This 60-page paper describes

a total system of student records and procedures from pre-application for
admission to post graduation, Including alumni records.

The flow diagram

depleting this system runs I lnearlly and Includes nearly 100 entries.
The EAS Student Information System CEASJS) cal Is for generation of
ten reports produced by the computer center:

(1) alphabetical Jist of

students, (2) current class roster, (3) alphabetical .ffst of alumni,
(4) mal I box I 1st .Ceach student In CEAS is assigned a mall box with a
number at registration time), (5) alphabetical I 1st of students by
Orientation, Area of Emphasis, Instructional Program, (6) list of students
by adviser and by Orientation, (7) list of students by adviser, (8) student
Learning Module Information by adviser, (9) student Learning Module
Information by adviser ,by Session, and (10) student Learning Module
Information by Coordinator (Instructor), by Session.

The EASIS was

adopted In principle by the University and with modifications Is now
Known as the Student Information System CSJS).

The SIS Is not yet

functioning as smoothly, efficiently, and accurately as we had hoped,
but It Is stead! ly Improving.

'
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~Admissions

·

During the first three years, students were Interviewed Individually
and/or In groups to acquaint them with the unusual curriculum In CEAS and
the variety of opportunities that were available In the three Instructional Programs (Health Science, Science, Science Teaching),

A CEAS

bulletin or catalog had not as yet been prepared, as·many components
of the curricula had not been adequately described.
In a very rapid state of evolution!

The curriculum was

The Assistant Dean for Student

Affairs with the aid of some faculty did the Interviewing.

This process

became so burdensome In the third year that It was abandoned as a formal
step In the admissions process.

The~

Bul letln/Catalog, J2Zi,

describing the academic programs, student systems, and the like, was
distributed In December, 1973, to all CEAS students and all faculty and
staff In the University.

This publication enabled the Office of Admissions

to admit most students without having the student interview a CEAS faculty
member first.

In January, 1974,

a~

replaced the 1974 Bulletlrv'Catalog.

Curriculum Handbook, 1975,

The Instructional' Programs, Areas

of Emphasis, and Orientations are described.

The Competencies for each

of the Orientations and titles of several Learning Modules that would aid
and abet the student In achieving these competencies are listed.

This

'

publication enables the prospective student and admissions staff of the
University to understand clearly the competency-based curriculum.

In

January 1976 the University Bulletin/Catalog wll I be distributed.

It wll I

carry Information tor all four Colleges and eliminate the need for a
special CEAS bulletin.

I
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Students are admitted to CEAS on a first-come, first-served basis

.I

If there Is aval table space In the curriculum of the student's choice.

I

Undergraduates are eJ.l gl b Ie for adml ss Ion If they have an earned As soc Iate

I

I

•

degree, 60 semester hours or I!Dre of co II ege work wl th a C grade or better,
or their equivalent In an ungraded system or In experience,

A student may

prepare a documented proposal to receive some credit_ for experience, or
petition for admission with only 58 units of credit.
are admitted to the nursing curriculum.

l·l

Only nurses (RN sl
1

Those RN's who have graduated

from a hospital-based diploma- program are admitted after completion of

I..

II

I'

6 semester hours each of sociol_ogy and psychology with a C aver-age or
better from an accredited col lege or university.
Students admitted for graduate study must have an earned baccalaureate
degree or Its equivalent.

All students admitted to the Science Teaching

curriculum must hold an II llnols teaching certificate, except those who
enter the one Area of Emphasis (K-i2 Science Teaching) In which undergraduate study is offered.
Once a student Is admitted, her/his folder of admission credentials
Is forwarded to CEAS where the Assistant Dean for Student Affairs assigns
the student to a CEAS faculty member who will serve as the student's
adviser.
folder.

The adviser receives a duplicate of the student's official tile
The original student fl le folder goes Into the official CEAS

student records file.

~Student

Advisers File

Every faculty member Is an academic adviser of ,students.

Sometimes

the student selects a faculty member he knows as his adviser, others are

I!
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assigned to faculty advisers by the Assistant Dean for Student Affairs.
It's a relatively easy process for a student to change academic advisers;
as a result, the student usually ends up selecting her/his adviser.

Both

the University and CEAS place high priority on Instructional faculty
serving as academic advisers.

The CEAS faculty are exceptionally student-

oriented, hence student advlsl.ng Is as Important to them as teaching,
research, and community service.

The student, soon after admission and

meeting his adviser, prepares a statement of goals and a historical
background statement for the student and the academic adviser to use In
evolving a program of study.

Since the average age of the CEAS student

.. ,

Is about 30 years, the goals and background statements of the student
take on genuine slgnltlcance.

In many Instances the student and his

.I

adviser wll I select one or more additional faculty members to form a
D_egree Committee.

This committee provides academic advising and counsel lng

to the student as the Student Study Plan (SSP) (called Learning Contracts
by some) Is developed and approved.

The SSP assists the student, the

academic adviser and the Degree Committee In attainment of the student's
and CEAS'. goals In an efficient, systematic way.

The student adviser's

tile Includes Student Study Plan, all official documents of registration,
Learning Modules completed, list of competencies achieved and recorded on
transcripts In the registrar's office, Interview notes, and the like.
It Is a complete official portfolio that the student may take with him/her

'I

'.,•

'•
I

upon graduatelon, If so desired.

I

I·•
II
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Student Study

~I

~

!.

One of the primary. goals of the academic programs at the University

II

Is to Individualize learning and Instruction to the extent feasible In an
upper division University with competency-based curricula.

Some form of

student study agreement, pI an, or contract "ts used l n each of the tour
Coll.eges at GSU.

The Student Study Plan (SSP)

called a "learning contract" by some.

evolve~

In CEAS might be

Learnl.ng contracts are relatively

new In the field of higher educatlon,prtmarlly coming Into operation
during the last decade.

A recent publication states that:

Individualized education for students through learning contracts
Is a concept which has gained Increased prominence !"n higher
education In recent years. Probably most educators would agree
that the Individualization of learning Is a good Ideal but that
also It Is extremely difficult to accomplish. This Issue Includes
both the philosophical rationale and th·e practical realities of
lnd!v!duallzat!on by various approaches to contract learning.
The articles provide the particular and detailed Information
needed by educators who are contemplating the use of learning
contracts In their own Institutions. (Berte, 1975)
CEAS has evolved an Undergraduate Student Study Plan and a Graduate
Student Study Plan.

As soon as a student Is admitted to CEAS and assigned

an adviser, the student In concert with the adviser and the Degree Committee
start a Student Study Plan.

An SSP Is usually nearl.ng completion for an

undergraduate student during the second Session or after 12-18 units
of credit are earned and Pr a graduate student after 8 units of credit •
. The SSP functions as a guide and a plan used by the student and the adviser
until the student Is graduated.

It relates the goals of the student to

the expected competencies for graduates of the University, the CEAS, the
Instructional Program, the Area of Emphasis and Orientation selected.
The SSP tor most students Is modified several times

fn

minor ways In order

•I

r
I

i

II

I
I

.,
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to better meet the needs of the student's goals and to take advantage
of the continually evolving curriculum.

The SSP describes ways each

expected competency can be ach laved, el ther by. Learn fng Modu Ies, se Itlnstructlonal materials, cooperative education jobs, readings and
Investigations, transfer credit, course work to be taken elsewhere, or
prior non-academic learning experiences.
20-25% academic work outside CEAS.

In most

cas~s

the SSP Includes

Once the SSP Is completed and signed

f

! I'

by the student and the adviser, It enters a review process within CEAS.
I

:I

CEAS Review Committee
The signed SSP Is studied by the

~gree

il•

Committee and approval

Indicated by the signature of each member of the Degree Committee.
Oftentimes the student, the adviser, and the Degree Committee meet
together to discuss the SSP.

This discussion usually results In minor

changes or recommended alternatives that are mutual fy acceptable.

One

I,

.,•·I
•

must remember that our CEAS students are older, work experienced persons,
most of whom have reasonably specific educational goals In mind.

Therefore

the student has the prlrrary voice In determining what routes she/he mat
take to achieve the specified competencies.

Once the Degree Committee

approves the SSP, It goes to the Collegial. Review Committee which consists
of the Assistant Dean for Curriculum and Instruction, Assistant Dean tor
Research and Evaluation, and an appropriate faculty member from the
Instructional Pr.ogram involved.

The function of the Review Committee

Is to exam! ne the tota I SSP to see that It Is congruent wIth Un Ivers 1ty,
col

l~glal,

and Instructional Program goals and compet?ncles.

The Review

·'d
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Committee Indicates Its approval by signature of committee members on
the SSP.

If the SSP Is questioned, the adviser meets with the Review

Committee to adjudicate differences.

The SSP signed by the student, the

adviser, the Degree Committee and the Review Committee becomes In tact
a "contract" which serves as a guide to all ·future study until. graduation.
At least two months prior to graduation, the SSP (contract) Is reviewed
by the Assistant Dean for Student Affairs to make certain the student
has Met degree

requlreme~ts.

'I
I

Graduate students have one additional step In the SSP process.
After completion of 8 units of credit and prior to completion of 16 units,
the graduate student makes

e~ppllcatlon

I

,,

tor Admission to D_egree Candidacy.

Prior to admission to candidacy the student must have taken either the
Gre~duate

Record Examination or Its equivalent.

The results of the

gre~duate

examinations are used for academic counseling and advising as

I

":1

the SSP Is evolved.

The Degree Committee and the Adviser, using the

data available from the. graduate student's study In CEAS or elsewhere, and
the results of the graduate examinations, assist the student in deciding
on the pace at which he might expect to accomplish successfully the
competencies of the Orientation, Area of Emphasis, Instructional Program
In which she/he wishes to do graduate study.

Some potential graduate

students withdraw after meeting with the Degree Committee, but most are
admitted to candidacy and proceed towards a masters degree.

Of those

graduate students who begin graduate study In CEAS, about 75% complete
d_egree requirements.

Some graduate students who decide not to apply for

adml ss Ion to degree candl dacy contl nue. graduate study 1as a non-degree
student, a practice we encourage.
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Student Achievement Records
The CEAS competency-base curriculum Includes competencies to be
achieved In the Learning Module, at the Area of Emphasis arid the
Instructional Program levels,

The Learning Module competencies achieved,

the title of the LM and the number of units of credit awarded are recorded
on the student transcript.

Grades are not recorded

on

the transcript,

hence the necessity to record the comptenctes achieved.

As competencies

are achieved by the student and credit awarded by the coordinator (instructor) of the LM, the Information Is sent to the registrar's office where an
accumulative record of competencies achieved Is maintained in the
computer.

Competencies achieved by the close of the Session In which

the student was registered are recorded In the registrar's office within
two weeks.

Since students areal lowed to complete unfinished work

anytime within 16 weeks following the Session In which they were registered,
great difficulty Is encountered In trying to record accurately and later
to retrieve lists of completed LM 1 s, achieved competencies and earned
credits.

The registrar's office sends to the student; the adviser, the

LM coordlnator(lnstructor) and the CEAS office a print out of competencies
achieved for each LM.

In this manner lists of LM titles, competencies

I'

I".I

achieved and credits awarded are accumulated by the student and her/his
adviser, among others.

The CEAS office of the Assistant Dean for Student

Affairs regularly receives print outs of accumulative academic records
of students.

When the student completes degree requirements, the transcript

•
I·'

she/he receives is a print out of LM titles, the competencies achieved In
each LM and the credits awarded In each LM.

'

I'..

.

l'
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The student records keeping system presents a near-Insurmountable
task for the r.eglstrar, the adviser, the LM coordinator, and the CEAS
office.

We often find ourselves wound up In pl las of Inaccurate and

Inconsistent print cuts.

The errors may have been caused by any one of

the participants in the process.

It's at these times that faculty

sometimes say "wouldn't It be easier Just to record a. grade?"

But we

are committed to the academic validity of a competency-based curriculum
and competency-statement transcript.

Therefore, we are determined to

whip the logistics problems which we encounter with monotonous regularity!

I

I
I

II

The CEAS students are encouraged to bu II d a portfo II o of papers
<research, assigned writings ,etc.) photographs, newspaper clippings,
and personal notes.

This portfolio, along with the student's file

malntalned by the student's adviser and which the student may take with

':.
,.
1

I'

her/him upon graduation, makes a good professional reference source for

'

the student as various employment and other opportunltles are considered

h

i

.,~I

In the future.

:I

'I
:I

•I

Cf::AS AI umn 1 Records
The Assistant Dean for Student Affairs Is cha.rged with the
responsibility of maintaining alumni records on CEAS graduates.

The

Student Assistant Dean, working closely with students and Individual
faculty members, assists the Col lege In maintaining uptodate records on
alumni.

Information on alumni Is maintained In the computerized Student

Information System discussed earl ler In this chapter.
formally organized CEAS alumni. group.

But the

natur~

There Is no
of the curriculum,

Instruction and advising In CEAS brings the student and faculty In very

I·
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close communication.

Thus the faculty of CEAS receive most of the

Information on former students and they feed this Information to the
Assistant Dean via forms prepared for this purpose.
The University In 1975 formally established a GSU Alumni Association
with elected officers.

The CEAS alumni records are made available to

the Association and It may not be necessary In the future to maintain a
CEAS alumni file In the computer.

It's probable the University Alumni

Association will maintain alumni records on alI former students whether

'I
,.
I'

,,'

'•

II
,(

·I

or not they are dues-paying alumni.

CEAS faculty Records
The faculty systems established at GSU (see University Professors,
Co~~munlty

Professors, and Tenure, Chapter Four) requl re fntenslve and

extensive systems for faculty records.

An experimenting university with

no past experience with a faculty without rank, with a cyclical tenure
plan, and with a commitment to engage In annual faculty evaluations by
peers, administrators, students, community persons, and clvl I service
personnel Is faced with a wide array of logistics and record"keeplng
problems.

Faculty systems have been evolving since 1969.

The Educa-

tional Planning Guidelines state that the faculty "system that evolves
will prescvlbe student evaluation, p-er evaluation, community evaluation
wpere appropriate, and administrative evaluation ••• all leading
directly to the primary goal of Individual faculty self-evaluation and
, I

self-redirection.

The University's Research and Innovation unit wl I I

assist the faculty, students, administrators, and community personnel

'
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Initially to develop and continuously to redevelop the criteria for
and Instrumentation necessary to such an evaluation program.

This

progrem will apply to all professional personnel."
The GuIde II nes go on to say that "Some of the crItIcIsm of
current higher education Institutions relate directly and Importantly
to existing faculty ranking which has resulted In

lnt~rnally

rigid

status systems wherein control aspects of Internal. governance are
vested In the hands of relatively few persons.

Eliminating the customary

ranking system and relating evaluated performance to the accomplishment
of Institutional goals and societal needs should enable GSU to be tar
more ''open,' responsive, and flexible In answering changing educational
needs."
During the first three years of GSU's existence (1969-73), various
groups, task forces, administrators, and finally the University Assembly
devoted a great deal of time and energy to the preparation of a statement
on faculty systems.

On January 4, 1973, the Professional Personnel

Systems (PPSJ was adopted by the University.

The preface to the PPS

states:
This report on Professional Personnel Systems Is seen as an Interpretation of the mandates. given to Governors State University to
be an open and experimenting Institution and as a reflection of
our growth as a new Institution. It seeks to ensure consistency
and to reinforce systems relationships among the elements of staff
responsibilities, Work Plan Agreements, evaluation, cyclical tenure,
and appeals and grievances. In addition, the report reflects the
conviction that all professional staff In the Institution shall be
treated equally on a performance basis In an atmosphere characterIzed by mutual trust among all parties Involved.
This report seeks to explicate policies and find means for Implementation consistent with the document on Propo;ed Professional
Personnel Systems approved by the Board of Governors of State
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Colleges and Universities In October, 1970. It Is our Intention
to uti llze and refine these pol lcles and procedures during the
remainder of the Board-approved five-year experimenting phase,
with the hope that this proposed professional personnel system
will serve as a model· for continuing growth here and at other
Institutions of higher education.
Since adoption of the PPS, It has been amended seven times and It
will undoubtedly undergo additional changes.

But the amendments made

only minor modifications of the basic statement.
The flow chart (Figure 7.1) depicts the model of the PPS for GSU.
Early In the evolution of CEAS, a faculty evaluation plan was put Into
operation In keeping with the goals and guidelines of the University.
The CEAS plan was Included as a model In the University Professional
Personnel Systems (Figure 7.2).
The PPS charges the "Unit Head," the Dean of CEAS, with the maintenance
and security of faculty records.

Since 1970, I have maintained two file

folders on each CEAS faculty member.

A "Red" file Includes confidential

Information available only to the faculty member concerned and to me,
the Dean, and a "Green" file which Includes Information available to
evaluation committees, review committees, tenure committees, and the like.
In addition, I maintain a "notebook of professional data" on the faculty.
The date of employment at GSU, previous employment data, dates of annual
evaluations prior to tenure, date when tenure was awarded, annual
evaluations during seven-year tenure cycle, annual salary, annual salary
Increase Increments ,and special corrrnents.

These data on a particular

faculty member are available to that faculty member and to the Dean.
Even though all of the Information on these faculty data sheets are of
public record, I make available a faculty member's da~a only to her/hlm

'

Figure 7.2.

The CEAS ~~del of Faculty Evaluations with flow of
Information from Event to Event. (Taken from the
Professional Personnel Systems, p. 26}
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unless the faculty member concerned requests In wrltl.ng that the data
be released to a specific other person.

~

Profess Ion a I ~ PI an Agreement

The Work Plan Agreement is a significant document at GSU.

The

PPS states:
. Work Plan Agreements for alI professional staff shall be based
on the educational needs of students, the administrative and
program needs of the staff member's col lege or unit, the University, and the needs of the community as all of these are continually being Identified by appropriate. groups within the University, the col l.eges and other units.
The professional Work Plan Agreement Indicates a staff member's
plans for (1) Instruction; (2) research and Innovation; (3)
community services; (4) professional services; and (5) administrative and support services In each session.
A tentative plan should be submitted In consultation with the unit
head at the beginning of each contract year. Details of this plan
should be reviewed and considered negoltable for each Session as
circumstances dictate. The plan should Indicate the approximate
proportions of time to be allotted to each of the five areas of
responsibility enumerated above and should describe: (1) the
kinds of activity proposed; (2) a brief rationale for each activity;
(3) objectives and the time frame tor each activity; and <4> the
basis for evaluation for each activity. Activities should be
described In performance-based terms where appropriate.
Each unit Is expected to develop and uti llze a Work Ptan Agreement
that can be used as a source document for processes Involved In
evaluation, appeals, grievances and cycl leal tenure.
The CEAS.Professlonal Work Pian Agreement (PWPAl has undergone many
permutations resulting In the 1975 edition (Appendix Cl which wl II be
used again In 1976.

The PWPA Is completed In November for the upcoming

ca Iendar year 1 after the Learn lng Modu Ie schedu Ie for the ca Iendar year
has been prepared.

The PWPA after negotiations Is endorsed by the

Assistant Dean for Curriculum and Instruction who oversees the Direct
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Instruction component, s.lgned by the faculty member, and approved by
the Dean,

The original copy of the PWPA goes Into the faculty member's

"Green tile," a copy to the faculty member and a copy of the page on
Direct Instruction to the Assistant Dean,
A flexible, responsive Instructional program must be supported
by flexible, responsive management systems.

To this end the PWPA east ly

and readily changed usually at the request of the faculty member but
occasionally as a result of an administrative request.

The PWPA with all

of Its amendments are used as a source of reference by the faculty member

,.
I

when she/he prepares an Annual Progress Report, Annual Self-Evaluation,

I

and Application tor Tenure, by the CEAS Faculty Evaluation Committee,
and by the CEAS Administrators during the annual evaluatioQ processes.
The PWPA In CEAS functions very ettectlvely.
an area of conflict between the faculty and me.

It has never become

Because I believe the

PWPA must remain east ly amended by the faculty In a rapidly evolving and
changing Institution and curriculum, the PWPA for some faculty becomes

•'j
I

rather bulky with amendments and hence not too useful ,to evaluation
committees.
work In CEAS.

Each year we learn how to manage better our professional
The PWPA Is an Important vehicle In this process!

Staff Effort Reports
The· Research and Innova-tion Wing of "the University. gathers
Institutional data on staff effort a"t the close of each Session.

A

Staff Effort Report (SERJ form Is completed by each faculty member,
forwarded to the Dean tor s.l gnature, and 1n turn forwarded to R and
I
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Office.

The form requests the faculty member to indicate the number

of hours per week (based on the best estimate for an average week)
during the Session devoted to each of the following activities:

(1)

direct

student contact Instruction, (2) Indirect Instruction, (3) Instructional
support, (4) coiMilttee work, (5) research,· (6) administrative assignments,
(7) coiMiunlty service, and (8) professional services.

These are the

same activity categories on the PWPA In CEAS, thus the activities proposed
on the PWPA and those actually reported on the SER are congruent In most
Instances.

A copy of the completed and signed SER's are accumulated for

the year In the faculty member's "Green file."

Student Evaluation of Instruction
Formal evaluation of Instruction by students Is made each Session.
Each student registered In a Learning Module Is given an SEI form to
complete and return to the Research and Innovation Wing for processing.
The SEI form Is Intended to provide formative evaluation data to the
faculty member In order to assist her/him In Improvement of performance
as an Instructor.

The ratings on a five point scale (5, highest) for

each CEAS faculty member, for all CEAS faculty, and for the CEAS faculty
as compared to faculty In the other three Col leges are mailed to the Dean
about six weeks after the close of the Session.
The Individual faculty member's data retrieved from the SEI reports
are accumulated In the faculty member's "Green file" along with the PWPA
and SER 1 s for use ln the evaluation processes.

'
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Annual Self-Evaluation
The PPS requires that "a formal self-appraisal shall be submitted
by each professional staff member" each year •. In CEAS the following
self-evaluation guldel lnes are used by each faculty member:
Each EAS faculty member Is expected to submit to the Dean's
office a Self-Evaluation statement between January 1 and
February 17 each year. The Self-Evaluation statement wl I I
be used only by the Dean In the annual evaluatfon process.
The Self-Evaluation should be organized Into the following
sections: (al Personal Commentary. (b) Collegial concerns,
(cl University concerns, and (d) others.

•

I·
I

Personal Commentary: This section should Include commentary
resulting from in-depth Introspection and on analysis of
anticipated professional and personal expectations and outcome as compared to realized expectations and outcomes.
Comment especially on activities you have done to your
satisfaction and upon those that you believe were done unsatlsfactorl ly or not at al 1.
Collegi-al Concerns: Comment on the college strengths and
weaknesses that either assisted or hindered you In achievement
of your professional and personal expectations.
University Concerns: Comment on the university strengths and
weaknesses that either assisted or hindered you In achievement
of your personal and professional expectations.

'

I

The Annual Self-Evaluations are accumulated In the faculty member's
"Red file" and are available only to the Dean and the faculty member.
The self-evaluations In CEAS are very Informative and useful documents
both to the faculty member and the Dean.

These evaluations enable me to

better understand the faculty member's perceptions of the weaknesses and
strengths of the CEAS administration policies and procedures, the strengths
and frailties of the University systems, and last, but certainly most
Importantly, to. gain Insight Into the faculty member's self-perceptions.
I

I.. "
: •• t

II

'·
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The self-evaluations, when carefully prepared, are the most Important
and constructively useful documents that I receive In the evaluation
processes In CEAS.

r
Annua I Progress Report"
The PPS of the University requires peer, student, community, and
administrator evaluation, but It does not require a faculty member to
prepare a Progress Report.

made the administrative decision after

many discussions with CEAS faculty that each faculty member should be
required (allowed the opportunity) to Interpret her/his accomplishments
In terms of her/his PWPA so that evaluation committees and administrators
could better understand the faculfy member's perceptions of her/his
accomplishments.

Each faculty member In CEAS uses the following guide-

lines In preparation of her/his Annual Progress Report:
The purpose of the Annual Progress Report Is to provide each
faculty member with the opportunity to systematically describe
the progress she/he had made In achievement of activities
described In the Professional Work Plan Agreement. It Is
anticipated that the Progress Report wl II be written with
updated Work Plan Agreement at hand. The Professional Work
Plan Agreement and the Annual Progress Report wll I be used
In the CEAS annual evaluation processes, february 18 through
March 18 each year.
I.

Each CEAS faculty member is expected to submit to the Dean's
office an Annual Progress Report between January I and
February 17. The Annual Progress Report along with the
Work Plan Agreement will be used In the annual evaluation
processes.

2.

The Annual Progress Report should be organized In sections
consistent with the Work Plan Agreement: (a) Dlre~t Instruction, (bl Indirect Instruction, (cl Instructional
Support, (d) Committee Assignments, (e) Research Assignments,
(f) Administrative Assignments, (gl Communi~y Service,

I

i, I
I
I

''

.,
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(h) Professional Services, and (f) other. In each section,
the progress made toward achievement of anticipated
objectives and goals stipulated In the Work Plan Agreement
should be described and documented wherever appropriate.
3.

Direct Instruction: List
generated, and comment on
by SEI data and any other
any other Information you
Instructional efforts.

4.

Indirect Instruction: List new modules developed, old
modules revised, papers written on curriculum development,
Indicate number of undergraduate and graduate students advised,
and estimate the percentage and/or amount of time devoted to
Indirect Instruction per Session. Cite Working, Position,
and/or Occasional Papers written. Indicate source and amount
of grant funds received to support Indirect Instruction.

5.

Instructional Support: Describe your efforts In each of the
following areas: (a) scholarly development, (b) CEAS and GSU
committee work, (c) faculty recruitment, (d) student recruitment, (e) In-service assistance to other professional staff,
(f) student clubs, organizations, etc., and (g) care of
Instructional equipment and facilities.

6.

Research Assignments: Describe a! I research activities,
Including citation of papers published, in press, or In
preparation, comment on quality and quantity of student
involvement In research with you, Indicate the source and
amount of fiscal support you received for research.

7.

titles of modules taught, DIN's
quality of Instruction as evidenced
data you may have gathered. Include
deem pe.rtlnent to your direct

Adml n Istrati ve Ass:l gnments: AssIstant Deans, CoordInators
and Administrative Assistants should comment extensively on
their administrative duties and accomplishments.

8.

Community Service: Delineate the kinds and amount of community
service functions you rendered, Indicate the amount of time you
devoted each Session and the quantity and qual lty of student
Involvement.

9.

Professional Service: Chairpersons of committees, councils,
groups In CEAS, chairpersons of University' and University
Assembly Committees and task forces should Indicate this
Involvement and comment on amount of time devoted to the
effort and cite the major accomplishment; indicate kind and
amount of work contributed to state, r.eglonal and national
professional organizations, e.g. committee work, editing, etc.

'

,.

•.

.·

r:
!

'
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Other: Comment on activities Included In your Work Plan
Agreement but that are not treated elsewhere on this report.
Include any other Information that you bel !eve would be
useful. Do not Include your Self-Evaluation In this report;
there Is another set of guidelines for preparation of evaluation of one's self.

I

The Annual.Progress Report Is an extraordinarily Important document.

[

10.

It Is especially useful In helping evaluators Interpret achievements In
terms of PWPA 1 s that may have been amended many times.

I

I
I

,.

The faculty

member has an opportunity to discuss on his own terms what she/he
Intended to accomplish and what actually was accomplished.

In many

cases much more Is accomplished and documented than was predicted In
!' .

the PWPA.
1he Annual Progress Reports are accumulated In the faculty member's

'

I'

"Green file" and Is used by the evaluation committee and CEAS admlnlstra-

r

tlon In the evaluation processes.

"'
'

.'
Annual Summary Evaluations
Each spring written and signed evaluations by peers, administrators,
students, community persons, and civil service personnel are requested
by each faculty member.

The signed evaluations are mailed to the Dean

who prepares an "evaluation folder," which Includes the PWPA, Annual
Progress Report, SEI data, Staff Effort Reports, the signed evaluations,
and any other data that would be useful to the CEAS Faculty Evaluation
Committee.

The Faculty Evaluation Committee consists of two persons

appol nted by the Dean after whIch three tacu Ity members at Ia.rge are
elected.

This committee examines all the materials In the "evaluation

folder" and prepares an evaluation statement that iJ returned to the Dean

,,

'
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along with the "evaluation folder."

A copy of the committee's

evaluation statement along with copies of the solicited evaluations from
which signatures have been removed is sent to the faculty member.
The Dean solicits evaluation statements on each faculty member
from various persons, Including the Assistant Administrators, and places
these evaluations In the "evaluation folder."

It Is the Dean's

res pons I b I II ty to prepare an "Annua I Profess Iona I Staff Summary
Evaluation and Recommendation Form" (Professional

P~rsonnel

Systems,

pp. 16, 17l using the data In the "evaluation folder," the Dean's
personal evaluation, and the Self Evaluation prepared by the faculty
member concerned,
In CEAS, I organize the summary evaluation statements Into two
categories:

(1) salient performance attributes, and (2) areas for

possible Improvement.
each category.

Usually there are four to eight statements In

A copy of my Summary Evaluation Is sent to the faculty

member along with a personal note asking her/him to visit with me about
the Summary Evaluation.

If the faculty member agrees, with my evaluations,

we both sign the forms and send them to the VIce-President for Academic
Affairs and President for signature and return to the Dean.

The faculty

may attach additional comments to the Summary Evaluation If she/he
disagrees with my statements or wishes to elaborate on any Item.

In the

·;II

four years I have prepared Summary Evaluations of faculty, no faculty

I

member has e Iacted to attach a statement of d Is.agreement, hence we have

'I

I

had no reason to use the appeal processes available to faculty who feel
they have not been evaluated fairly or accurately.

'
'
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The "Annua I Profess Iona I Staff Summary Eva I uatl on and Recommendatl on
Fonn" bearing alI signatures Is returned to the Dean by the President.
A copy Is sent to the faculty member.

The CEAS copy Is attached to the

bundle of signed evaluations and placed In the faculty member's "Green
file" along with the Annual Pr.ogress Report, PWPA, Staff Effort Reports,
SEI data, etc., where they remain until the next annual evaluation
period,

The signed summary evaluation and recommendation forms are

accumulated In the faculty member's "Green file" from year to year unti I
a change of appointment occurs, e.g. a person In a seven-year tenure
pattern would have accumulated In her/his "Green file" at least six
annual summary evaluations and recommendations forms.

At the beginning

of each annual evaluation period, the peer, student, administrator,
evaluations ot the previous year are discarded.
These processes necessitate a carefully monitored and systematic
record-keeping system In the Dean's office.

The faculty evaluation

system lnnundates the faculty, the Dean, and University administrators
with heaps of paper annually!

Cyclical Tenure
Early In the history of the University, It was decided that a
new, experimenting institution of higher education should try out a
different kind of tenure system (see Chapter Four for more on tenure).
The University Professional Personnel System states that:
All full time professional staff at Governors State University
are el.lgibie to receive cyclical tenure in their professional
appointments. Persons employed in administrative positions
I
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may not receive cyclical tenure In those capacities. Applications for cyclical tenure must be Initiated by the professional
staff member.
Cyclical tenure Is granted by the Board. upon recommendation of
the University. Such recommendation wl 11· be made by. the unit
head utilizing adopted and approved means, by the appropriate
vice-president, and by the President to the Board. Appropriate
appeals procedures shall be utilized· If necessary, and where
disagreements exist, the President shall so report to the Board.
All faculty In the University are appointed for one year terms
and are eligible to apply for a cyclical tenure ap.polntment after four
years' experience In higher education, three years of which must be
at GSU.

In CEAS each faculty member follows the following tenure

app I Ication gut dell nes and procedures:
CEAS faculty are expected to follow thes~ guidelines In the
preparation and documentation of their tenure applications,
which are to be submitted to the Dean between January 1 and
February 17 (p, 3, Occasional Paper No. XVI>. A CEAS Tenure
Committee wl I I evaluate the applications and submit written
recommendations to the Dean between February 18 and March 18.

I

I

.I

Applicants for their first 7-year cycl leal tenure appointment
should submit as documentation In their Annual Pr.ogress Report
for the current year plus a summary of the sal lent accomplishments durl.ng their three years of probationary appointments at
GSU.
Applicants tor second and subsequent 7-year tenure appointments
shoUd submit as documentation with the Tenure Application the
Annual Progress Report for the current year and a summary of
the Important accomplishments and contributions during their
period for cycl leal tenure, A CEAS Tenure Committee wl ll
review the applications and make written recommendations to
the Dean.

\ I

The Dean will review the Tenure Applications and the recommendations of the Tenure Committee and will prepare a written set of
Dean's recommendations to be forwarded along with the Tenure
Committee's recommendations to the Vice President for Academic
Affairs.
The VIce President for Academic Affairs reviews the collegial
recommendatl ons and subml ts her/h 1s recommend6tlons· along with
the collegial recommendations to the President.

l

I
!I
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A CEAS Tenure Application form has been prepared to assist faculty
In following the guidelines and procedures, all of which are designed to
make the total process tor the faculty member ,_the Tenure Committee, and
the administrators as easl ly and efficiently handled as feasible.

The

Tenure Application form requests such Information as: (I) educational
background and history, (2) employment history, (3) dl_rect Instruction,·
Indirect Instruction and Instructional support efforts, (4) research and
scholarly articles written, (5) professional and university services
rendered, (6) community service rendered, and (7) other documented
Information,

The Annual Progress Report, If carefully prepared • will

document rrost· If not all the data requested In the Tenure Application.
AIthough no one has been on the CEAS facu Ity Iong enO:ugh to app Iy for a
second cycle of seven-year tenure, I believe that Annual Progress Reports
for the seven years In the first cycle, along with other data, should
provide a Tenure Committee with most of the data needed with an application tor renewal of a tenure appointment.
The Dean Is cha.rged by the UnIversIty's Professl,ona I Personna I
Systems to maintain the records necessary to support a highly accountable
evaluation and cyclical tenure system.

The annual evaluations and the

evaluations for tenure are Inextricably Interrelated and require extraordinary record keepl_ng systems In the CEAS office.

Thus far the Tenure

Application and records maintenance system to support it have functioned
successfully.

The genuine test of the CEAS records system will occur

three years hence when first tenured faculty apply for a second seven-year
tenure cycle!

I
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~

lrchlves

The Archives flies of CEAS are loaded with Information on all
facets of the University since the first GSU
May, 1969.

Brc;~lnstorml.ng

Some of the more Important archival files are:

Session In
applicants

for faculty positions, former employees, operational budgets, capital
bu.dgets, student records, faculty records, Learning Modules; Working
Papers. Position Papers, Occasional Papers. CEAS Reports, Minutes of
CEAS meetings, governing board's papers, chron files, grant records,
and the like,

The CEAS archives have been used by several doctoral

candidates In higher education at various universities.
The communications and records systems In CEAS are extensive and
time-energy demanding.

The competency-based curriculum, Individualized

and semi -se Ifpaced Iearn lng, open adml ss Ions In undergraduate study ,
faculty advising both undergraduate and graduate, study plans, flexible
responsive management systems, regular and extensive student and faculty
evaluation procedures, and experimenting faculty personnel systems
require systematic, open communications and accurate,• ref fable, val ld
records.systems.

The CEAS communications and records systems are

functioning very effectively but not without loads and piles of papers
to shuffle, fl le, and retrieval

'

CHAPTER EIGHT--CEAS:

PHYSICAL FACILITIES

Rationale and Philosophy
The physical fac.llltles for the College of Environmental end Applied
Sciences were designed a1d constructed to support the academic

p~grams,

the educational goals of the University, the academic, social, and personal
needs of COtmlutlng student:;,and the professional needs of the ta::ulty In
CEAS.

As stated In the Educational Planning Guidelines: "A commuter

campus has a built-In element of separateness and sometimes even al Jenatlon
which some students feel towards this type of Institution,

••• the

potential for desirable Involvement In the academic process Is enhanced
If each student feels that she/he belongs to the Institution and that she
or he has 11 pl11ce In ft." And I would add that each faculty member's
professlon11l contributions are enhanced when she/he has physical facilities
with which she/he Identifies and enjoys Inhabiting.
The Educational Planning Guidelines publication remains the basic. guide
to the provision of physical facilities to support the academic progr ans
and to meet the Instructional needs of students and faculty.

According to

the Gu Idell nes,
The decisive Influence of the commuter campus will be to overcome
In part by the provision of physiclll facilities which enhance
opportunities for students to Identify psychologically with the
University environment. Governors State University will provide
a physical attraction for Its students which wll I Immediately
predispose them to spending Increasing portions of their time on
campus. As In the provision for the several climates for
Instruction (I.e., Individual, small groups, la.rge group areas),
spaces must be designed for student-student and faculty-student
cotmlunlcatlon In a variety of clImates:
a. Individual study areas strategically placed throughout
the campus;
b. locker and stor.ege areas, centra I and dIspersed;
c. lounge and food service areas del lberately dispersed In
relationship to Instructional areas and time/ spent In
such areas;

•'
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d. the campus center--food services, recreational facilities,
lounges,. work areas, and off Ices tor student activities;
IThe University library might wei I be located to relate to
this center.)
e. conrnerclal shops and services contiguous_ to the campus;
t. outside recreational, study, and socializing areas;·
. g. commons and study areas reI a ted to the Instruct Iona I
outposts which extend the University program Into the
community.
· ·
·
The planning of the University by the staff, the archltf!cts, consultants,
students, and community have been described by Caudl II, Rbwlett, Scott,
Houston, In 52-p_age book tl tl ed, " • • • No other UnIversIty has ever been
built In quite this way," and In an article cal led "Revolution on the
Campus" In the November, 1971, Issue of the periodical, Consulting Engineer.

The Setting
The 753 acre campus site Is located In WII I County, Illinois, about
35 miles south of the "I oop" In ChIcago.

About 80% of the campus was corn

and soybean farm land, the remainder grassland.
site remains under cultivation.

A good share of the campus

Through some strategic

planning and

to some extent by chance, the University came Into being at a fortunate
time and In an advantageous location.

The University Is Incorporated Into

Park Forest South, one of 15 model cities supported by $30 ml I lion HUD
authorization In loan guarantees.

Thus a new University and a new community

are jointly planning and evolving together.

In addition, a "transportation

·center" Is being built by the Ill !nols Central Gulf. Railroad at the corner
of the campus.
Chlc~go

This wll I provide ral I commuter service from the City of

to the University and Park Forest South.

A medical services center

Is planned to be located near the transportation center, both contiguous
with the University.

And an Industrial research park, a part of the new
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community of Park Forest South, is adjacent to the campus.

All of these

agencies have been engaged In planning processes at various times with the
University and have Influenced the klnds and locations of physical facilities
on the campus site.

Planning History
The plans for CEAS physical faci I itles had their beginnings In
August, 1969, during the braInstorming sessions that brought together
consultants, architects, educational planners, and GSU staff.
Two for more on early history of piannlng.>

(See Chapter

As the instructional Programs

in Health Science, Science, and Science Teaching evolved, many agencies
(See Chapter Two, Table 2.1) were involved in the planning of the University's
physlcal plant, known as Phase One.

Phase One construction was to begin ln

the spring of 1971 and be ready for occupancy in the fall, 1973, with a
period of 570 construction days.

During 1972 while Phase One was under

construction, Phase Two was to be designed with construction starting in
1974 and ending in 1976.

Funds for planning Phase Two t)ave been deleted

from each capital budget in 1973, 1974, and 1975.
remains uncertain.

The future of Phase Two

Phase One was started in 1971 but the total bui Iding

was not ready for occupancy unti I early 1975, nearly 24 months after the
projected completion date.

It appears now that a-..1 construction of Phase

One wi II be completed by the fall, 1975, more than 30 months after It
should have been completed.
Since the first class of about 500 students were to be admitted in
the faIl, 1971, it was necessary to plan an interim physlcal plant <"Mini/
campus") during 1969-70. The developer of the new community of Park

·I
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Forest South built a warehouse In the Industrial park adjacent to the campus
site which the University leased and designed the Interior to accommodate
the University while Phase One was under construction.

Most of the Interior

partitions, office furniture, laboratory furniture, special equipment, and
the like In the "Mini-campus" were planned so ·that they could be moved into
Phase One.

A variety of Ideas concerning the "cpen space concept" were

Implemented In the "Mini-campus".

The University was to have occupied the

"MJ n!-campus" for two years (fa II 1971 to 1973) • but the lease was extended
until March 1974 at which time the University moved Into Phase One even
though about one-half of the building could not be Inhabited.

From February,

1974, until September, 1974, the CEAS faculty carried out their Instructional
duties In temporary offices and classrooms without any laboratory facllltlesl
CEAS facilities remained under construction during 1974-75.

It Is anticipated

that the construction and Installation of specialized equipment, such as the

'

i

I·

electron microscope, wl II be completed before 1976.
During this planning and development history of at least five years,
the Assistant Dean for Fiscal and Physical Facilities wqrked dal Jy with the
architects, building contractor and Interior design agents to make certain
that the physical facility structures would support the CEAS Instructional
Programs.

To a large extent we succeeded, but at a tremendous cost of time

and energy of the CEAS .faculty and a sacrifice of laboratories to support

sciEmce instruct.lon for many menths!
Phase One:

II
fI

I.

1'
I'
i'

Structural System

Phase One bu I IdIng Is 1137 feet Iong wIth an "academIc street" extendIng
from end to end.

I

I

'

Faculty offices, classrooms • conference rooms ,student

I
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study carrels, lounge areas, student lockers, are located along the "academic
street."

The bas l c structura I component of the bu II d l ng Is a concrete tree

that fa-ms a 24 foot square modular unit.

A slx foot energy space (electricity,

heating ,etc.) runs between each modular unit making a 30 foot square area
that Is repeated throughout the bulldl.ng.

Around the perimeter of the

bul ldl.ng permanently sealed windows are located at the ends of the 6 foot
energy space (fl gure 8. I).

The concrete tree provl des a structura I un l t

that a II ows extensIon of the bu II d l ng by 30 foot unIts l n any d l rect l on as
future expansion Is desired and can be funded.
--~···--~

.
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Figure 8.1. Aerie! view of Phase One
building, looking north. The
external s II os are star rwe II s
for emergency exit only. The
cor-ten steel structure, the
concrete tree, and window locations are shown In the Inset.
· The CEAS wl ng Is at the extreme
east end of the building.

I
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The Interior of Phase One Is highly flexible.

i

Most of the floor to

ceiling partitions are non-bearing, hence can be moved to provide dl fferent
sized spaces.

A major limiting factor Is the fixed space sizes that result

from the concrete tree.

A room can be 15 1 x 30 1 or 15 1 x 15 1 without having

a concrete tree within It; a room 30 1 x 30 1 has a concrete tree In the
middle of It, a troublesome feature In a classroom or

l~boratory.

Phase One:. CEAS Wing
The east end of the building consists of two floors arranged In wings
extending north and south from the academic street (Figure 8.2).

The two

;'

I
Figure 8.2. The "academic street" In CEAS with glass walled classroom
closeup on second floor and faculty offices In the distance. On the
lower floor student study carrels, lounge areas, and student lockers are
scattered along the academic street. Glass walled faculty offices and
classrooms ctre nrmnrt~rl r.t, th,., flt""~""-i rr . . .f"" ...... 11.
~· 11

'I
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floors of the south wing house the open science laboratories, special
laboratories, stockrooms, animal rooms, a green house, and clusters of
faculty offices.

The north wing has a student commons, CEAS reference

library, student assistant dean's office, other student offices, student
study carrels and student mall boxes on the lower floor.
and Dean's office are on the second floor.

The CEAS office

Clusters of faculty offices

are located along the "academic street" that extends from the east end
of the bul ldlng to the north (Figure 8.2).

All of these physical

arrangements give a real sense of open space and accessibility to space
and people.

Open Interdisciplinary Science Laboratories
In the early planning

C1969-71)

of the CEAS academic program, It was

decided that the curricula would be Interdisciplinary, that Instruction
wou Id be as I nd I vI dua II zed as teas I b Ie, that IearnIng wou Id be, for the
most part, self-paced, that faculty would be accessible' to students and
the facl lltles, and that faculty would devote considerable amount of time
to cooperative curriculum planning and development of Instructional
materials (See Chapter Five for more on curriculum).

The laboratory

facilities of Phase One needed to support these functions were to be
flexible and multipurpose, yet provide safety of students and faculty and
securIty of equIpment and Instruments.

The bas Ic Iayout tha,t evo I ved

consists of a la.rge open area with 15 laboratory stations.

Around the

perimeter of the two open laboratories are

of faculty

located.clu~ters

offices, special Ized laboratory rooms, and an open-self, self-service
stockroom.

'

I'
I
i
I

I
I
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I
I

i

Figure 8.3. The open laboratory with one of the 30 labQratory stations In
the foreground. The laboratory tables electrlcal\y connect to the
laboratory bench. The specially designed tables have a drop-leaf at one
end. In the background Is a faculty office cluster, separated from
the open laboratory by a glass partition that Is non-bearing.
A laboratory station consists of a specially designed laboratory bench
with a sink, hot and cold water, electricity, gas, towel dispenser, and
the like (figure 8.3).

The water, sink drain and energy sources may be

disconnected In a floor wei I beneath the bench, so that the bench can be
removed and the space used for other purposes If necessary.

A metal I ld

I

, II
I

I
I

covers the floor well when the bench Is not In posltlo~.

As many as four

specially built laboratory tables may be connected to the laboratory bench
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by electrical plugs that lead to plug molds on each table.
can work at a laboratory station at one time.

Eight students

Thus the open laboratory

on both floors could accommodate 240 students at any. given time.

However,

It Is seldom that more than 3 or 4 students work at the same time at a
given laboratory station.

Students often conduct Investigations In teams

and may utilize a laboratory station for one or more Sessions.
The open laboratory allows students In the health science, science,
and science teaching Instructional programs to work side by side and often
times cooperatively on their laboratory studies.

It Is not uncommon to

see · studen1s In the open Iaboratory conductIng studIes In env I ronmenta I
pI ann ing

~pI ant

systematIcs, envl ronmenta I e a-th scIence, human phys Io Iogy,

environmental organic chemistry, anlrral behavior, microbiology, and the
like, at the same time at different stations In the open laboratory.
Much of the student Iaboratory work requIred In a LearnIng Modu Ie is
accomplished by the student at her/his convenience.

This allows the

student to work at his/her pace, learning Independently;

Some group

laboratory work is formally scheduled, but most Is not.

Students have

access to the open laboratory from· 830 a.m. to 10 p.m. Monday through
Friday, and 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Saturday and Sunday.

The stockroom supervisor

and student assistants attend the stockroom during the above hours.

Many

of the smaller commodities needed In the laboratory are stored In open,
self-service bins that form the wal I of each of the storerooms (Figure 8.4).

Special Laboratory Rooms

I

A wide variety of laboratory rooms housing specialized Instruments
and equipment are arranged around the perimeter of the open laboratories

.-- -~

I

!

I

--------- I
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Figure 8.4. Open, self-service bins of commodities form the wal I of the
stockroom, as viewed from the open laboratory. The bl,ns open directly
Into the stockroom through doors and are stocked from Inside the
stockroom.
on each floor.

Examples of special laboratory rooms are:

computer

simulation, electron microscope, spectrometry, chromatography, photography,
plant growth chambers, microbiology, greenhouse, animal behavior chambers,
radiology, small Instruments, and the like.

Each special laboratory room

Is under the supervision of a faculty member who Is especially qualified
In the use of the equipment hOused In the room.

Students have access to

any of the special rooms through the faculty supervlsorfof the room.

AI I

CEAS students are provided hands-on experience with highly sophisticated

I
.,'
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scientific Instruments and equipment.
A clinical laboratory for nursing Is being constructed In the. fall of
1975 near the CEAS student commons.

I.,.

When Phase One bulldl.ng was planned,

It was anticipated that alI clinical experiences tor nurses could be

,,

I

conducted In hospitals and clInics In the area, especially the hospital
proposed for construction adjacent to the campus site.

But delay In

construction of the hospital and I Imitations of other clinical facll ltles
In the area have caused us to rearrange the Interior of Phase One to
l nc Iude a nursl ng c II n Ic even before the contractor has fIn Ished the
building.

The architectural tlexlbl llty of Phase One enables reasonably

I

quIck changes In Inter Ior space arrangements • through the erect Ion of

I,·

floor to ceiling non-bearing partitions, even though access to water <nd

'l

j:

electricity In some areas is a major limiting factor.

I

'

l:
fuculty Office Clusters
There are tour c I usters of tacu Ity offIces wIth 8 - 1,0 facu Ity and
at least one clerical person in each cluster.

The faculty members are

assigned office space by the Assistant Dean for Fiscal and Physical Resources,
often in consultation with the Dean and always In consultation with the
faculty member concerned.

An attempt is made to satisfy the wishes and

needs of the faculty member and at the same time meet the goals of the
University and CEAS.

Because the curricula are interdisclpllnary, faculty

are arranged tor the most part In Interdisciplinary clusters.

This physical

arrangement enhances cross-discipline communications and encourages
I

cooperative curriculum planning and module development.

One cluster, tor

I'

I

l
II
II
I

!I ,
]
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example, houses an ecol_oglst, blogeochemlst, plant ecol.oglst, urban planner,
educat Iona I techno Iog I st, scIence educator. ana Iyt Ica I -chemIst, an Ima I
behaviorist, physiologist and an environmental educator.

The nursing

faculty are clustered more by discipline than any other faculty group In
CEAS,

This Is due· largely to the fact that there are mor.e faculty In the

nursing discipline (8) than In any other single discipline In the Col lege.

I!

!
~

'

i

Two of the faculty office clusters are located In the "academic

.

street". (Figure 8.2) on each level and two are located adjacent to the
open laboratories (Figure 8.3) a long the south wall of the wing.

Those

faculty whose areasot specialization are associated with the special
laboratory rooms are located In the faculty cluster nearest to the special
laboratory.

Most, but notal I, of the science teaching and health sciences

faculty are housed In offices In the "academic street." The faculty office
clusters are separated from the cont.lguous areas by_ glass walls <Figure 8.2);
within the cluster most faculty office areas are delimited by semi-partitions
seven feet high,

The

seml~partltlons

consist of three by• seven toot panels

bolted together to form the size and shape of office desired.

Book shelves,

chalk board, and other office support Items are hung on the partitions,
which have permanently Installed hangers.

The physical tlexlbll ity provided

by these do-lt-yourself semi-partitions Is laudable.

One major problem

•I

.,
'

that Is of concern to most faculty Is the noise level caused by typewriters,
telephones, and people, and, in a sense, the lack of privacy for writing,
reflecting, and visiting with colle_agues about curriculum and Instruction
and with students about academic and personal problems, !

\:
'

In each of the faculty clusters there are two seminar-conference rooms
15 by 15 feet.

These rooms are used for Instruction of small groups (10-15

'I'"
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students) • student seminars, faculty committees, curriculum design meetings,
writing areas. and similar functions.

Students often work In the open

laboratory and then move to seminar-conference rooms to. read and write.

Mobl le Laboratory Units
During the Initial curriculum and building planning stages, the concept
of mobile laboratories to support field work In air, water ,.and soli studies
and environmental education proJects was endorsed by faculty, administration,
and the architects.

The Intent was to have mob\ le laboratories that were

always functional whether In the field or on the campus.
wou Id have Its own ene.rgy sources.

In the field, each

W'hen not In the fIe Id, the mob I Ie Iabs

were to be connected to the bul I ding by backing them to a loading dock- I Ike

1·.

I:...
,.

area and connecting them to the building's ene.rgy sources by cables and
accordion-like flexible wal Is.

This arrangement would have provided

functional mobile laboratories at alI times.

During the planning of Phase

One building, the facilities for connecting the mobile· laboratories to the
bul Iding were not instal led.

.I,,

Therefore, we have three especial Jy designed

I .

l'
'·

(

and custom built mobile laboratories, but we cannot connect them to the
building as initially envisaged.

It Is our Intent to modify the CEAS loading

dock area to accommodate connection of the mob I Je laboratories once Phase
One Is completed and additional funds are made available.
The environmental science and the environmental education mobile
laboratories (figure 8.5) are self-propelled.

In addition, the environmental

science laboratory has auxi lllary power supplies so that it can function In
any location.

The environmental education laboratory has heavy duty

,,'

e. 14

'"'• . "".
Figure 8.5.

·-·
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Mobl le laboratories to support Instruction and lnvestlqatlons in

r

I

I
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extension cables that enable It to plug Into external ·power sources. • The
environmental science mobl le laboratory Is used extensively for field work
In the Science Instructional Program.

The environmental education mobile

laboratory Is used In the Science Teaching Instructional Program.

A semi-

mob! le air monitoring laboratory Is stationed on the campus site most of
the time where It serves as an Instruction and research unit prlmarl ly for
the Science Instructional Program but also for the Science Teaching
Instructional Program.

The air-monitoring laboratory Is dependent upon

another vehicle to pull It from one station to another and It Is also
dependent upon an external electrical supply.
The CEAS mobile laboratories are widely used by faculty and students.
We are pleased with the enrichment these mobl le units add to the Instruction
and research activities.

Additional mobIle laboratories to support the

Health Science Instructional Program and to support field studies In the
curriculum on human environment planning wl II be designed and custom bul It
as soon as funds are aval table.

Other Physical Resources
The Health Science, Science, and Science Teaching Instructional Programs
have access to and use of numerous physical resources outside of the Phase
One building.

The Health Science Program makes use of hospitals, doctors'

offices, clinics, health planning agencies, municipal health centers and the
like to provide on-the-job clinical education for students and refresher
clinical experience for the faculty.

The Science Tea9hlng Program regularly

uses elementary, secondary, and community college facilities and environmental
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education facilities In nature centers, scout camps • and the like are
also utilized.
The Science Instructional Pr9gram In the education of environmental
analysts, envl ronmental managers, environmental conservationists, and
environmental planners make use of the campus site and many physical
resources off-campus.

Lakes, ponds, streams, woodlands, prairies ,cultivated

fields, municipalities, businesses, Industries, research laboratories,
museums, planetaria, aqua-fa, zoos and the like are regularly utilized In
the Instruction and research activities of students and faculty.

The

greater metropolitan area of Chicago Is richly supplied with major research
facllltles, museums, zoos, petro-chemical Industries, and nat·lonal laboratories
(such as Argonne).

Most of these agencies work cooperatively with the CEAS

faculty to make available their facilities, and oftentimes their professional
staff serve as Community Professors working cooperatively with the CEAS
University Professors and the students.

Thorn Creek Woods, an oak-hickory-

maple timberland of about 800 acres that Is contiguous to the campus, Is a
'

rich teaching and research resource that Is used dally by students and
faculty.

I

The CEAS physical fact I Ities and resources seem to be supporting the
Instructional and research programs as envisaged.

The faculty office clusters

are functioning very wei I for some faculty but very poorly for others.

The

strengths and frailties of the physical fact lltles will become evident after
we have lived In them for a few years.

Since the Phase One bul ldlng Is not
I

yet complete, we cannot appreciate the real stre.ngths of the open office

I
,.

i'
'

t
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I

I

I
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space, academic street, semi-open office, open laboratory and specialized
laboratory concepts.

The weaknesses are exacerbated because all the

specialized equipment cannot be used as yet and construction personnel
are still banging around!

,

r

t

CHAPTER NINE--CEAS:

SPECIAL PROJECTS

The University was conceived and continues In an academic atmosphere
that encourages experimenting with unusual processes, procedures, physical
facilities, Instructional programs, management systems, personnel systems,
community services, continuing education, and .a variety of special projects.
Early in GSU 1 s history an Office of Special Projects was established In the
Research and Innovation Wing of the University.

This office is in keeping

with a policy of the Board of Governors of State

Coll~ges

that states:

and Universlti·es

"It Is the policy of the Board of Governors of State Colleges

and Universities and of the Universities entrusted to Its administrations to
encourage participation In research, workshops, Institutes, and other
sponsored Programs on the part of a! I persons within several faculties.
Such encouragement Includes the endorsement and support of acceptable
proposals tor funds from outside organizations.

The Board further encourages

each University to establish a position to perform the function of coordinating
all research projects."

The Coordinator Is the primary liaison person

between funding agencies and the University, and assists the faculty, students,
'

and administration In the preparation of proposal budgets consistent with
University, State, and Agency policies.

To this end, the Coordinator provides

a "Grants and Contracts Handbook: Pol icles and Procedures," Third Edition,
January, 1975, for use by faculty In preparing grant proposals and In
managing funded projects.

The Coordinator of Special Projects holds a

University Professor appointment In Science Education In CEAS.
Special projects In such areas as community service,. grant fund
supported act! vltl es, contracts wl th Ioca I, state, and federa I agencIes,
'

I

cooperative arrangements with businesses, zoos, museums, schools, etc., and

I
I
lI
'
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appl led research projects started In CEAS In 1971 and have Increased
geometrically thereafter.

The educational opportunities of students are

enhanced, the professional growth of faculty stimulated and the needs of
the community served by the special projects In CEAS.

Community Services
Three major functions of a University are teaching, research, and
communiTy service.

In CEAS, I view these three domains as Interlocking

and always Involving both students and faculty and oftentimes community
persons.

The community service, research and teaching functions In CEAS

enhance and enrich each other.

As stated In the Educational P.fannlng

Guidelines." ••• the University must respond to the health, Industrial,
educational, and business needs expressed by the community through deliberate
cooperative plans for service, through Indirect contributions of academic
programs, and through applied research efforts." CEAS faculty engage In a
wide array of services to the community.

However, community service must
'

be directly related to one of the three Instructional Programs In CEAS and
should Involve students In the process If the activity Is to be Included
as a component of the community service category on the faculty member's
Professional Work Plan Agreement (see Chapter Seven for more on the PWPAl.
The faculty are encouraged to engage themselves and their students in
Community Service activities In their field of expertise and to record these
activities on their PWPA.
projects are:

Examples of some of the CEAS community service

(1) consulting and advisory work with the WII I, Kankakee,

'

Grundy Comprehensive Health Planning group, (2) cooperative efforts with
the nursIng facu Ity of the Thornton CommunIty Co ll.ege to pI an competency
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based curricula, (3) curriculum consulting and advisory work with CreteMonee School System, (4) advising on and overseeing the construction of a
nature trail in Thorn Creek Woods, (5) advisory and consulting aGttvttles
with the Northern II llno!s Planning Commission, (6) cooperation with Park
Forest South developers In planning water and sew.age treatment and disposal
system, (7) preparation of check lists of fauna and flora of Thorn Creek

'

\

Woods and vicinity, (8) cooperation with communities contiguous to the
campus site to plan Intercommunity bicycle paths.

Literally hundreds of

other kinds of services are rendered that do not fit the Community Service
definition.

Nearly every faculty member serves on one or more committees,

task forces, etc., in the community In which they I Iva, some faculty serve
on school boards, dozens of speeches are. given to knife and fork groups
by faculty, and many faculty serve as paid consultants to various projects

I
:r

locally and throughout the nation.

Grant and Contract Supported Projects
CEAS faculty are encouraged to prepare proposals seeking outside funds
to support basic research, applied research, curriculum development, and
the like In their area of expertise.
As Dean of the Coll.ege, I consult with each faculty member on a draft
of his/her proposal to consider the extent of the project director's involvement, to note the amount of student Involvement, to identity space,
fact titles and ene.rgy requirements, to determine the relationship of the
proposed project to the CEAS academic program, and to examine the budget
In terms of CEAS policies.

'

The Coordinator of Special Projects works with

I
I
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the faculty member to prepare the budget that they believe wi I I meet the
needs of the proposed project.

After examination of the draft proposal

and the budget, both Qf which are sometimes negotiated, I give approval
of the project for the Coll.ege.

The Special Projects office then prepares

final copy, obtains all University clearances and mal Is the proposal copies
to the funding agency and to appropriate offices In the University.
The University has developed a pol icy that calls for dividing the
Indirect costs (overhead costs) obtained from a funded project three ways:
40% is made avai !able to the Col lege out of which the proposal originated,
40% to the Research and Innovation Wing, and 20% to the Administrative Wing.
Ail of the Indirect costs in the three units are intended to provide
support for additional special projects such as contracts,. grants, and the
like.
Grants and Contracts
The faculty members In CEAS have been successful In procuring a
significant number of grants to support basic and applied' environmental
research, nursing curriculum development, environmental education, and
science teaching improvement.

During 1971-72, six proposals were submitted

and three were funded to support projects in 1972-73 for a total of about
$100,000.

About $72,000 in grant funds were received to support projects

In 1973-74 and more than $260,000 was granted to support six different
projects during 1974-75.

Funds have been received from the National Science

Foundation (NSFJ, Office of Education (USOEJ, Pub! ic Health Service, Health
Education and Welfare (HEW) and Fund for Improvement of!Post Secondary
Education CFIPSEl.

Twelve CEAS faculty have submitted proposals to various
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funding agencies.

About 60% of the proposals submitted have been funded.

This Is an exceptionally good record for a new, relatively unknown faculty
In a very atypical Col lege that Is trying out a variety of different
Instructional and research programs.
The University, through the Research and Innovation Wing, has
established a "Minigrant" program whereby faculty or faculty and students
can apply for small amounts of money (usually up to $500) to carry out
special projects.· Since the Inception of the "Minigrant" program In
1971-72, 16 CEAS faculty have received "Minigrants" totall.ng more.than
$5100.

A "Minigrant" often provides seed money that enables a faculty

member to develop a base for a proposal to an outside funding agency.
Oftentl mes 11 MIn Igrants" are used to support unde.rgraduate and graduate
assistants In a research or curriculum development project.

The share

of Indirect costs allocated to the Research and Innovation Wing from
funded projects provide some of the funds used to support the "Minigrant"
program that Is managed by the Coordinator of Special Projects.
'

.

Durl.ng the past four years, contracts amounting to more than $450,000
have been awarded the University through the efforts of CEAS faculty.
agencies that have contracted with us are:

The

Park Forest South Utilities,

Armour-Dial Corporation, Argonne National Laboratory, Illinois Department
of Mental Health.

The services contracted for range from planning and

designing water treatment-water recycl lng operation to curriculum development.

The largest contract In operation Is with the Department of Mental

Health to develop an Alcoholism Science curriculum (See Chapter Five for
more details).
years.

'

The contract calls for about $200,000 annually for three
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Both faculty and students are Involved In alI contracts and grants,
c policy that wll I be continued for the foreseeable future.

This policy

keeps the faculty, the administration, and the students conscious of the
necessary Interrelatedness of the curriculum wl.th. grants and contract
supported projects.
Cooperative ProJects
A wide variety of cooperative ventures have been engaged In by CEAS.
At one time or another cooperative projectshavebeen undertaken with
Morton Arboretum, Thorn Creek Woods Association, New Community Enterprises ,
several hospitals and clinics In the area, most of the vi !!ages contiguous
to Park Forest South, numerous businesses and Industries, many elementary
and secondary schools, and community coll.eges.

The cooperative projects

do not I nvo Ive exchange of funds, rather they I nvo Ive CEAS facu Ity and
students working cooperatively with their counterparts In another agency
to accomplish. goals that are mutually beneficial.

In some Instances the

cooperative project Is covered by a written agreement, but In most cases
common goals and objectives are reached through discussion and the project
carrIed out wIth on Iy a "persons agreement."
One of the most extensIve and on-go lng coop.eratl ve project Is wIth
the American Society for Ecological Education (ASEE).
moved Its headquarters to the University.

In 1974 the ASEE

CEAS provides space and fac!l !ties

for the ASEE staff and the President of the society holds a salaried appointment of University Professor of Environmental Science In CEAS.

The ASEE and

CEAS are jointly seeking funds to support envlronmental 1educatlon workshops,
Institutes, and the I Ike for elementary and secondary school teachers In
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the U. S. and In other countries.

During 1975 discussions have been

underway ·with UNESCO concerning the role ASEE wll 1. play In environmental
education overseas.

During the first year of these cooperative efforts

the synergistic effects were very positive.

The ASEE ls.a young society,

Incorporated In the State of Michigan, with about
and objectives are congruent with those of CEAS.

members.

Its goals

It Is the conviction of

ASEE and CEAS that the two professIonal. groups are mutual l y support l ve
and together will. greatly enhance environmental education.

'

CHAPTER TEN--OBSTACLES TO ATYPICAL HIGHER EDUCATION

It Is genuinely difficult to overcome the Impediments to the development of a new and different model of h,lgher education.

People In higher

education have, by and la_rge, experienced traditional, conserv <tlve
educational systems from kindergarten through graduate school.

Thus the

faculty, administrators ,students, and governing boards participate In
millagement systems • records systems, f Isea I systems, personne I systems ,
and physical facility systems that are steeped In traditional, conservative
practices that have evolved historically through past experiences.

In

addition, certification, accreditation, and funding agencies have developed
guldel lnes, policies and procedures aimed primarily at the conventional
Institution of higher education.

And the body politic has stereotyped

universities as bastions of conservative systems; It Is expected that
each university should be very much like every other one that exists.
Governors State University, for the most part, attracted professional
persons who were eager to try to plan, design, develop and Implement a
new model of higher education In which alI systems were atypical or
non-traditional for the most part.

But even the most future-oriented,

liberal thinking professional person In a new, experimenting, upper division
university must remain atuned to the conventional expectations of the various
constituencies In higher education both within the Institution and elsewhere.
Governors State University has been reasonably successful In establishing
a new model of higher education In which nearly every system Is a mixture
of traditional and non-traditional with a heavy weighting toward the
non-traditional In most systems.

I believe .that at

lea~t

75% of the non-

traditional practices, procedures, etc., that were described In the

(,,
t

I
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Educational Planning Guidelines and In Chapter One are operating successtully.

But numerous obstacles to non-traditional higher education have

been encountered and have had their Influence.
In considering these obstacles, the College of Environmental and
Applied Sciences Is used as a reference, but the obstacles and Impediments

I

l

Identified apply to the entire University, as well as CEAS, In most cases.

Students
I estimate that about 50% of the CEAS students are, at the outset,
comfortable withal I of the non-traditional systems encountered.

The

other halt of our students endure an "educational shock" Initially.
Most overcome the shock and can successfully cope withal I the non-tradition
after a few months.

Some never adapt and hence leave CEAS tor a more

traditional setting.

Many students have great difficulty In disciplining

themselves to use ~ttectlvel_r...sei.t-lnstructlonal materials{
. ..

For most of

-~-···

their 30 years of lite they have been educationally programmed by a
teacher, starting with elementary school and continuing through the first
two years of coll_ege.

It Is not easy then to shift to a system wherein

you can manage a good deal of your learning at your own pace.

Originally

a student could register tor a Learning Module and take as lo.ng as he/she
des I red to cornp Iete the work.

Many students. got so hope Iess Iy behInd In

completion of LM's that It was necessary to Impose limits on the length
of tl me a student cou I d "se If-pace." The Iack of a grade of A, B, C,
etc. tor each LM recorded on the student transcript Is

~lttlcult

tor some

students to accept •. An extraordlnari ly high level of confidence Is

:~
I"
~
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placed In a letter grade as an indicator of educational achievement by
some students.

For some a letter. grnde appears to provide a higher degree

of self-satisfaction.

The competencies achieved In each LM are recorded

on the transcript along with the title of the LM and the n.umber of units
of credit awarded, and most students like this system aft.er they have
experience with It for a few months.

(See Student Records, Chapter Five;

Curriculum and Instruction, this Chapter.)

,
Faculty
The CEAS faculty were carefully recruited.

Each was well aware and

supportive of the GSU goals, mandates, and philosophy as stated In the
Educational Planning Guldel lnes and of the CEAS faculty expectancies,
proposed curricula, Instructional modes and strategies and general
philosophy.· (See Chapter Four for more on faculty.)

Nonetheless the

lack of dlsclpllne-orlented departments with departmental heads and budgets,
the competency-based, lnterdlsclpllnary nature of the curriculum, and the
team approach to curriculum development and Instruction are from time to
time areas of concern to some faculty.

Past experience of most faculty

In higher education dld not provide contact with most of the systems
extant l n CEAS.

The mere act of a CEAS facu I ty member try l ng to exp Ia l n

to a col league In another university the very different CEAS systems may
become a mauor undertaking because the listener has very little In her/hls
past experience with which to compare the non-traditional systems.
The ldentlflcatlon and recruitment of CEAS faculty 1whose educational
alms and objectives are congruent with those of CEAS Is a never-ending

10.4

struggle.

Most graduate schools do not prepare scientists to function

effectively as professors In an Interdisciplinary non-departmentalized
setting such as Is found In CEAS.

And prior experience in a science

department In another university usually does not equip a faculty member
to function easily ln CEAS,at least at the outset.
Evaluation of faculty performance In terms of stated objectives and
plans on a Professional Work Plan Agreement <See Chapter Seven) Is a
continuing process.

Nearly all CEAS faculty endorse the concept of

evaluation of faculty performance, but the process continues to cause
frustration and anxiety especially each spring when the evaluation
processes reach their peak.

Some faculty are beginning to ask It the

emphasis on faculty evaluation may not be an obstacle to implementation
of non-traditional educational systems.

Energy Demands on Personnel
The development and Implementation of the wide varle,ty of systems
necessary to evolve a new model of higher education places enormous demands
on time and energy of the staff.

The student advising, student study plans ,

record keeping, and faculty evaluation systems, among others, in CEAS
requIres extraordInary ene_rgy of facu Ity (See Chapter Seven for more on
records).

The competency-based, Interdisciplinary science curriculum to

lead to baccalaureate and masters degrees In environmental science Involves
a great deal of extra time and effort of faculty.

Designing, writing, and

teaching Learning Modules that are competency-based places additional major
energy demands on faculty.

'

Faculty In CEAS ordinarily cannot select a

commercially published laboratory manual and a textbook, then build a

'

l
•
I

i

I

!

I

I

!
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I

'I

~

I·*

''
'

'

schedule of class and laboratory meetings as most of us have done In the
past at other Institutions.

The complete LM Is developed (See Chapter Five)

and made aval Iable to the student before the class meets.

Since we have

6 two-month Sessions, LM's are developed from scratch or old ones revised
every two months.

time to time to ask, "Why are we doing all these things that require such

The demands that the CEAS systems place on faculty Is a very real
obstacle to the continued experimentation with curricula and Instruction,
which Is a major commitment of CEAS and the University.

A non-competency

based, discipline structured college with maJors, minors and letter grades
for transcripts would require much less time and energy of faculty per
pupil registered In CEAS!
The nature of the students in CEAS (See Chapter Three) require that
at least half of our classes are scheduled between 4:00 and 10 oO p.m.
Cooperative curriculum and

lnstructlo~al

planning and

other group efforts require the CEAS faculty to work together during the
daytime when classes are not scheduled.

In a genuinely real sense, then,

the CEAS faculty are: curriculum planners, Instructional developers,
classroom Instructors (daytime), continuing education Instructors (nighttime and weekends), educational research participants, applied researchers,
community service functlonarl·es, and University committee-persons at least
6 days a week, twelve months a year.

This extraordinary time and energy

demand Is manifesting Itself In many ways, most of which are obstacles to

'

maintaining non-traditional educational endeavors or to planning yet-untried
non-traditional ventures.

I
I

I
I I'
l '

I

large amounts of time and energy?"

and on weekends.

,,

It Is quite reasonable then to expect faculty from

I'
I

I

!I
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Support Personnel
Support personnel Is here defined to Include civil service, graduate
assistants, and undergraduate assistants who provide services that assist

i
I

CEAS faculty In carrying out the myriad of functions necessary to keep alI
the non-traditional systems operational.

The personal services category

In the GSU budgeting system Includes professional personnel (University
Profe~sors,

stockroom

I

l

I'

Civil Service persons (secretaries, clerks, bookkeepers,

supervisor)~

and student assistants (graduate and undergraduate),

The curriculum, Instructional, and student records systems In CEAS
demmd a great deal more clerical work than traditional systems do In
conventional settings.
to

·-A~_L..r±l.''-;'/

hcwe~numbers

Many external pressures and pol lcles cause CEAS

and kinds of Civil Service personnel that are available In

traditional settings.

The results are that CEAS faculty devote a significant

percentage of their time performing clerical functions demanded of the
educational system we have evolved.

Even though the ratio <a term that

governing boards and administrators are enamerate of) of ,civil service to
professional staff In the University Is relatively higher than In other
conventionally structured and functioning universities, the number and
kinds of civil service persons In CEAS Is Inadequate to support the functions
demanded of the faculty to carry out the non-traditional educational services.
This Is a real obstacle to the effective use of University Professors' time
and energy.

A major Industrial or governmental enterprise would not allow

their professional staff to divert their energies to clerical tasks.

But

,

higher education Is notorious for providing Inadequate clvl I service support
for the Instructional faculty, the persons who actually provide the delivery
of education to students!

It Is becoming Increasingly difficult for me to

I'
')
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convince faculty that we should continue to try other non-traditional
systems that might lead to more effective educatl'on of our students.

Each

I
f

I

•

new system that Is put Into operation brings with It a myriad of clerical
and other support needs.

And the faculty bel.leve they can Ill afford to

devote a higher percentage of their time and energy to more clerical
functions.
Self-paced learning and Individualized instruction in a competencybased, interdisciplinary curriculum leading to baccalaureate and masters
degrees In environmental science require student assistant support seven
days a week the year-round in CEAS.

The open laboratories <See Chapter

Ninel, the special laboratories, and the self-service stockrooms are
available to students _dally throughout the year.

Since much of the laboratory

and field work are done at the student's pleasure outside of the regularly

• I

1

scheduled laboratory meetings, students need graduate assistants to consult
whenever faculty are not avai !able and either graduate or undergraduate

I,.I
II

I

I

assistants to guide them to special laboratory equipment, Instruments, and
science commodities.

in addition, the stockrooms need attending every day

the year-round to support the educational delivery systems established in

'

CEAS.
The state appropriated funds available to support graduate and undergraduate assistants is limited, usually less than $6,000 annually.

Because

GSU is primarily a teaching University, funds to support graduate assistants,
for practical purposes, do not exist.

The University has bundles of dollars

to support work-study students and other economically disadvantaged students.

'

But most of the students who qualify for these financial supports are not

,,

I
·~.I
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science-oriented.

~I

As a result of these conditions, the CEAS faculty

''

l

i
I'

regularly carry out each day a wide variety of functions that a graduate
or undergraduate assistant could accomplish under the guidance of a faculty
member.

The diversion of faculty time and energy to student assistant

functions, largely logistic support services for students, presents an
obstacle to maintaining among the faculty an experimenting, non-traditional
approach to higher education In the sciences.

There Is an over-riding

need for paraprofessional personnel In non-traditional higher education
In the sciences <See Chapter Eleven).

Curriculum and Instruction
A scientist who accepts a faculty appointment In a traditional

'
'

~

university would ordinarily hold the rank of an assistant professor, would
'

be assigned to teach an Introductory course and a graduate course, and
perhaps conduct seminars In his area of research.
advise some undergraduate students.

In addition, he would

By and large, she/he would be totally

Independent of most all other faculty to select a textbook and laboratory

l
I

.I

I

I

'

manual and to teach whatever content she/he believed worthwhile.

The

class would likely be scheduled to meet for two one-hour lectures and

I

two three-hour laboratory periods that would be managed by. graduate assistants.

~

At the close of the semester, letter grades would be turned In to the
registrar's office and for alI practical purposes the books on that course
are closed.

I

i
t

I

The scientist who accepts an appointment on the CEAS faculty encounters

'

an academic environment that Is substantially different.

The CEAS faculty

member Is charged with working with colleagues to design and write a

I

II
I

'·'1./j
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Learning Module according to a prescribed format that Includes among other
things statements of competencies the student Is to achieve upon completion
of the LM.

The LM must be complete and available to students prior to the

first class meeting.

•.

To accomplish these ends effectively, the new faculty

member must examine the Instructional Systems ParadiQm, .the competency
statements for the Instructional Program and the Area of Emphasis In which
..._~~.-r.a.

'

his/her specialty lles,{(study the content of existing LM's In allied fields
(See Chapter Five for more on curriculum),
time in one 2-month Session,
revised.

The LM Is offered for the first

>

I

!

then evaluated by students and peers, and

Whlb teaching the first LM, one or more additional LM 1 s are under

development In preparation for future sessions.
after Session, for the faculty member teaching

And so ft goes, Session
In the CEAS setting.

The Instructional functions In CEAS are also atypical.

Since most of

the students commute to the University before or after work, a class meets
only once or twice each week, usually tor a two- or three-hour block of time.
The balance of the work is done more or less Independently In the open
laboratory, the field or the library, or all three places (See Chapter Eight
for more on open laboratories).

A given student is likely to contact the

faculty member for assistance on several occasions outside of regularly
scheduled class times during the two-month Session.

Since the instructional

systems encourage sel t-learntng and sel t-pacing, many students achieve the
competencies more slowly than others.

Hence some students achieve all

competencies (complete the LMl at the close of the Session, whereas others
may continue to work Independently on the LM for one orrtwo additional
Sessions.

I

This means that the faculty member rarely, If ever, closes the

~'

:1

I'

l, ,.
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books on an LM at the close of the Session In which It was formally
schedu Ied.

It- Is not uncommon for a facu Ity member to be maIntaInIng

records on dozens of students who are completing work In LM's she/he
taught two or three Sessions past.

When students achieve the specified

comptenc1es for a LM, either at the end of the Session

or

later, the

faculty member submits to the registrar a Jist of those_competencies the
student has achieved and the number of units of credit to be awarded.

I

Most LM 1 s are ·offered for variable units of credit (e.g. 1-4 units,
2~3

units).

Therefore, a student may elect to achieve competencies only

II

·'.,

•

for two units of credit even though she/he registered for four units.
The faculty member then submits to the registrar only those competencies

:,3

and the units of credit to be recorded on the student's transcript.

'

Academic advisement of students, Including the overseeing of Student
Study Plans (See Chapter Seven for more on student records) Is an Integral
component of the Instructional system In CEAS.
20-40 students to advise.

Each faculty member has

In most Instances faculty advtse both baccalaureate

and masters level students.

There Is no graduate school or specially

'
I

I

designated_ graduate faculty.
Most scientists who join the CEAS faculty have not had prior academic
preparation or professional experience that prepares them adequately to

II
''

cope with competency-based curricula, Learning Module development, selfpaced and self-guided learning, and academic advising as conceived In CEAS.
Many faculty find the curriculum and Instructional systems that we believe
are vital In the new model of higher education to be

re~l

obstacles.

They

il

,,
f•

.,
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'I

are obstacles not because faculty disagree wltn tne concepts, but ratner

I

because the systems require enormous amounts of time and energy In addition

I

.I

to handling piles of papers In a systematic retrieval system In order to

•I

1\

'

Insure accurate student records.

Student Services and Records
One of the atypical practices built Into the design of the University
was a centralized-decentralized student services and student records system.
Both the CEAS and the Admissions and Records Office have responsibility
for student records and the Student Services Office and CEAS each have
responslbl llty for services to CEAS students.

The decentralized records

I

and services, those In CEAS, are Intended to provide records and services

:, I

at a place In the University with which the student most closely Identifies,

'

tnus wll! view the services and records as personalized.

~I !
I
I

The Intent was to

have the academic student records and services overseen by academic faculty
In the Col lege.

In CEAS the Assistant Dean for Student Affairs Is the

administrator primarily responsible for coordinating CEAS student records
\

and services.
Maintenance of valid and reliable student records Is almost an lnsurmountable task without an efficient and effective computer service, a service
we have yet to achieve at the University.

The student, the student's advisor

and the Assistant Dean each contribute to the CEAS student records system.
The competency-based curriculum, Instructional system, student advisory
system, Student Study Plan (contract) and a variety of 9ther factors make
student academic record keeping a complicated and Intricate undertaking.
(See Chapter Seven for more on student records.)

There are a variety of

I
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I

f

I

I

;
'

~i

never-ending events Involving the student, the advisor, the Admissions and

I·: 1

Records Office, and the Assistant Dean In an attempt to store, retrieve, and

'

i

•

validate academic student data.

' i

l

The amount of time and energy devoted

to this activity Is unbelievable.

Unless the student records system becomes

more efficient and more effective, It wl I I _probably flounder and tall
under masses of paper •
. Student services for commuting students whose average age Is about

no one knows what, If any, student services are needed ·for our clientele

Ii

In CEAS at GSU.

!

30 years, married, and tully employed remains a mystery.

I believe that

(See Chapter Three for more on students.)

At GSU there

Is an office of student services with a director and an office of financial
aids with a director that provide centralized student services.

But most

of the CEAS students have little or no contact with centralized student

l''
I
I'
I

I

II

services largely because the students are too busy with managing a home,
holding down a job, and commuting to attend classes.
In CEAS we have a Student Assistant Dean (See Chapter Slxl whose primary
'

responsibility Is to ald and abet the faculty and administration In CEAS
In providing services to students.

There Is a Commons area (See Chapter

Elghtl In the CEAS wing of the University bul ldlng that houses the office
of Student Assistant Dean, student mailboxes, a large lounge area with a
fire place, and vending machines.
lounge area Is very small.

The number of students who have used the

The student mall boxes are used by most students.

Perhaps after the Commons Area· In CEAS is fully operational for a couple of
years the student usage will Increase.

'

We know so little about the services needed or desired by commuting
students In an upper division university that It's a serious obstacle to

1

.,
~

'
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providing non-traditional student services for non-traditional students.
"

~·

A variety of social events have been well planned by the Student Assistant
Dean and a few

11

res Ident-type" students, but on Iy a sma II percentage of

students participated.

At present the GSU and CEAS student services are

very trad It Iona I because we do not know what e Ise to dol

Perhaps

I

;I
! I

I•
'

traditional student services, either centralized or decentralized, are
not needed In an upper division university serving commuting students.

..
I•
')'"
)'"'I

!.,
Research and Evaluation

<I,

The University Is committed to the thesis that we will evaluate every-

i'

thing that we do In an attempt to provide formative data useful In Improving
our performances and to provide summatlve data useful In assessing the
worth of our accomplishment of stated objectives and In evaluating our
product.

.,

The Research and Innovation Wing of the University Is charged

with gathering Institutional data and with cooperating with the Colleges
to evaluate the academic programs.

Each of the four Coldeges has a

research and evaluation liaison faculty member that works with the Rand
Wing staff In an advisory capacity.

In addition to the liaison faculty

member, we have·an Assistant Dean for Research and Evaluation who works
cooperatively with Rand I to design and Implement studies.
r

Most of the studies conducted by R and I and by CEAS are traditional
data gathering prlmarl ly to assemble data that can be used to answer
traditional questions posed by external agencies and those of us In
administrative positions within the University.

We

ha~

I

'~I

I

developed a

University with non-traditional academic programs which we believe are

iijl
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functioning successfully, but we have not been successful In designing
non-traditional research and evaluation studies that are so badly needed.
This poses a serious obstacle to non-traditional academic programs In
higher education.

Past experiences of most persons have not prepared

them to research and evaluate non-traditional higher education.
mostly know how to ask traditional questions.

We

And traditional questions ,

asked about non-traditional educational endeavors will almost certainly
continue to render Invalid and often bastardized data that are not very
usefu I.
The Assistant Dean for Research and Evaluation has recently taken

•'

'

II

\
'

~i

the Initiative In cooperation with the staff of the R and I Wing to design
and carry out a 12-month study to assess the achievement of the stated
competencies for the three CEAS Instructional Programs <Health Science,
Science, and Science Teaching) by students who have completed their
studies In the program.

The competencies the student Is expected to achieve

..

before receiving a degree are specified (See Chapter Flvel.

The research

team working with the faculty wl II Identify criteria to be used as evidence
to Indicate students have achieved the competencies, then data wl I I be
gathered using especially designed Instruments, Interviews, practlcums,
etc., and the data analyzed, InterpreTed and made available to faculty and
administration~

These data will be useful In curriculum planning and design

and In Improvement ot delivery of Instruction.

We should be conducting a

number of similar studies simultaneously If we were to evaluate adequately
the non-traditional academic program In CEAS.

But the time, energy, and

'

money needed to conduct non-traditional research on non-traditional academic

r

:~

r

l

I
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programs Is much greater than it is to support the conduct of traditional

.' '

studies.
Perhaps one of the most serious threats (obstacles) to non-traditional

''

I

academic programs In higher education Is our lnabl llty to mount a sophisticated
non-traditional research and evaluation program.

In CEAS, we are determined

to find ways to provide both intellectual and fiscal support to continue
non-traditional curriculum and Instructional research that Is congruent
and commensurate with the non-traditional academic programs of the College.
This wl II require additional funding, and with our economy being what It Is,
this presents an obstaclel

Communication and Terminology
Every group of professionals evolves terminology that enhances
communication among the professionals Involved.

The ecologists, molecular

biologists, nurses, space scientists, medical doctors, lawyers, and the like,
each has their special terminology, or "language," useful to them.
'

of one of the profess 1ons are ! Ike 1y to v 1ew the
as being filled with jargon.

11

Members

1anguage" of the other .

We scientists are especially prone to label

I·
I,'

.,,

the professional educator as one who Is loaded with jargon.
Those of us who were active In founding GSU and In establishing and
writing the Educational Planning Guidelines decided that we should use
non-traditional terminology to describe the non-traditional educational
systems of GSU.

(See Appendix A tor more on terminology.)

The traditional

terms such as courses, majors, minors, Instructors, letter grades, etc.,

'

do not occur In the CEAS terminology (ja.rgon to somal, rather Learning Modules,
Areas of Emphasis, Orientations, Coordinators, and Competencies are terms used
I

'j
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to denote similar Information.
During the first two or three years the GSU terminology (jargon)
caused considerable questlontng by nearly everyone who was confronted with
our communications.

It was our Intent that the GSU terminology would cause

the reader (prospective faculty, students, lay persons). to reflect and question.
what the terms meant.

.
II

~

I

.

:I 1

.It ~'

I

We wanted everyone to know that GSU was not. the typical,

conventional university that most people had In mind.

Our terminology was

\

l

I·

l\

so very different that It was an obstacle to our non-traditional efforts,

tl

especially In CEAS during those Initial years.

Scientists have their own

terminology (jargon>, but are not overly sympathetic to new terminology
describing knowledge and processes In higher education.
After five years of dealing with the GSU terminology, leaders In
businesses, Industries, health professionals, educational professionals,
governing board members, and lay persons In the community find It relatively
easy to communicate with us using the terminology freely.
from time to time we have to explain what our terms mean'.

,' I"

Nonetheless,

I
' II
I

I'

And there Is

I;

·!

I

,

II

I

I

I

regular questioning by some faculty, students, lay people, and professional
persons of the usefulness of our special GSU terminology.
In my opinion one of the greatest obstacles to non-traditional higher
educatl.on Is the old established termlnol.ogy (jargon) that most people think
they understand.

Most persons would not question a statement that said,

"She has a Bachelor of Science with a major In chemistry and a minor In
mathematl cs and she was an A student," even tho.ugh that statement app l Ied to
a graduate of one Institution as compared to a graduate 1of another carefully
selected Institution would actually describe two persons with disparate

......

"I
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capabilities.

In CEAS a. graduate could be described as follows:

r

"She

has a Bachelor of Environmental Science with an Emphasis In Environmental
Analysis." The transcript supporting the degree would show the titles of
Learning Modules taken, the competencies achieved In each Module, and the
units of credit awarded.

This presents the reader of the transcript with

a batch of new terms, a long Jist of competencies possessed by the student,
but there are no letter grades.

To some graduate school administrators and

a few employers, the GSU transcript presents a real challenge to their
past experiences.
It remains to be seen whether or not a truly non-traditional educational
system described with non-traditional terminology can survive the attitudes

i

I,.,

of the traditional educational establlshmentl

'
I··

Management Systems

' :1

Non-traditional academic programs require support of non-traditional
management systems.
components.

I'

In GSU nearly all systems have some, non-traditional

The curriculum and Instructional systems are mostly non-traditional

.:..

and the structure of Phase One physical facility <See Chapter Elghtl Js atypical
of higher education facilities.

Most other systems In the University are

a mixture of traditional and non-traditional with some systems being more
non-traditional than others.
The academic programs of GSU are designed to be flexible and responsive
to human needs.

Hence the management of a II systems that support the

,

academic program (that turns out to be all other systems) should be equally
flexible and responsive.

This Is a goal towards which we have worked very

hard for more than flve years with some limited success.

It Is extremely

..

I.L

,

r ----or

I

f

i

I
l
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I

difficult to establIsh flexible and responsive management systems In

I ]!

higher education,

'

Where numbers of faculty, students, credit hours generated,

dollars available, faculty workload, and the like are usually used In

I

I

i

I

l

I

!

formulae by governing boards and other more traditional Institutions.
Phase One physical facility has Interior structures that are highly
flexible, thus partitions can be moved about to accommodate a variety of
(."")
' . .. .
needs. But how does one develop a management systemAthat Is responsive to
-~-

.

human needs without producing chaotic conditions.

•
I'

li

Human needs and academic

needs change rapidly In an Institution with curricula and Instruction such
as GSU's.

I

,,

Physical facility changes to meet these needs come about at

glacial speed.

There are many obvious reasons for this.

One reason that

may not be so obvious Is that persons who have had experience In managing
physical fact lltles tend to view the facility as fixed, and they are used
to having human beings respond to flt whatever environment the facility
provides.

The philosophy-of the designers of the University was that the

human environment was critically Important and that the 'physical facl lltles

'"

should be bul It and managed In a flexible and responsive manner.

:I
I,.

A large

number of persons and fiscal support are needed to support flexible management of a physical plant.

Since both person power and dollars are In short

supply, we do not have, as yet, a physical facl lltles management system to
support the flexibility designed Into the curriculum and Phase One facl llty.
In CEAS we have made an extraordinary effort to try to provide a
satisfactory human environment for students, faculty, and civil service

i I'
'

I
I

I

!J I
IJ
I
i

l'

I'
,,.
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I

II
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l
I

personnel.

But, even so, we have not responded to needp as promptly and

as adequately as the personnel, curriculum, and Instruction systems require.

:\
I

I

•
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II

The CEAS administration does not know how to solve this dl lemma.

And

I am convinced that facilities. managers, In general, do not know how to
cope with continuing change.

It Is much easier to hope that the curriculum,

'

'I

''
'

I'

Instruction and people wJI I change and adapt to a fixed environment than It
Is to evolve a management system that will provide changing environments
as needed.

The Assistant Dean for Fiscal and Physical Resources In CEAS

works very closely with facilities management personnel at GSU.

This

arrangement assists the physical plant managers to better understand the

r

CEAS curricular and Instructional needs as wei I as the needs of the CEAS

I
•

personne I • ThIs

coo~erat Ive

pI ann Ing arrangement between CEAS and phys Ica I

plant personnel functions smoothly.

However, the various management

systems that have to respond to the planning and execute the physical
changes react far too slowly.

In short, no one seems to know how to evolve

a flexible, responsive management system that can react fast enough to
accommodate rapidly evolving and changing curriculum and Instruction systems!
Computer, student records, financial aids, business affairs, Jnstructiona! support, and other systems In the University are Intended to be
flexible and responsive.

When the management systems of these support

services are compared to those In traditional Universities they are, Indeed,
flexible and responsive.

But when compared to the flexlbl llty needed to

support the GSU curriculum and Instruction, they react too slowly.

Even

though a great deal of time and effort have been devoted to attempts to
develop flexible, responsive management systems, we have not succeeded very
well.
The Jack of management systems to support adequate(y the flexible,
responsive Instructional and curricular systems extant at GSU Is an obstacle

I

'

I'•
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to contl nued non-trad It I ona I academl c practIces.

If management systems In

higher education remain r.lgld and relatively unresponsive to the needs of
non-traditional academic systems, It Is predictable that the academic
systems wll I respond by retrogressing to the traditional.

External Agencies
Certification, accreditation, granting, and other external .agencies
have a major direct and Indirect Impact on the non-traditional educational
systems at GSU and speclflcal ly In CEAS.
The Health Science Instructional Program In CEAS <See Chapter Five>
are lnterdlsclpllnary and competency-based with emphasis on self-guided and
self-paced learning and Individualized Instruction, as are the other
Instructional programs In CEAS.

The nursing and allied health professions

catlflcatlon and accrediting agencies produce guidelines and policies that
strongly suggest departmentalization, budgeting and management by disciplines
within the health fields, practices that the GSU systems ,do not support.
These policies and guidelines have caused CEAS to establish a nursing faculty

,,
\1

•'

\.'

committee with a coordinator, a medical technology committee with an education

i:

'l'
;

Illinois and to prepare for National le.ague of Nurses accreditation and to

'
\'
I

have the medical technology curriculum eligible for accreditation.

tt

coordinator, In order to have nursing graduates certified by the SBte of

We have

tried to retain as many of the GSU curriculum goals and objectives as
possible and yet meet the requirements of these agencies, but because of
the external pressures It Is a continuing struggle for the faculty to refrain
from returning to traditional education In these fields.

'

Although some of
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the certification .agencies In the health fields say there's a need for
new and different curricula, the stated policies and guidelines set the
stage for highly traditional educational systems.

!'

A faculty that Is

\

!.

evolving non-traditional higher education systems In some allied health
fields and In nursing Is confronted with many obstacles that make It much
easier to resort to the traditional educational practices than to continue
to try to produce new curricula and try out new Instructional systems.

''

Funding agencies (private, corporate and federal) often Include ln
their guidelines to preparation of proposals policy statements that render

,,

a non-traditional higher education program Ineligible tor support.

\I

GSU

was Ineligible to receive nursing capitation grants until 1975, because
there was not a department of nursing with a director and a budget In
CEAS.

With the establishment of a School of Health Science which Includes

a Division of Nursing within CEAS, the University became eligible and
received Its first capitation grant In the fall of 1975.

Had we not

established a Division ot Nursing, presumably the University would never
'

have been eligible to receive capitation grants.
Some agencies stipulate that el!g!blllty to apply for grant funds
depends on the number of baccalaureate degrees awarded In specific science
disciplines such as physics, chemistry, physiology, etc.

An Institution,

such as GSU, awarding degrees In Environmental Science from a College

II.
I' ,.tl
I

I

!'
I

1.

$'
I

''

l
\

without discipline-oriented departments ls automatically lnel.lglble. Some

1 ItII

grant funds are available to support purchase of equipment or Improvement

ill

of curriculum wlthln departments of science; Interdisciplinary, non-depart-

'

mentallzed curricula may be el.lglble for support only under exceptional
circumstances.

1'

1:1
I

~

.I

\I

It Is understandable that funding agencies have these sorts
'

tl

I

I
r
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of guidelines and policies as they fit the traditionally organized
university with traditional educational programs.

Nonetheless they

present genuine obstacles to funding of proposals submitted by CEAS

,,.:
r

with Its non-traditional organizational structure and academic program.
The CEAS faculty logically question whether or not It's worth the effort

~·

to seek funds to support non-traditional academic programs from agencies
geared to support traditional programs.

~l:

,,

)I

The dilemma ls never-ending,

but there are some Indications that external agencies are beginning to

,:I

develop policies and procedures that may be supportive ot non-traditional

H

higher education programs.

I

,,
'

i
!•

I

I'
Governing Boards and Legislators
The Board of Governors of State Colleges and Universities (BOG)
oversees the operation of GSU and four other universities, and the
Illinois Board of Higher Education (BHE) oversees all of higher education
In Illinois.

Thus GSU reports to the BOG and BHE on academic programs,

operating budgets and capital budgets.

The non-traditional organizational

structure and especially the academic programs of GSU are a continuing
problem tor the BOG and the BHE staffs and particularly the members of
the boards.

Most of the guidelines, pol lcles, formulae and the like that

are used by the BOG and BHE have avo Ived through years of experience wIth
traditional educational systems.

As a result, CEAS speclflcal ly and GSU

generally encounters a variety of obstacles to the furtherance of the
existing non-traditional academic pr.ograms to say nothing of evolving new
and better atypical educational programs that are needed.

.,

'

I
·I
,,
,I
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I

I
•'',I

The competency-based, Interdisciplinary Health Science, Science
and Science Teaching Instructional Programs In CEAS require extraordinary
time, effort, and money to plan, design, Implement and maintain.

Our

organizational structure, Instructional systems and physical facilities are
so atypical that It Is difficult to explain and document the special needs
for faculty and support persoonel, commodities, rolling stock, and the like.

:

:.I•

,I

I

',

••

.I "

In CEAS, we have been unable to evolve formulae that account for faculty
effort In planning Interdisciplinary curricula, designing and writing
Learning Modules, team teaching, individualizing Instruction, and maintalnlng student advisor records.

These efforts are enormously time-

consuming, but do not Increase the number of student credit hours generated,

t

·'

('

the number of baccalaureate degrees awarded annually, or the ratio of the

'

number of students to faculty.

r

On the other hand, these faculty efforts

do produce an educational delivery system that meets the specified goals

,,;I

j,

,•

i'

and objectives of the students, the College, and the University, and fulfil I
the mandates given the University by Its governing boards.

The number of

credit hours generated, degrees awarded, and students per faculty served
are important "numbers" and are part of the criteria to be considered In
assessing an Institution's productivity and accountability.

.I

But there are

many other criteria, such as characteristics of students bel.ng educated,
the nature of the curriculum, the Instructional delivery, the achievement
by the College or University of Its specified objectives, and the quality
of performance of the student after graduation that should also be considered
along with the "numbers" when institutional productivity, budgets and the
like are being considered.

'

I

I•
I

I
•i

I
I

I'
·~
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'

.. ,

Many of the obstacles we now face In CEAS would be greatly reduced

~I

"

and In some Instances eliminated If we were to shift to a traditional

'I

I

organizational structure with conventional curricula and Instruction.
I''

Su! we are unwl I ling to do this, and our governing boards do not want us
to become less non-traditional.

So the governing boards and the University

find themselves In a variety of situations with which neither Is satisfied.

I'

,I

iI ,,
I

'"

It Is encumbent on the University and the governing boards to make an extra
effort to encourage and support the existing non-traditional higher
education efforts and to promote additional experimenting with new and
different higher education delivery systems In II llnols.
The 76th General Assembly of the State of Illinois enacted laws In
1969 establishing Governors State University and the SHE mandated the
University to be Innovative and experimenting with flexible and responsive
educational programs for commuting students at the junior, senior, and
masters Ieve Is (See Chapter One).

Most of the IegIs Iators are_ graduates

of higher education Institutions that have traditional organizational
structures and academic programs.

Therefore, It Is not easy for legislators

to understand GSU and Its non-traditional systems, even though the SHE and
the University administration make an extra effort to describe In understandable terms our atypical systems.

My experience with Illinois l_eglsla-

tors suggests that they endorse In principle the concept of experimenting
with new and different approaches to higher education as exemplI fled by GSU,
but that they do not have an operational understanding of the University
and Its non-traditional systems.

Neither the University· nor Its governing
I

boards have found ways to describe adequately the characteristics of GSU 1 s
non-traditional systems.

(:

I

}t
1:

~~-~~------

~~
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CHAPTER ELEVEN--GENERALIZATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
I'
'

Introduction
Not many persons In higher education have the opportunity to participate
In planning, designing and Implementing alI systems of a new, upper division
University that Is mandated to evolve an atypical or non-traditional
Institution of higher education.

Since July, 1969, when GSU was founded,

I have had the privilege of assisting In the Initial plans and design of
each of the many systems of GSU.

..

And I have assisted In the management of

the Implementation of many of the systems.

I

,,·,

These six years of experience

'I

I,.,

'

I'

with the evolution of an upper division university to serve commuting

I"

students with non-traditional educational systems have allowed me to reflect
on the Educational Planning Guidelines, the various processes and structures

I

Involved In Implementation of the guidelines, and to Identify what I

I

,.

;

believe are strengths and weaknesses In some of the non-traditional systems.
Most of the non-traditional systems that are In operation at GSU are
achieving the goals and objectives of the University, the Colleges, the
students, and the faculty,

. 1:

'I

If I were to assist In planhlng, designing,

and placing Into operation another new upper division University with nonI

traditional systems to educate commuting students at the junior, senior,
and masters levels,

r

.I

would change some of the components of some of the

systems now operating at Governors State University.
There are numerous subsystems and systems that must function In
efficient, Integrated manner If a total University system Is to operate
effectively and productively.

There Is no Intent In the following general!-

zat!ons and recommendations to comment on alI of the srstems of this

I d

~:

!.1

',,I

l .'
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'I

Idealized University, but rather to comment on certain aspects of
the following systems:

(J)

i•

planning and designing, (2) organizational

structure, (3) academic program, (4) personnel, (5) physical facilities,
(6) management, and (7) communications.

"

·1::

Planning and Designing Phase

.,,

A period of 30-36 months would be required to plan the University.

,,'

During the first year, a President, VIce President for Academic Programs,

.,i

VIce President for Administrative Services, four or five Academic Deans,

'·'

and ten to fifteen professors would comprise the plan and design team.

I'

The VIce President for Academic Programs and the Academic Deans would

l

~·

be cha.rged to take Ieadersh I p In pI ann i ng tor the academic programs whIch
would be pivotal In the total planning process.

The academic admlnlstra-

tors and the professors would work with consultants, community persons,
community college faculty, students, and administrators, leaders from
business and Industry, and other future-oriented thinkers to prepare
·'

position papers on the mission, scope, goals, and functions of the
University.

Academic Program Guidelines

'

The position papers developed by the academic staff would be
merged Into a publication, much like the GSU Educational Planning
Guidelines, which would serve as the guide to future curriculum development and Instructional program plannl.ng.

The Academic Program Guidelines

'

would be published by the end of the first year of planning.

All other

planning documents or guidelines would be developed to support the

•I

:I
(

:I

,,
'I
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'I
I

Academic Planning Guidelines.
I

'

I.

Administrative Planning Guidelines

:j
'I

During the first year the VIce President for Administrative Services
would work closely with the President, the professors, and consultants
known for experience In developing flexible and responsive management
systems, to develop a series of position papers describing an admlnlstra-

,,

tlve system that would be congruent with and supportive of the Academic
Program Guidelines.

,,. .

The Administrative Planning Guidelines would be

.,

comprised of the position papers and would be published about three to
six months after the Academic Program Guidelines.

The Administrative

Guidelines would serve as a guide to all University personnel as the
I

University evolved.

Handbook 2f. Operational

Policies~

,,•:

I;

Procedures

The President, using the VIce Presidents as advisors, would develop
'

during the first two months a Handbook of Operational Policies and
Procedures for use by all University personnel.

These policies and

procedures would provide all personnel with the same Information and

i

,I

would remain In effect until new operational policies and procedures
were recommended by the University staff and approved by the President.
Within the first year the Handbook of Operational Policies and Procedures
would be revised to Include policies and procedures developed by faculty

,
administrative policies and procedures reflecting the President's points
and staff and approved by the President and would Incorporate new

of view and,also,the policies mandated by the governing boards.

,,

II • 4

Organizational Structure and Function
During the first two months, the President, In concert with his
administrative staff, would distribute to all University personnel a
'I

description of the organizational structure of the total university
and the functions for which each unit Is responsible.

The University's

organizational structure described by the President would be In effect
,'I

...,,
•I

during the first year, after which It would be modified In view of one

I

year's experience and In accordance with recommendations made by the
other University administrators and faculty.

•,I

I.

At the close of the second

year of planning the organizational structure and function would again
be reviewed and, If necessary, modified.

,I

These processes would provide

the University personnel at all times with an organizational structure

I!

·'
·:I

I

with clearly described functions and would enhance efficiency and

I'

productivity of the staff.

1.
I

Professional Expectancies

'I

In a non-traditional University, administrators and faculty are
expected to meet many non-traditional as wei I as traditional professional
responsibilities.

During the first six months, the President and other

administrators would prepare and distribute to all University personnel
a statement of Administrator Expectancies.

The professors would study
,I

I

these expectancies and recommend Improvements to the Administration
which would revise the Administrator Expectancies at the end of the

'I

fIrst year.

'
I

,,I
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During the first six months, the professors In concert with the
VIce President for Academic Programs would prepare a statement of
Faculty Expectancies In a non-traditional University.

The Faculty

Expectancies statement would be supportive of the Academic

Progr~m

Guidelines and It would be an Important faculty recru.ttment document.
The Preslaent and other Administrators would review and recommend
Improvement In the Faculty Expectancy statements which would be revised

"'

during the second year of planning.

"

'

Physical Facilities Guidelines
The VIce President for Administrative Services In concert with

It
i 't'
I

•'

the President would assume the Administrative leadership role In
preparing guidelines to physical

facll~les.

During the first six

months facilities experts, consultants, and University personnel would
develop position papers on the quantity and quality of physical facl lltles
needed to support the academic programs described in the Academic Program
Guidelines which would be In preparation.

During the last six months

of the tlrst year, the VIce President tor Administrative Services with the

:1I

assistance of the writers of the academic programs would publish Physical

,,
'

Facilities Guidelines for use by all University personnel, the architects,
and the contractor.
At the close of the first year of planning and designing, there would
be publications serving as guidelines to:

(I) academic programs,

"

(2) administrative systems, (3) operational pollcles 1and procedures,
(4) organizational structure and function, (5) professional expectancies,
'

i "

-------------------~

-----

..

---~--

'
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and (6) physical facilities.

,.

These publications would provide all

•I

persons Involved in development of the University with a cohesive

.I

package of guidelines, not only during the three planning years, but

I
I

I

tor several years thereafter.

r

AI I of these planning documents would be

used In recruitment of professional staff tor at least five years after

..

admission of the first class of students.
The second year of the planning and designing phase would be devoted
to further development and design of all systems with especial emphasis
seco.,Jci ttnd

on academic programs.

During theAthlrd yearsthe number of professors

would be Increased to 30 and they would place major effort In academic
program development.

'

I·
,;
..,.

'
"

·',,

11
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Organizational Structure and Function

f'

The University would be comprised of three wings, each managed by
a VIce President:

(1) Academic Programs, (2) Administrative Services,
I·

and (3) Human Services.

(See Appendix D.l

I

.

.

Administrative Counci I
The President, three VIce Presidents, and two Academic Deans would
comprise the Administrative Council (ACl for the University.

! "
I

that would be developed by the AC and made available to all University
personnel, and the Counci I would concern Itself only with the highest
order of University affairs.

'

'

'I
:1'1

The AC

would function according to Policies and Procedures for Administration

I

"

I'I
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AdMI sory Groups
The Academic Wing would have an advisory group of faculty, support
personnel from the other two Wings of the University, and students.

li I~

The advisory group to the Administrative Services Wing would consist
primarily of faculty members with some representatives from the other

1:
••
'

two Wings.

'"'

The Human Services Wing would have an advisory group

consisting primarily of faculty, students, civl l servants, and community
persons.

The advisory groups would meet regularly with administrators

to advise, react and critique all University systems.

Minutes, position

papers, and the like developed by advisory groups would be made available
to alI staff and stored In a retrievable system.

r·
•.,

''
'

I
I

'' •ll

I
I

I
I•

,.

1:

Academic

il

Programs~

The Vice President for Academic Programs would be assisted by
three VIce Presidents:

(1). Collegial

~c

Programs, (2) Academic

Support Services, and (3) Curricular, Instructional,
Research.

a~d

Institutional

The Assistant Vice President for Collegial Academic Programs

would be supported by an academic dean of each college, a coordinator of
intercoi iegiate and Interinstitutional studies, a coordinator of
~~d

co.,.J,,,.,,,J

experiential ~~eenfiRut~ education, and a coordinator of special
projects.

1: •'

I

•'

'

.,
II

1:.

'.I
,f
'I

The Assistant Vice President for Academic Support Services

wou Id be assIsted by a coordInator of I I bra~.§'';,...•.,..i:ct:Js, coordInator of
instructional media services, coordinator of academic computer services,
coordinator of student admissions, coordinator of student records, and a
coordinator of community college relations.

'

The Assistant Vice President

..

--------~---------

-------
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for Curricular, Instructional and Institutional Research would be
assisted by a coordinator of curricular studies, coordinator of
Instructional studies, and a coordinator of Institutional studies.
The colleges would be central to Academic Wing operation.
collegial dean would be assisted by four administrators:

:l

Each

C1l Assistant

Dean for Academic Programs, (2) Assistant Dean for Student Affairs,
(3) Assistant Dean for Research, and (4) Assistant Dean for Facilities
and Budget.

There would be two Student Assistant Deans In each

college who would provide liaison among students, faculty, admlnlstrators, and university student services.
This proposed organizational structure places within the Academic

'

'
~ ,.,

I

educatl9n of students

and academic support of faculty who are the

direct overseers of the curriculum and Instruction.

This organization

·I

I
I

'j

Wing those units of the University most directly responsible for the

j,'

',/

~ ~.
I.~

:. l
I

1:

would enhance efficiency, productivity, and cohesiveness of effort In
·the Academic Wing.

Administrative

Services~

The VIce President for Administrative Services would be assisted
by three directors:
Fac Oi-tte!-

~.

·'

(1) Budge~ (2) Special Operations, and (3) Physical

The Director of

Budge~would

be assisted by a coordinator of

special funds, coordinator of operating budget, coordinator of capital
budget, and a coordinator of administrative computer services.

In the

Special Operations unit the Director would be supported by a coordinator
I

•'
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I~

J

of the bookstore, coordinator of food service, and coordinator of
.~nlverslty

press.

The Director of Physical Plant would be assisted

by a coordinator of maintenance, coordinator of security, coordinator
of physical services, and coordinator of physical planning.

,,

This

organization places the fiscal and physical affairs of the University

...:I'

under the management of the Administrative Services Wlng that works
closely with an Advisory Group comprised primarily of faculty who
would keep the academic program needs prominent In the management of
the affairs of the Administrative Services Wing.

,,

Human Services

~

The VIce President for Human Services would be assisted by four
directors:

(1) Student Services, (2) Faculty Services, (3) Civil

Servant Services, and (4) Community Services.

The Director of Student

Services would be assisted by a coordinator of health services,
coordinator of student publications, coordinator of student placement,
and coordinator of financial support.
concerned with Insurance, retirement,

Faculty Services would be
ann~Jes,

group travel, healtn

services, and grievances, and would be managed by a Director.

The

·Director of Civil Servant Services would provide liaison with State
Civil Service Commission, maintain rosters of eligible civil service

·I
;t

'I
;'

p

persons, oversee Insurance, health, vacation, leave, and other benefit

I

programs, and serve as an advisor to University units on civil servant

:i

affairs.
I

Services to the community are provided by faculty, students, and
staff of the University.

The Director of Community Services would

''

I

~

J.l.. I 0

..

"
I'

serve as the overseer of all community services, maintain liaison

•,

between the community-at-large and the University personnel, and provide
II a Ison among a II UnIversIty unIts concern·! ng communIty servIces.
This organizational plan for the Human ·services Wing places faculty,
students, and community services In one unit which

pl~ces

emphasis on

those human needs that are not directly academic but that are closely
supportive of the academic programs of the University.
The proposed organizational structure and function for the University
places the major functions of a University In three Wings:
Program, (2) Administrative Services, (3) Human Services.

(I) Academic

I

'

I•
I'

The Inter-

relationship among teaching, research, community service, and management
systems would be encouraged In this organizational scheme.

'•
•,

Academic Programs
During the first two years of the planning and design phase, the
VIce President for Academic Programs and the

professo~s

would develop a

master guide to curriculum development and Instruction.

'"
I

r
I

I

Curricula

·'

The curricula would be competency-based, lnterdlsclpllnary, flexlbe
and with a mixture of liberal education and career oriented education.
The basic curriculum and Instruction syl Iabus would be cal led a course
and would be available for variable credit, usually one to four units or
semester hours.

Each course would consist of instruytlonal packages,

called modules, each available for one unit of credit.

Thus a four credit

,.

ilj
I
I

'

I

iI
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•

I

I

I·
course would be comprised of four one-unit modules.

Each module would

•"
' ..

specify two or three competencies to be achieved at the mastery level.

,..

Mastery would be determined by a variety of evaluation methods and
quantified at the 80% level to justify awarding of credit.
The undergraduate and graduate curriculum would be a continuum
but with the graduate competencies being more sophisticated and with
more emphasis on higher levels In the heirarchy of Bloom's taxonomy of
educational objectives.

Any student with a baccalaureate degree could

begin graduate study, but admission to degree candidacy at the close
of the first session (semester, term, or trimester) would depend upon
performance In courses during the first session and graduate examinations
and would require sponsorship by two faculty.

...
..,

The curriculum would be designed to educate people tor the future.
Conventional majors and minors would not be aval Iable, rather broad
area studies with some focus on careers of the future would be emphasized.
The curricula would Include a core of courses common to several career

tl

•I

oriented studies.

FacWty teams would plan, design and teach courses anp
•

modules.

I

lntercol leglate curricula would be budgeted and overseen by the
coordinator of lntercol leglate and Institutional studies In the office
of the VIce President for Academic Programs.

The coordinator would have

funds to hire faculty from the colleges tor a session to Instruct In
the lntercol leglate curriculum.

Faculty would be encouraged to design

.
'

Intercollegiate and Interinstitutional curricula to provide special
educational programs for students.

'

I

il

~.~
I,
",.
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'

Evaluation·
Major emphasis would be placed on quantitative measurement of
student achievement of specified objectives In modules, courses and
area studies.

'i
' .I·,

AI I sorts of evaluative methods and procedures would
at the 80%

,,

The primary Indicator of achievement would be the

.I

be used to ensure that students achieved the
level of mastery.

compete~cles

recording of the competency, the title of the module, the title of

,,••
•I

"''

the course and the units of credit awarded on the student's transcript.
No grades would be recorded on the student transcript, but a variety
of

g~ades

would be used by the professor during the course of study

by the student to assess achievement at mastery level.
ok

Student evaluatlonAinstructors performance would be commonplaee.
Each faculty member would be required to conduct a formal evaluation
of his/her teaching performance In each course.

.·

This evaluation would

be confidential between the faculty member and the student and would
provide formative evaluation for Improvement of

lnst~uctlon.

The Dean

of the college and the Assistant Dean for Research would administer
twice each year an Instrument to evaluate Instructional performance
of faculty.

These data would be confidential between a faculty member

"I

r
I

.I
I

and the Dean of the college and would serve primarily for formative
•.,.•o

evaluation but also for annual summatlve evaluation.

~ '1' I ( ' '

'

Th~,coordlnator

for Instructional research working with the assistant deans for research
In the colleges would assess the Instructional performance of faculty
once each year.

These data would be used by the V199 President for

Academic Programs and the Dean of the col lege primarily for summative

L
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ev~luatlon

but also for formative evaluation processes.

On-the-Job experience for col lege credit, cooperative education,
would be an Integral component of the curriculum In each college.

The

r'

assistant deans for academic programs In the colleges In cooperation
with the coordinator of special projects In the office of the VIce
President for Academic Programs would oversee the cooperative education
program.

The cooperative education courses and modules would be

...

competency based, designed and managed as would any other courses and
modules.

•'

Cooperative education experiences would be encouraged only

•'

for those students whose prior work and academic experience show that
they need this kind of learning experience.

Continuing and Experiential Education
The coordinator of continuing and experiential education In the
office of the VIce President for Academic Programs would work with the

!

1.
I

i

assistant deans for academic programs In the colleges to design and
manage an extensive and Intensive continuing and experiential education
program.

f ':

I

exclusively, on retired and old persons who may not have any Interest

! ''
I.

In or need for college credits or a degree.

f •'

The continuing education program would focus prlmarl ly, but not

But there's ample evidence

~I

that a great deal of competence exists In this segment of our society
and by and large higher education has not served them well.

Continuing

education experiences would be validated by Issuance of a "certificate
of participation."

If persons wanted credits, specla~ competency-based

I

I

I

,,
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'I

I
courses and modules would be designed.

Or the persons would be awarded

I'

credit If these continuing education experiences allowed them to achieve
specified competencies In existing courses and modules In the University
.I

curriculum.

•'•

•

Academic credit for non-academic experiences (experiential learning)

'
I

would be given high priority by the coordinator of continuing and
experiential education and the deans for academic programs In the

.,

colleges.

.

Any persons admissable to the University would be eligible

to apply for academic credit In a course or a module In a college's
curriculum.

,.,

For example, a person who could demonstrate the achievement

'""I

of the two or three competencies specified tor a given module could
receive the one unit of credit tor that module.
receive credit In courses.

...

Similarly, one could

There would be no limit on the number of

units of credit that could be awarded tor experiential learnl.ng.
\.

Instructional Support

I

The assltant deans for academic programs, and the assistant deans
for research In the colleges would work closely with the Assistant VIce

i'

I

President for Academic Support Services and the coordinators In that

'I

office to evolve and manage Instructional support services congruent

:I

with the needs of the curricula.

Instructional support services would

I I·
I ..
,I

services, student admissions, student records, and community college

I
I .1

relations would be decentralized to the colleges to fhe extent needed

!I

be a means towards. the end--an efficient effective educational delivery
system In the colleges.

The library, Instructional media, computer

•I

I

'

A

' 1
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,,
to effectively educate commuting students most of whom are employed,
have faml ly responslbl titles, and have been attending college part-time
I

for several years. In addition to support services traditionally rendered,

'

' ,I·I

'i

special support of development of competency based courses and modules and

'I

support of various modes of Instruction would be required.

(I

Curricular and Instructional Research

I' I

'·'

Instructional and curricular research would be the responsibilities
of the colleges with university-wide support and coordination provided
by the Assistant VIce President for Curricular, Instructional and
Institutional Research.

,,
....

I.
'

'•

I1
t

The coordinators for curricular and lnstruc-

tiona! studies In the office of the Assistant VIce President would
work closely with assistant deans for academic programs and the assistant
deans for research In the colleges to assist In the design and lmplementaI

tlon of curricular evaluation and Instructional Improvement studies.
Faculty In each of the colleges who have expertise In curriculum and

I

II
I

I

I

Instruction theory and research would work with collegial faculty to

I

I
,\

design and conduct studies of the curriculum and Instructional modes
and strategies.

The curriculum and Instruction faculty would also take

leadership In planninG designing and Implementing the col lege's teacher

I

I,.
'I
,I

preparation programs.
,I

University Bookstore and Newspaper

.,"

The Coordinator of the University Bookstore In the office of the
VIce President for Administrative Services would be a professor in the
college concerned with business, economics, buslness 1educatlon and the
like.

•I

A University Bookstore policy advisory committee consisting of
II

,!'
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f~culty

I'

and students would meet regularly to recommend management and

fiscal policies that would ensure that the bookstore effectively
augments the educational delivery systems In the colleges.
The UnIversIty newspaper wou Id be an I n:t.egra I component of the
academic programs.

The coordinator of student publications in the

office of the VIce President for Human Services would ·be a professor
In the

coll~ge

concerned with written communications and literature.

Students would write, edit, and manage the newspaper.

There would be

a newspaper policy advisory committee comprised of faculty and students.
The newspaper publication would be considered primarily as a mode of
education of students In written communications, business management,
public relations, literature, and the like.

It would be a sophisticated

I

pub It cat Ion represent 1ng the tota I unIversIty and the h1ghest qua 11 ty
of student effort.

i:j

The newspaper would be distributed widely throughout

the region around the University.
I·

I I

I

I

Year-round Operation

I11..

The University would operate year-round with three sessions of
15 months each and slx or seven weekS of curriculum development, faculty
enrichment seminars, and University planning and development.

Students
.(

who were not employed full-time could register for a maximum of 15
those working full-time a maximum of 10 credits.

Since each course would

consist of 1 credit modules, faculty could at their discretion register
students for 1 credit modules at any time.

Not more than a I credit

module could be taken In any two-week period.

~

credits~

,,
'I

,,•I

I

I

I

I'
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}

Faculty would be

appointed~

)

.

.
I

~•

,I

'

I

'I.

for 10 or 12 months.

In a given col lege

one-half of the faculty would hold 10 month appointments and the other
half 12 month appointments In a given year.

The following' year those

persons who had held 10 month appointments the previous year would hold
a 12 month appointment. About half the University's faculty would hold
Jft···' .. ,~
a 10 montn;one year and a 12 month appointment the next. Those faculty
holding 10 month appointments would have a 20 working day vacation
period; those with 12 month appointments 24 working days.

The faculty

on 10 month appointments could rest, travel, conduct research, or engage
In other scholarly pursuits at their leisure for two months prior to
starting a 12 month appointment.
Faculty professional work load

i ••

~

I

! I'

; :1

I

I .,~.;
I.
I
I

' .!

wou~

be 36 hours per week, ot which

8-10 hours would be devoted to formal teaching of classes, about 8 hours
to Informal teaching, about 4 hours to student advising and records,
about 8 hours to curriculum planning, course and module preparation, and
about 8 hours to research and community service.

I'

•,
I

It Is assumed In this

workload description that working hours per week Is a better measuring
unit of professional effort of faculty than Is the number of courses

I

j'

'I
,,,I

.taught or the number of student credit hours generated.

,I

Personnel Systems

,,
I

The University would have four kinds of personnel:

(1) professional,

(2) paraprofessional, (3) professional support, and (4) civil service.
I

:j
l
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.

'' ,,

I .
' I,

i :

Professional Personnel
The professional personnel would carry the title of professor and
would hold a tul 1-tlme appointment ln one of the colleges In the
Un l vers lty.

Profess l on a I persons hoI d l_ng part-time, short-term appoInt-

ments In the coll_eges would be called adjunct Instructors.

'

'''

..

'
I I

if
~.I.
~

',1

i

.

I
I'

r..

,I

·,

Paraprofessional Personnel
Paraprofessional personnel would hbld full-tlme appointments for
not more than three years.

,,

These persons would have received a

bacca Iaureate or a masters degree from the co ll.ege In whIch they were
to serve as paraprofessionals.

The paraprofessionals would work directly

with three or four faculty and the advlsees (80-100 students) of these
facul·ty In preparation of student study plans, consult with students
I"

e_ngaged In Iaboratory and fIe Id work, and in genera I serve as a

I'

professional assistant to faculty and students In a competency based
'

curriculum with Individualized Instruction.

Professional Support Personnel
Professional support personnel" would have advanced professional
degrees and would hold appointments In one of the support units of the
University.
hold a

In some cases a professional support person could also
c,.,tf

profes~kamtl

appointment in a coll.ege.

'

'

I ,.
I :;

.

,I

Civil Service Personnel

:I

I
Secretaries, typists, engineers, telephone operators,
storekeepers,
,.

accounting clerks, and the like would be allocated and assigned according

11. 19
•'

to state, board, and University policies and procedures.

I'
I

Special

'

1:

emphasis would be placed on provision of adequate clerical personnel

I

I

In the colleges to support the faculty efforts devoted to curriculum
planning, course and module development, student advising and records,
and lndlvlduallzatlon of Instruction.

Tenure and Contracts
I'

The full-time professors would receive an Initial appointment for
one year.

,I
I'

The second appointment would be for a two-year term and the

I
I

third and unlimited subsequent appointments would be for five-year
terms.

Even though contracts could be awarded for fiscal year periods

of time, a letter of Intent to employ for an additional four years
would amount to a five-year appointment.

These term appointments would

:I '·.'l

I ',

allow the faculty member job security for reasonable periods and the

I

'

•'

University the opportunity to assess Its faculty needs and faculty
''

productivity periodically.

I

·I
I

Lifetime tenure as practiced In conventional universities would
not be a part of the professional employment system In the University.

I

I

Tenure has largely become a job security Insurance package, rather than
~,

a protector of academic freedom.
...J-;:·.·.

'

'·>~···.:•···:•·'''''/0

~igher-aducwrl~nAhave

"

Most professors and administrators In

.}

,·.,!

more academic freedom than ccn,be effectively and
productively managed; therefore there would''·'1,be need for conventional

tenure.

I

I

Job security would be provided by multiple-year contracts.

Professional support staff would receive multiple year appointments

'

similar to those awarded to the faculty, except that the Initial appointment would be for a two-year term,

Paraprofessional personnel would be

'I

i
}'

·I
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appointed only for one-year terms and for a maximum of three terms.

•I

.,

Clvl I service appointments would be for one-year terms.
VIce Presidents would be appointed to five-year terms, renewable
for three terms.

·.

Assistant VIce Presidents would receive three-year

term appointments renewable for four terms.

.I

~I

Coordinators and Directors
,.I

would receive one-year term appointments, renewable for ten terms.
Deans of colleges would receive five-year term appointments, renewable
for three terms.

'"

Assistant Deans would be appointed to one-year terms,

renewable for ten terms.

~

Agreements .!!.D£ Progress Reports

Each faculty member, professional support person and administrator
would prepare a Professional Work Plan Agreement <PWPAl similar to the
one In Appendix C.

The PWPA would serve as a guide both to the

professional person and his administrator In terms of anticipated
productivity and evaluation.
The facu Ity member In a co ll.ege wou Id prepare her/hIs PWPA In terms
of the University policies concerning work load and in terms of her/his
professional expectations and would submit it to the Dean of the college
for endorsement.

The PWPA would be subject to modification at anytime

by mutual consent ot the faculty member and the Dean.

The agreement

would be for the period of a calendar year.
Within two months following the termination of a PWPA, the faculty
member wou Id prepare an Annua I Progress Report, In )erms of her/hIs PWPA,
and submit It to the Dean along with her/his PWPA with all amendments.
'

~i

·I
,I

"
••

·iI
'I

~~-
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Professional support personnel and administrators would.prepare
Professional Work Plan Agreements and negotiate them with the admlnlstrator to whom each reports.

Annual Progress Reports would be submitted,

also.

Evaluation~

Faculty

Faculty would be evaluated formally each spring for purposes of
Improving performance and for consideration of salary Increases.

The

Professional Work Plan Agreement, the Annual Progress Report, evaluations
by other faculty, evaluations by students, and evaluations by the Dean
and Assistant Deans would comprise a battery of documents that would
be considered during the annual evaluation.

.:j
.I

I

·~

·I'·
I''
I

'

•'

The annual evaluation of

a faculty member would consist of a private conference between the
Dean and each faculty person during which time the battery of evaluation
documents would be discussed.

The Dean and the faculty member would

reach a consensus on areas of performance that are super! or and on
areas In which performance could be Improved and a.salary Increase
recommendation.

If the faculty member and Dean could not reach a

consensus, an evaluation committee of five faculty (three selected by
the faculty member and two by the Dean) would be selected to examine
the battery of evaluation documents and submit a report to the Dean and
the faculty member, both of whom would confer on the committee's findings

,,

and reach a consensus.

...

The Dean would submit to the Vice President for Academic Programs

'

and to·the faculty member an evaluation report and a recommended salary
Increase.

A copy of the annual evaluation would be retained by the Dean

I~
!I
I
j
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In confidential fl les.

I

At the close of the five-year term appointment,

the past annual evaluations plus the current year evaluation would be
used In considering reappointment tor another five-year term and annual
salary Increase.
This faculty evaluation system would assure the faculty member of
an annual evaluation that considers her/hls data and evaluation statements by peers, students, and collegial administrators In a private
conference with the dean of the col lege.

The evaluation would be

confidential between the dean and the faculty member unless the faculty

II ·{
:H

I·'

member believes she/he Is not being fairly evaluated at which time a
committee of peers evaluates the data.

1

,.

II

The system would be fair,

efficient, and effective and It would reduce the stress, strain,
frustration, and anxiety so often associated with non-confidential
eva I uatlons.
The dean of the co II ege wou Id be eva Iuated by the facu Ity, other
deans, students, and the VIce President for Academlc·Programs would
consider the dean's battery of documents with the dean.

Salary Increases

and reappointments would be based on findings In annual evaluations.

I\

u
II ;'
!

I
Physical Fact lltles

I

The physical facll ltles planning would begin during the planning and
designing phase through the production of a publication of guide I ines to
the structure and function of physical facilities.
the physical plant would have one primary function:

It Is a given that
1

the support of the

I

I

'tI
•
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academic programs and human needs.

To this end at least two faculty

with special capabilities and experience In planning physical plant
to support academic needs would work full-time with the VIce President
for Administrative Services and his staff, the architects, and the
contractor, beginning with the Initial planning and continuing untl I
construction was complete.

The faculty would make certain that the

architect and contractor were continually awate of the academic program
and the human environment needs as Identified In the various documents
produced durl ng the pI ann l.ng and des! gn I ng phase.

The phys Ica I

facilities would be designed to provide maximum flexlbl llty and
utility and would ensure warm, Inviting, comfortable human environment
conducive to high scholarly productivity.

Flexible Structures
The Initial building would be designed so that most partitions
would extend from floor to ceiling but would be

movabl~

and non-bearing.

'

I,

The number of support pi I Iars would be minimal throughout the net assignable and useable space In the bul ldlng.
would carry such systems as:
communicating, etc.

Energy channels In the ceiling

heating, cooling, watering, lighting,

It would be possible to access readl ly any energy

system at any place In the building.
In the floors, only drainage.

There would be no energy systems

AI I professional staff would have closed

offices with lockable doors with some glass partitions and one or more

·I
'I

small windows that could be opened and closed manually.
.

'
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One wing ot the building would consist of numerous seminar and
class rooms of various sizes.

IJ
I

The partitions would be soundproof but

could be moved so as to alter room sizes as future needs demand.

:I

Another wing would consist of a series of four or five auditoriums of
various sizes arranged as pieces of pie around a core space that would
house all sorts of media and technological devices tor support of

I ,.•

ITI

~· '

I

Instruction and community functions.

. ::lj
• I

General purpose science laboratory facilities would be open and
laboratory furniture and equipment moveable to the extent possible,
much like the present open laboratories In CEAS at GSU (See Chapter
Eight).

•

I

: .\
,I
•

I

'

i ;I

II

•'
I

Mobile Laboratories

~Classrooms

Each col lege would have a number of mobile classrooms and/or
laboratories to support Instruction, research, and community service
both on-and off-campus.

The building would be so designed that each

college Initially would have two to four mobile units that would be
connected to the bul Iding, energized from the bul Iding and used when
the mobile unit was on campus.

The mobile units would be self-propelled,

contain their own energy sources, and especially constructed to carry

·j
I

'I

.,
lr,
·I

:! 'I
't

I ·'I'"
II

out special functions of the col lege at off-campus locations.

.I

II

•

Student Health Facilities
The student health facilities would be an Integral component of
the health sciences Instructional facilities.

I

A variety of clinical

facilities (examination rooms, observation rooms, and the like) would

'I

I

I
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serve the needs of health services to commuting students and also
some of the Instructional needs of the health sciences faculty.

1:I

The

I'

health science faculty would help design and would staff and manage
the student health facilities.

'.1

These clinical-Instructional facll !ties

would be as flexible as feasible and still provide desirable human
environments for. persons receiving health care and for those delivering
services and Instruction.
"I

Student Center
Each co I I.ege In the UnIversIty wou Id have a center for commutIng
students.

A student center would provide a wide variety of student

services:

lounge area, music room, college library, food service,

student reading room, small motel-like rooms, game room, display room,
student assistant dean office, student representative office, and
student services office.

The Student Center In the college would be

des.lgned to accommodate older commuting students who have limited time
to spend on campus and who need student accommodations close at hand
and easily accessible.

The student lounge would be small and attractively

furnished with a centrally located fireplace and with ample leisure

,I

' .,
I

I .I

111
: fl

!

'I

:l
·'

.I
.\

reading materials.

A small soundproof music room that could accommodate
•

f

'

'

a few persons and with extensions to earphone JacksAscattered widely
throughout the lounge and other areas In the center.

,,

The college

library would support the curriculum of the Coll.ege and would be staffed
and managed by professional librarians as would those functions of the

'

library that were carried out In the central library.

The main libraries

! .I
.f
'I
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would be In the college student centers.

The central library would
I

largely function as receiving, processing, cataloglng.holdlngs and

I

l

overseeing library records and management of the central and collegial
library systems.

I

:J

Food service would consist of high quality snack

food easily accessible to students on the move!

The food service

would be overseen by the coordinator of food services for the University.
A student reading area would be provided to accommodate only a tew
persons under conditions of quiet.

A few motel-like or dormitory-like

rooms would be available for students to rent for short term at tow
cost.

These rooms would service the commuter student whose studies

could more east ly be accomplished If he/she spent two or three days
and nights on campus near the literature, laboratories, or other
special facilities.

The rooms would be equipped so that nearly any

Instructional media (computer terminal, vldeoplayer, projector,
microfiche reader, etc,) could be used as lntenslbly as the student
desired for a few days.

A small game room to accommodate ping-pong,

chess, checkers, card games, etc., would provide quick, east ly accessed
recreation for short periods before, between,

~nd

after classes.

·I

The

I. ·.

game room wou Id serve as a "change of pace" room.

l, •

A display room would have student products, trophies, special
announcements, and other materials characteristic of the college

I. II
•,

currtculum·and other special Interests of the students and faculty.

\

Some displays would be more or less permanent whereas others would be

l

only temporary.

,

The display room would Indicate the "flavor" of Interests

and concerns of the College.

,L

'l
I
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The offices located In the student center would support student
affaIrs In genera I • The student assIstant

de<;~n 1 s

'

tl

off Icec.( see Chapter

Six for more on Student Assistant Dean) would be central In the management of the Student Center.

.f

I'' ..-.

ThefStudent Assistant

Dea~ln

a given

college would oversee the operation of all components of the Student
Center, except the library and food service.

The student representatives'

office would house those students from the college who were elected or
appointed student representatives to various University councils,
committees, etc.

.

,,

·,

The student services office would house a staff member,

'

'

.

perhaps a counselor from the University student services offices, and

.I

at least one student news and public Information representative from

•'

the College.

These persons and the Student Assistant Deanswould work

closely with students and faculty and with the University newspaper to
provide student services In general and specifically to provide news
coverage for student and faculty activities In the college and the

'•
I

r
I I

..
.I
'I

community.
.1' .~
•\

Off-Campus Centers

,,I•

Physical facilities would be leased or constructed on the campus
of each community college In the service area of the University.

The

off-campus centers would provide educational extensions of the University
Into Its service area.

.l

Most of the prospective students for this upper-

division, commuter Institution would have attended one or more of the
community col leges In the region, hence the

assoclat~on

of the University's

.off-campus centers on the campuses of community colleges would provide

·I

I

'I

' i
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l

a physical and Intel !actual bond between the two-year colleges and
the University which would have all sorts of advantages to the students,
the community college, and the University.
An off-campus center would be cooperatively planned, designed,
'

'

constructed and managed by the community college and. the University.
The Center facilities would be highly flexible so as to meet the needs

,,

·I

of a variety of Instructional programs extant In the University.

The

computer, communications, and Instructional media facilities on campus
would be directly connected to the off-campus centers, which would be
operational on the same schedules as would those on campus.

Each of

the off-campus centers would be physically designed to accommodate
the mobile laboratories and classrooms of the University.

Management Systems
All management systems would be as flexible and responsive to
the needs of the academic programs as feasible.

Each management system

would be charged to provide efficient, effective, responsible policies
and procedures ensuring maximum support of the academic programs and
providing the best possible professional environment for all staff.

,,
University Management

I

The President, VIce Presidents, and their Advisory Councils (see
section on Organizational Structure> would evolve and oversee the Unlverslty-wlde management systems.
-t/-1('

Management policies

be descrl bed In jf Un l vers I ty Handbook

r•l ,.

~nd

procedures would

' ...

o~Pollcles

and Procedures.

Each

I

-,-----

1

I
\I
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of the three Wings of the University would produce a handbook dealing
with policies and procedures within the Wing.
An unicameral university senate comprised of 15 faculty, tour
students, four civil servants, three administrators, and two community
persons would be formed.
be elected.
her/his Wing.

Faculty, students, and civil servants would

Each VIce President would appoint one administrator from
The President would appoint two community persons.

The VIce Presldentsand President would serve as ex officio non-voting
members of the senate.
The University Senate would be charged to evolve a constitution
and by-Jaws, to consider all existing management and operation policies
and procedures that were established during the planning phase, and

,,I

..

I .

to recommend new University policies and procedures.

All policies and

procedures would be recommended to the University Administrative Councl I
(President and VIce Presidents) for consideration with their advisory
councils.
·, , ..

The,~,:UniVGrSlty 11 Jlbrarlp' would be cha.rged to develop a sto,rage and

retrieval system tor all past, current, and future management and
operational policies and procedures.

A set of uptodate handbooks of

policies and procedures would be maintained In each budgeted unit In
the University and In the archives.

Academic Program Management
The Vice President for Academic Programs, the three assistant vlce1

presidents and the deans of the colleges would comprise an Academic
Council.

The VIce President would be charged to evolve management and

·:

'

'

,.·,I
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operational policies and procedures and to oversee all functions of the
academic wing.

The academic programs of the University are central and

pivotal, hence the VIce President for Academic Programs would take the

;t

I

I ·.-

leadership In establishing cooperative functions with the vice presidents

·I

1

and their councils In the other two wings.

It would be abundantly clear

that the prime objectives of the three wlngs·would be to provide high

'I

i:

i·l.

,,,.

quality education for the students and to make possible a scholarly
human environment for the faculty and staff.

,I

The Assistant Vice President for Col leg! a I Programs would chair a

',.

Col leg! a! Programs Councl I comprised of the assistant administrators In
that unit.

The Assistant VIce President for Collegial Programs would be
I

charged with overseeing the management and operation of all col leglal

·,

I.

programs, the singularly most Important function In the University.

The

other two Assistant VIce Presidents would have comparable councl Is.

The

I

I,.

r
'

.i
I

three assistant vice presidents and their councils In the academic program
wing would be charged to work closely with each other to ensure that all

'

I

I.
I

management and operation policies, procedures, and practices fully supported
a quality education for students and a scholarly atmosphere for faculty
and staff.
Each of the administrators reporting to assistant vice-presidents
would produce for their unit a handbook of management and operation policies

'•

·.,
;j
,I

I

and procedures consistent with policies and procedures of the academic
program wing and the University.
The Assistant Vice President for Academic Support Services and the
I

coordinators In that unit would be charged to provide reliable, valid,
flexible, and responsive academic support services.
I

'\

!i.L
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During the early months of planning and designing phase, the
University planners would contract with computer services agency to

I,

design and Implement Information storage and retrieval systems that

i 1:
' .
I '

would support both administrative services and academic programs that

II :

would be flexible and responsive.

High priority would be placed upon

the development of computer services to support the libraries, the

I

i .. ,
I ...

competency based curriculum, computer-assisted and aided instruction,
transcripts of courses completed, competencies achieved, and credit
awarded, and registration and graduation ot students any day of the
year.

These computer services would be fully operational prior to

·I
,I
I

!

''
i

',I

l.."j

admission of students at the close of the three-year planning phase.
The Assistant VIce-President for Curriculum, Instructional, and
Institutional Research and the coordinators who report to her/him
would be charged to work with the other assistant vice-presidents and
administrators to Identify research studies that were needed.
coordinators of curricular and Instructional research

~ould

The

be charged

with development of research designs that were congruent with the

~I
,I

competency-based curriculum, various modes ot
attitudes,

be~aviors

th~~ ~va'i u~; i0~
~.

lndlvldualiz~d·

Instruction,

and objectives of upper division commuting students,

systems' personne I systems'; management systemsf'Md. the

The research would be conducted cooperatively with the col leges

and other units In the academic wing with the primary objective being
I

to Improve the quality of the education ot students.
The Institutional research would be managed so
quantitative data on such parameters as:

af to gather

students registered, units of

'I

I
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I

I

credit earned, degrees awarded, and the like.

A management system

that would make comparable institutional data avai iable on a regular
basis would be evolved and administered by the office of the assistant
vIce pres i dent.

(I..
"
"

'
'

I

I

•' 'I•·
:.. ,

Administrative Services Management

t

The VIce President for Administrative Services and the three
directors would comprise an Administrative Services Council.

'

The

VIce Presidents and the Council would be charged to develop flexible
/ .
and responsive management systems to suppor~atyplcal academic programs
In a non-conventional physical facility; During the first two years

I ,•

of the planning and designing phase, computer services to support admlni-

•'

strative services (payrol I, purchasing, inventory, etc.) would be

~II

contracted for.

The coordinator of administrative computer services

In concert with the other coordinators reporting to the Vice President

'

.
,•

!I

:.h
'I

ir;
'I I

for Administrative Services would plan the adaptation of the contracted
'
computer support system to the University's computer, Incorporating

I

those flexible features necessary to support the non-traditional academic
programs, faculty, and staff.

The Director of Budget and the coordina-

·I
,I

tors who report to him/her would work closely with heads of all budgeted
units to make certain that the management of the budgets were flexible
and responsive to the needs of the

~typ+~l·

academic and human services

programs.
The Director of Special Operations would work closely with deans

'

of the college1 with which the coordinator of the bookstore Is associated
and with the bookstore advisory body to establIsh management pollees and
i

I'

I
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'

procedures that would ensure that the bookstore would be responsive to
academic program needs and would also be a fiscally responsible
operation.
The Director of Physical Facllltles In cooperation with the
ph 'I~'"" I
coordinators of malntenance,~lannlng, security and physical services
would establish operational policies and procedures that would ensure

.,

'

that the management of the physical facilities of the University would
support both the traditional and non-traditional needs of the curriculum,
faculty and staff.

The coordinators would work cooperatively with those

administrators responsible for physical facl lltles In other units,

:]

especially those concerned directly with delivery of the educational

'

program .and with provision of scholarly environments for faculty.

I

:I
Human Services Management
The VIce President for Human Services would be responsible for a
management system to oversee the special services needed by students,
faculty, clvll service and other persons ln the University, and, ln
addition, those services rendered to the community by University persons.
The VIce-President and the four Directors who report to her/him would
establish a Human Services Council that would regularly Involve students,
faculty, and clvll service persons In advisory capacities.
The Director of Student Services and the four coordinators who
report to her/hlm would evolve a management system that would provide
services needed by commuter students who, for the most part, are older,

'

married, fully employed, and spend limited amounts of tlme on campus.

'.
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Communications Systems

Ii

university personnel Increases efflclency and effectiveness, Infuses

II

trust and confidence, and reduces unnecessary anxiety and frustration

:·•·

It Is a given that honest, reliable communications among all

tor everyone Involved.

An extensive communications system with many

: ~
''' ''I
•

~I

subsystems would be established among the faculty, students, staff

;..'I,

and administrators within the University and between the University

I ·.1

and various constituencies In the community.
~r

The

}j'..

coordinator.~

of libraries would manage a storage and retrieval system

for all University communications papers.

.~·· i

The position papers,

:··I
•••

guidelines and handbooks prepared during the early part of the three-

I t

.i··il
• ,J
\

year planning phase would serve as basic communications papers for
several years during the earlv history of the University.

I.

II .'

As the

University evolves each unit would develop. guidelines to operating

I:

i

policies and procedures.

Guidelines to Communications

Policies~

Procedures

The planning staff during the first three years would prepare a
handbook of University communications policies and procedures.

The

communications handbook would set forth plans for coding, distribution,
d.
.
storage,~'l-etrleval, ;5'd t~t llkaof.- convnunlcatlon papers prepared by

.•

administrators, faculty, students, staff, and governing boards.

'"
. I.

9

The

President and the Vice Presidents In concert with their advisory groups
would regularly revise the communications handbook as the University
evolved.

The communications handbook would always

r~maln

an Important

:

: t

•
I

'"

I

q''
i

I

I'

~I;

I
:I
I I

reference tor alI University personnel.

.'
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Administrator Communications

'

The President would distribute monthly to all University staff a

'

I~

brief overview of his report to and actions taken by the governing
board(s), and commentary on new developments In organization, management, functions of upper division Universities.

Every six months the

' •J
;

'I

l

I

'

'

President would distribute a "state of the University" paper to all
staff with special emphasis on future plans and developments.

Periodically,

at least every third year, the President would distribute to the University

1

staff and the community a position paper on the future of the University.

I.

I.
I ,

The President's monthly, biannual, periodic and board reports would be
coded and stored In the library In a system where they could be easily

; ·I
'

I'

..I.,

retrieved by anyone.
The VIce President for Academic Programs In concert with the three
Assistant VIce Presidents would prepare a handbook of policies and

;, I

I ·'
I ,

:II
•I
I'

procedures for the Academic Wing.

Each of the Deans and Coordinators

I

In the Academic WJng .would prepare a handbook of policies and procedures
especially for her/his unit that would supplement the Wing's handbook.
The academic vice president would distribute monthly to alI administrative
personnel In the University a brief report on academic program changes
1!.1\d

that are being planned/' actions taken by_ governing board(s) on academic
pr_ograms.

Annually, she/he would release to the University staff and

.'

'r.., I
: I

I

community an Academic Program report, Including current status of

!

academic pr_ograms, future plans tor the Academic Wing, and commentary on

I ·'

academic frontiers In higher education.

Every third year the VIce President

I
for Academic Programs would distribute to the University
staff a position

I'

'
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I

paper on the future of academic programs at the University and trends

I.

In academic programs In other upper division universities.
The deans of the colleges and the coordinators In the Academic
Wing would distribute annual progress reports .to their respective staffs,
the Assistant Vice Presidents, and Vice President for Academic Programs.
Per.! od l ca II y the deans of co II eges and coordInators wou Id d lstr l bute to

!J
'
'

II
l .,

their staffs working papers and position papers concerned especially

j·J

with communications, organization, management, finances, staffing, and

' 'I
' '

, •I

potential academic program changes.
All reports, working papers, position papers and other documents
'.

prepared by admlnlstratlve persons In the Academic Wing would be coded

,,I

·I

and stored In a retrieval system In the library.
The VIce Presidents In the other two Wings and the administrators
who report to them would prepare reports, working papers, position
papers, and the like similar to those prepared by administrators In
the Academic Wing.

The papers prepared by the Administrative Services

and Human Services Wings would be distributed, coded, and stored as all
other papers prepared by University administrators.

Professional Staff Communications
COmmunications between faculty and administrators, among faculty,
and between faculty and students would be vital to the success of this
upper division University serving commuting students.
The faculty In the colleges would function In an organizational
structure similar to the one described In chapter sl~.

Such an

organizational structure, If properly managed, would allow, In fact almost

I,
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I
ensure, oral and written communication among faculty and between faculty
and administrators.

A communications system such as the one outlined In

chapter seven would be established and the faculty would be encouraged
to write working papers, position papers, occasional papers, and other
papers stating their Ideas.

The minutes of the meetings of faculty

II
. :I

II.I
II

counc I Is'· groups and commIttees and the papers produced by facu Ity wou Id

~,

be distributed to all administrators In the Academic Wing and to the

.t

President and VIce Presidents.

The administrators outside the college

receiving the col·leglal communications would distribute them to professional staff concerned.

It would be Imperative that every faculty

::. il

i
I

,

',1

.I

member would have a variety of modes and routes via which she/he could
communicate,
Each college would have a handbook of policies and procedures which
would Include all administrative and operational policies and would be
available to each professional staff and civil service person In the
coll.ege.

As pol lcles are modified or new pol lcles evolved and approved
'

by the faculty organization, they would be coded and entered In the

,,

1,,!
ll
' .,
',

handbook.
The faculty and administrators of each college would develop a
statement of professional expectancies for faculty and for administrators

...
•1

·'

,,I

which would serve as a guide to professional behavior of all professional
staff In the coll.ege.

·l

I

The professional expectancies statement would be

an Important document for use In recruitment of new faculty.
Most of the faculty records system currently functioning In CEAS
I

and described In chapter seven would be used as vehicles of communication.

,..
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The evolution of reliable communications between faculty and
students would be given high priority.

Each faculty member would serve

as an academic advisor of about 30 students.

The Student Study Plan

<Chapter Seven) would serve as a vehicle for continuing oral and written
communications between the student and hls/her advisor, the members
of a faculty advisory committee and a faculty review committee.

Students

.,
·.,

. •'

,.~

' ,I

".,•

would serve on various committees ln the college organization and the

..•'

Student Assistant Deans(Chapter SIX) would provide liaison between

I

I

: 'j

students and faculty.
Because communications with commuHng students, most of whom are
married and employed, ls not easily accomplished via methods characteristic
of most Institutions of higher education, an Intensive effort would be
made to Investigate ways and means of eliciting student-faculty-admlnlstrator communications.

Research on communications of faculty and

..

admlrlstrators with commuting students would be_ given high priority at
all levels of University organization with special emphasis ln the
academic wing.
Communications among professional staff and between professional
staff and students would receive high priority consideration In all units
of the University.

The coordinators and directors In the three wings of

the University would work with their staffs to establish reliable,
effective communications processes and procedures much I Ike the col leglal
faculty.
I

I

I.
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•. !

Student Communications

..
'

The Coordinator of Student Publications and the Director of Student

'

Services would work with Student Assistant Deans, Assistant Deans for
Student Affairs and special student task forces to develop guidelines
to policies and

proc~dures

for student publications.

A Student Handbook would be prepared by the professional staff and
distributed to the first class of students.

During the first two years,

the Handbook would be revised based on student and faculty experience
with the first edition.

I

i

.' 'I

! ,J

.'' ..•'
.'
'

The Coordinator of Student Publications would oversee the production

'

and distribution of a monthly Student Newsletter comprised of a section
for each college and the student services unit, and a miscellany section
for other units.

The University Newspaper (see page 11. 16) would be

the primary communications Instrument for students, faculty and community.
The Coordinator would oversee a variety of other relatively Inexpensive
publications for commuting students as special communications needs would
be Identified by experience and/or research.
The Coordinator of Student Publications would work with appropriate

, ·I·'

, I

persons In the coll.eges, student admissions, student records, student
placement, student financial support, and other offices to plan special
student publications.

And the Coordinator of Institutional Research

would design studies to evaluate effectiveness of student publications.
The Coordinator of Student Publications, In cooperation with other
University persons associated with student publications, would hold two
I

student-faculty retreats each year to assess Impact and usefulness of

. 'I

• ·I

II

i ·I

! 'J
•'
I

I
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I
I
,I

current student publications and to Identify ways and means of Improving

I

·•

student communications.

University Senate Communications

:I

All transactions of the University Senate would be coded and

:I

distributed to all professional staff and the llbrary·for storage In
the University communications retrieval system,

Senate recommended

policies, approved by the President, would become coded University
policies and mal led to at I units for Inclusion In the University Hand-

;:j

book of Operational Policies and Procedures.

.I

ft#""fe.S.

Oral and written communlcattons0 between the Senate, the professional
staff, the students and the clvl I service personnel would be mandatory.
Communications would be encouraged by open Senate meetings, open hearings
on special Issues, Invited position papers from all constituencies, and
by maintaining accurate records of all Senate transactions.

I'

II.
I

I.
I'

l.

!' .

Clvl I Service Staff Communications
Civil Service personnel would have active avenues of communication
with professional staff, administrators, and students.

The Director of

..

Sc-rfl4'1+

Clviii\Servlce.sworkln.g In cooperation with the VIce Presidents, the Civil
Service supervisor In each unit, and the professional staff administrator
In each unit would plan a communications system.
Servlc~would

The Director of Clvl I Se~~N~+

oversee the preparation of Clvl I Service Communications

Guidelines, which would be distributed to every Civil Service person
and to unit heads.

'

''
I
'

11 • 4 1

A Civil Service Newsletter would be distributed monthly by the
S~YV" >'If

Director of Clvli11 Servlce$, Each unit would o.rganlze Its Clvl I Service
persons so that they could recommend policy and procedural changes.
In each col lege the administrative secretary would participate In

. ·I

:\

I
I

I

faculty meetings and administrative councl i meetings as described In
Chapter Six.
Senate

~nd

Clvl I Service persons would serve on the University

on other University committees.

In general, Civil Service personnel would be actively engaged In

,,
I''

oral and written communications with all constituencies In the
University.
,I

Public Communications
An experimenting upper division University with systems that are,
for the most part, non-traditional would need to judiciously and
systematically Inform the body politic what the University was all
about.

The President's and VIce Presidents' reports to the public ""/ rk

tf..,,.,~rrr 111.<.-.s,.-)'~,-

A would be components of a well-planned public communications system,
News releases would be prepared regularly to Inform the public about
the alms, goals, objectives of the University, always placing nontraditional policies, procedures, curricula, and the like In perspective
us 1ng I anguage understandab Ie to everyone.

Research resu Its on non-

traditional systems would always be carefully and accurately Interpreted
In the context of the non-traditional and the traditional systems of
higher education.
I

•'
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APPENDIX A--GLOSSARY OF TERMS

Many new terms have been used to describe the non-traditional
characteristics of the various systems In operation at Governors State
Unwerslty.

The definitions marked with an asterisk C*> were taken from

the GSU Instructional Systems Paradigm.
'

*AREA OF EMPHASIS--A concentration of related competencies within an
Instructional Program. An Area of Emphasis differs from a
traditional "department" In that It Is defined by a specified
list of competencies that students are expected to attain.
*COLLEGE--The only academic division In the University. At the date of
this report, there are four relatively autonomous colleges,
each to be limited In size to approximately 1500 students. The
absence of departments Is Intended to promote Interdisciplinary
studies within and between the colleges. Each college Is defined
In terms of a unique set of College-Level Objectives.
*COLLEGE-LEVEL OBJECTIVES--A general statement of objectives/goals that
have been derived from the Educational Planning Guidelines, and
that serve as ·parameters for curriculum development within the
respective colleges.
*COMPETENCY--A behavior or pattern of behaviors related to real world
knowledge, skills, and/or attitudes that the student wll I demonstrate he has acquired. The specificity and breadth of a
competency statement depends on whether Jt Js tor an Instructional
Program, Area of Emphasis, or Learning Module.
*COORDINATOR--This Is the term given to faculty members who are Involved
In Instruction within a learning module. The term "coordinator"
Is used Instead of "professor" or "Instructor" and Indicates
the new role a faculty member assumes In the learning process
at Governors State.
*EVAlUATION--A comparison of expected outcomes with actual outcomes, and
the Incorporation of appropriate revisions to bring the two
closer together.

'
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GSU UNIT--An amount of academic credit equivalent to a semester hour of
credit. A ful I academic load Is 8 units per a-week Session.
*INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVE--A behavior, contributing to a competency, to be
attained through a specific series of Instructional events, and
to be exhibited at a level and under conditions Indicated by
specified criteria.
*INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAM --A major subdivision within the College that contains the following characteristics: (1) It has been approved
by the Board of Governors, (2) It consists of one or more related
Areas of Emphasis, and (3) It Is defined by competencies that
Its students wl I I attain.
*INSTRUCTIONAL SYSTEM--A set of learning experiences designed to enable
a specified population to attain stated competencies. It Is
developed according to the Instructional development process
outlined In the Instructional Systems Paradigm.

'

·I

·'

*INTERCOLLEGIAL--The concept whereby students are encour.aged to register
for Learning Modules across Col leglal Jines. The Educational
Planning Guldel lnes state that faculty and students In different
collegiate units will cooperatively plan, develop and execute
learning experiences of this type.
*INTERDISCIPLINARY--The concept of organization that preval Is within the
Col leges. This approach does not recognize the departmental
system nor rank faculty according to academic, discipline. The
Educational Planning Guidelines refer to "Interdisciplinary" as
an emphasis on programs of study that encourages the synthesis
of knowledge from the disciplines within a collegiate unit.
*LEARNING MODULE--The Learning Module Is a set of experiences which brings
the student to the achievement of one or more specific and
discrete competencies. Ideally, It Is the smallest "package"
of Instructional strategies and materials In which all aspects
of an Individualized, performance-based, criterion referenced
Instructional model can be Identified. Such a model wl II Include
Instructional objectives, materials, and strategies for Instruction
and evaluation. A Learning Module will Include topics or concepts
belonging to a larger subject-matter context. A Learning Module
at GSU, under current administrative procedures, will yield one or
more GSU units of credit. (Learning Modules may Include SelfInstructional Materials.)
I

·.1
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I

·t'
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A-3
OPEN CONCEPT--Physical and psychological openness Is enhanced by
elimination of walled hallways, minimizing the number of wal Is,
using glass wal Is whenever feasible, arranging physical facl lltles
so that entry Is Invited, and locating faculty and administrative
offices where they are readily accessible.
OPEN LABORATORY--The science laboratories consist primarily of two large
rooms with moveable laboratory furniture located at more than
50 stations. The only walled-In laboratories are small rooms
around the perimeter of the open laboratories where specialized
equipment Is housed. The~e are no special physics, .chemistry,
geology, zoology, etc., laboratories.

•,
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I

*SELF-INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS (SIMl--A set of learning experiences designed
to enable a specified population to attain stated competencies.
They employ self-Instructional strategies !under the guidance of
a Coordinator) that enable students to learn through the use of
pre-programmed materials and tests and that provides feedback as
to whether or not the objectives are being met. The materials
enable students to attain module competencies at their own pace,
and at flexible times and places. (These materials may be part
of a Learning Module.)
SESSION--A time period of approximately two months. There are six Sessions
during the calendar year with four Sessions comprising the EJjulvalent
of a traditional academic year.
TRIMESTER--Three 16-week periods and three 1-week evaluation periods
comprise the twelve month academic calendar, •beginning September
1975. The trimester replaces the six 2-month Sessions which
comprised the academic calendar from September 1971 to 1975.
A TRIMESTER consists of three BLOCKS: Block One=16 week period,
Blocks Two and Three=B weeks each.
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APPENDIX B--1975 Learning Module List
Coll.ege of Environmental and Applied Sciences
Governors State University

.' '
'

I

!' '
·I

Aggression In Animal and Human Society
Air Analysis
AI r Qua llty Research
Alcoholism I I 1:
Alcoholism:

Mental Health Aspects of Alcoholism

''I•

Legal, Judicial and Law Enforcement Aspects

.!

Alcoholism: Nursing Management
Alcoholism 1:

I

,I

Biology of Alcoholism

Alcoholism II:

Behavioral Implications of Alcoholism

Alcoholism:

Occupational Programs In Industry and Government

Alcoholism:

Pathology and Medical Aspects

Alcoholism:. Primary and Secondary Prevention
Alcoholism Sciences:

Applied Research

Alcohol Ism Sciences: Monitoring, Evaluating and Upgrading
Alcoholism Treatment Modalities:

Introduction to Clinical Practlcum

:·1

! ,.

AI I Ied Hea Ith PractIce : Recent Dave Iopments

1,)

Applied Calculus

'I
,.:
.,

'

Aquatic Biology
Aquatic Biology II
Aquatic Chemistry
Assessing Educational Outcomes
Assessment of Clinical Instruction
Assessment of Health Status I

,,

Atmospheric Physics and Meteorology
I

lr

I..

B-2

Basic Ecology
Behavior of Animals ; Early Experience and Development of Behavior
Behavior Setting Analysis:

Seminar

Biochemistry
Biochemistry:

, I

Elementary

I

i'l

Career Paths and Life Style Choices I and II

::I

Chemical Techniques for Environmental Studies
Chromatographic Techniques for Environmental Analysis
Classroom Care of Plants and Animals
Clinical Laboratory Science- Medical Technology I-XII
Communication Concepts:

Advanced

I

·I

Community Health Problems
Community Health Nursing Administration
Community Mental Health Nursing

·I

Comparative Health Care Systems
Comprehensive Health Planning
Comprehensive Health Planning II
Computer Assisted Learning:

Workshop (for Teachers)

·:

Computer Programming
Computer Supported Education

:j

Concepts of Independent Practice (Nursing)
Conceptual Bases of Nursing Practice

.I

Conflict Resolution
Continuing Education for the Health Professions I and II

'

,j

,I

I

B-3
·I

Cooperative Education In •••
Coop Ed In Alcoholism:

I

,,

'

Clinical Practicum Internship

Cooperative Education In Health Sciences Administration
,.,1

Creative Problem Solving

!•
I

Q-eati ve Prob Iem So Ivlng II
Culture and Communication
Curriculum Development

'I

Curriculum Models

·I
,I

Design for the Human EnvIronment
Design for the Human Environment II

,,

Distributive Nursing

I

I

Distributive Nursing Practlcum

I

I

'I

Ecological Methods
Ecology Seminar
EconomIcs of Health Care

:II

Economics of Health Care II

'.I•

Economics of Health Care: Problems
Economics of Health Care:

Problems II

Electrochemical Techniques for Environmental Studies
Energy. Resources and Society

:I

Environmental Assessment
Environmental Earth Science
Environmental Education

'I

Environmental Education Institute

'I

Environmental Education Workshop
Environmental Law

'

I

r
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:'
Envl ronmenta I OrganIc Chemistry
Environmental Organic Chemistry II
Environmental Organic Chemistry Ill

:.1
'·

,,

Environmental Organic Chemistry IV

i,. I

Envi ronmenta I Psycho l.ogy

i

"I

Environmental Psychology: Communication Perspective

,I

Environmental Psychology: Physical Settings and Behavior

•I
I

Environmental Science
Environmental Systems Analysis
Environmental Systems Analysis I I
Environmental Systems:

A Simulation

Environments In Transition
Epldemioi.ogy:

Principles and Analysis of Data I <Undergraduate)
and II (Graduate

Ethics & Environment

.,

Evaluating Nursing Practice

~I

''

Evaluating Science Process Learning
Evaluation: formative & Summative
Evolution & Man
Experimental Botany

I

family Health & II !ness Behavior

:I
,•

Family Life Styles & Cycles
Field Biology I and I I
financial Management for Health Service Administration
Forest Management Practices

,.
I

,.,'
'

'

6-5

Futures Forecasting
Futures Forecastl.ng Workshop
Gerontology
Health Care Delivery:· Values and Issues
Health Care In At.rlca
Health Care Organization
Health Care Research:

Introduction

Health Professions Education:

Current Trends and Issues I and II

Health Professions Education: Values Clarification Techniques
Health Service Administration:

Advanced Topics

Health Services Management Theories
History and Philosophy of Science
Hum<r~

.,'

Ecol.ogy Seminar

I

:·I

Human Environment Planning

.,

Human Environment Planning Comprehensive Studio

.!

Human Heredity

·,,

Human Sexuality

t I

..

.I

Inquiry Processes In Science Teaching
Instrumentation Electronics
Instrumentation Electronics I I

,,

.,,

Land Use Law Seminar
I·

Land Use Des.! gn and Plannl ng

r1
•

Learning Processes: Adults
Learning Processes: Children and Adolescents
Legal Environment In Health Services Administration

I

I
:I

B-6

Life Experience Workshop

·'

Limnology

~ '

'

Local flora I and I I

I

''
•

'1

Maintenance of Science Labs
Managing Learning Environments
Management of Client/Patient Care

'I

Medical Technology: Current Trends and Issues I and II
Microbial Ecology

I

:]

Ml crob Ia I Ecology I I
Natural Regulation of Populations
Natural Regulation of Animal Populations: Laboratory

I

q

New Communities Development

I!

New Communities Seminar
Nursing Didactics for Cllents/faml lies

".I
'I

Nursing Futuristlcs Seminar

.I .

Nurs l.ng LeadershIp

;I

Nursing Practlcum

i

Nursing Service Administration Theories

.'i

Organic Chemistry:

Special Topics

Organismic Biology

''

Ornithology
Personnel Administration and Labor Relations In Health Service Administration
Physical Environments:

Characteristics and Development

Physiologic Systems
Physiologic Systems I I
Physiology of Aging

'

·'

,,

B-7

Planning: A Communication Perspective
Planning Process:

A Systems VIew

Planning Retrospective
Plant Mlcroenvlronments:

Early Summer Phenophases

Plant Mlcroenvlronments: Late Summer Phenophases

li
''

''
"

Plant Mlcroenvlronments: Spring Phenophases

·..

Plant Propagation

I

Poisonous Plants and Animals

I

Pornography, Censorship and Society

.:1

Practlcum In Health Professions Education
Principles of Health Services Administration
Probability and Statistics
Productivity
Psychosocial Aspects of Aging
,I

Public Finance and Systems Analysis for Public Sector Administrators
Quantification & Experimentation
Radioisotope Techniques 1:
Radioisotope Techniques II:

Basic Principles
Applications

,•

Reaction Rates and Processes
Readings and Investigations In

...

.,

.,

Research Administration
Research In Simulation Games

.,

Research Projects In Restorative Nursing

'

Researching Science Information
Research:

Theory, Design, Implementation

'I

f

'

B-8

I
·.1

Restorative Nursing Seminar & Practlcum I and II
School Nursing:

New Dimensions

Science: A Human Endeavor
Science Teaching Equipment:

Make-It-Yourself

-

Science, Technology and the Quality of Life
Self-Instruction:

'

i'I

Management

•I

I

Seminar American Institutions and Values: Environmental Control
and the Heritage of Reform

'i

I

:j

Sex and the Healplng Professions
Simulations and Games
Social Intervention
Sol I Analysis

,I

Special Projects In , ••

'I

Spectrochemical Techniques for Environmental Analysis
Statistical Analysis Using Computer Package Pr.ograms
Statistics : Non-Parametric
Student Teacher Orientation
Student TeachIng
Survey of Instructional Techniques
Teacher Behaviors ln Inner-City and Multi-Ethnic Environments
'o

Teaching Elementary School Science
Teaching Secondary School Science

'I

Thanatology: Death and Dying
Theoretical Foundation of Restorative Nursing
Theories of Nursing Education
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I~
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Theory of the Photographic Process
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I

Thermodynamics

I'

Transportation Systems
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Urban Aesthetics
Urban Environments:

t

Introduction to the City

l
I
I

Urban Geology
'.

Urban Neighborhood

'I

Urban Planning--Principles and Practices

'

•j

Variables of Behavior In Health Care Settings
Water Quality Research
Water Quality Research Seminar
Water Quality Research Strategies
Women's Health Concerns
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College of Environmental and Applied Sciences
Governors State University
Park Forest South, Illinois
The EAS Professional Work Plan Agreement is to be completed and approved between
November 1 and 15 for the next calendar year (JF through ND Sessions). Page one
of the WPA includes all Direct Instruction. It is to be completed and submitted
to the Coordinator of Curriculum and Instruction for endorsement prior to being
submitted to the Dean's Office.
The Direct Instruction component of the WPA should be updated each time we prepare
the MJ-JA and SO-ND Learning Module schedules to reflect accurately all Direct
Instruction.
Other faculty activities should be organized under the following headings, which
are consistent with the attached Staff Effort Report form: (1) Indirect Instruction,
C2l Instructional Support, ( 3) Committee Assignments, ( 4) Research Assignments,
(5) Administrative Assignments, (6) Community Service, (7) Professional Services,
and (8) Other.
Name:

''

Period Covered by Agreement: - - - - - - - - - - - - SUMMARY STATEMENT OF OBJECTIVES

,,
i

"

.I

·'·
Endorsement:

'

Signature oi: Faculty Member

Signature of Dean

Date

Date

PFA:gb
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CEAS PROFESSIONAL WOnK PLAN AGREEMENT
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Faculty name;
-----Page

DIRECT INSTRUCTION

Date: ____________
See reverse side of this page for guidelines. and procedures
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Coordinator of Curriculum and Instruction
Dean of College
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DIRECT INSTRUCTION GUIDELINES FOR WORK PLAN AGREEMENT
Revised September, 1974
University Policy £!!.Faculty Workload: "The faculty teaching load for full-time
teaching faculty will be 30-32 instructional units per calendar year. For fulltime administrative and support personnel who also hold a University Professor
appointment in a College, the normal teaching load will be 3 to 6 instructional
units per calendar year."
In order to administer the above policy, EAS has adopted the following administrative policies. Direct Instructional Numbers (DIN) will be used to indicate the
amount of Direct Instruction generated by a Module Coordinator(s), according
to the Table of Direct Instructional Numbers (DIN):
Function

DIN

One-person Coordinator (Lecture-Discussion)
One-person Coordinator (Laboratory, Clinical,
Field Modules; enrollment limited to 15)
One-person Coordinator (Readings & Investigations
in ••• , Cooperative Education in ••• , Special
Projects in •••
Undergraduate Students
Graduate Students
Two-person (or more) Coordinators (Team taught
Modules)
Primary Coordinator (Record keeper, etc.)
e.g., Three (3) Coordinators team teach a 3 GSU
Unit lecture-discussion Module: Coordinator
generates 3 x 0.8 + 0.5 = 2.9 DIN; Assistant
Coordinators each generate 3 x 0.8 = 2.4 DIN
Assistant Coordinator with a Community Professor

1.0/GSU Unit
1.5/GSU Unit

.

.

-·r; "JJIFecrl'ilstruction: -Compiete

·.
0.15/Student/GSU Unit
0.30/Student/GSU Unit
0.80/Coordinator/GSU
Unit 0.5

0.5/GSU Unit

Page One-of WPA entering -appropriate· ·aate --~ . -· .

in every column.
2.

Teaching Faculty. Faculty with full-time teaching responsibility should
expect to generate 30-32 DIN per year (12 months).

3.

'
Administrative Faculty. Persons appointed to the position
of Assistant
·Dean, Coordinator, or Administrative Assistant, should expect to generate
not less than 15 DIN per year (12 months).

4.

Support Faculty. Persons whose fiscal support is in another budgeted unit
and who hold an appointment of University Professor in EAS should expect
to generate 6 DIN per year (12 months).

5.

Substitute Functions. Faculty wishing to increase the amount of time spent
in other areas-- i.e., indirect instruction, community service, research,
etc., -- should negotiate the DIN with the Dean and the Coordinator of
Curriculum and Instruction.

6.

Vacation. If a non-teaching Session is planned so that a vacation can be
taken, the estimated dates of the vacation should be indicated. When the
Vacation Request Form is submitted for the non-teaching Session, it should
be accompanied by an addendum to the WPA which descri~es the university
work to be done during the non-teaching Session and how the Dean can
evaluate it.
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Commwnity College Relations

~--~--~
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Coordinators of:
Curricular Studies
Instructional Studies
Institutional Studies

Institutional Research

_...1

;('"~~

I I Assistant Vice President
11 Curricular, Instructional,

I

I

H._ Assistant
Vice President J
Academl c Support Servl ces

~Deans

of Colleges
Coordinators of:
~I nterco llegl ate and
Interinstitutional StudJes
!-Special Projects
~Continuing and
Experiential Education

e~

~"C"-·

J

LJ

I

I
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Physical Planning
Physical Services

,_r-rSecurity

I

I

Faculty Services

- --

--"·-----'---

-·

Director Community Services

'

.........-.-

Director Civil Servant Services

Dlr~ctor

Coordinators of:
Health Services
Student Publications
Student Placement
Student Financial Support

Director Student Services

Vice President Human Services

----~-------

Director Physical Facll ities

t- Food ServIces
'- UnIversIty Press

t- Bookstore

Coordinators of:

r{ Director Special Operations

Coord l nators of:
1-Specl a I Funds
rOperating Budget
r-capltal Budget
~Administrative Computer Services

Director Budgets

Vice President Administrative Servlcesj

rt

I

l

I

l Pres Ident I

APPENDIX D
Structure Showing Most Components of the University Described In Chapter Eleven.

Pres] dent Academl c Programs I

HCoAssistant
Vice Presidentj
I I Ia I Programs

I Vl ce

Organlz~tlonal

